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Abstract i 
ABSTRACT 
THE primary objective of this research has been to investigate whether periodic structures can be applied to conical antennas for the purpose of improving their 
performance. This has been achieved through numerical modelling, theoretical 
investigation and physical measurements. In this study, two dimensional rotationally 
symmetric periodic structures were considered. This work determined that applying 
modifications to the cone antenna element significantly reduced the antennas 
bandwidth through the creation of strong anti-resonances. However, introducing 
frequency dependent impedance transformations to the end-termination leads to 
improvements in the far field radiation patterns without significant detriment to the 
, input characteristics. In addition, periodic strucrures were applied to the ground plane 
to reduce backward radiation through the suppression of surface wave propagation. 
Results fro~ this in"Vestigation have been determined and the implications assessed. In 
addition a novel periodic structure designed using polar curves and mapping functions 
capable of operating at low frequencies and that could be applied to conformal 
surfaces has been designed and analysed. The results of this research demonstrate that 
periodic structures can improve the radiation characteristics of conical antennas 
without compromising the impedance bandwidth 
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Modem communications systems increasingly require larger bandwidth, imposing 
greater requirements on broadband antennas. The broadband characteristics of conical 
antennas have made them a very popular choice for standard electromagnetic 
compatibility (EMC) measurement systems [1.1], aerodynamic and radar missile 
applications [1.2] and military (ground-to-air) and Naval (ship-to-shore) 
communications [1.3]. Depending on the return loss degradation that can be tolerated 
for a given application, a conical antenna can be designed so that the effective 
bandwidth covers as much as two octaves in frequency. In addition, these antenna 
structures maintain relatively consistent radiation patterns over the entire bimd. The 
I 
broadside radiation patterns illustrate their omnidirectional capability and show 
minimal lobing if designed correctly. The H-plane, azimuthal radiation patterns are 
ideally isotropic due to the rotational symmetry of the antenna. On the other hand, the 
elevation patterns are not uniform and in addition they typically vary substantially 
depending on frequency. At lower frequencies conical antennas have similar 
properties to conventional monopole/dipole antennas. However, as the frequency 
increases, they diverge from these dipole-like patterns and substantial lobing begins to 
appear. The high frequency response is typically multi-lobed, which is one 
disadvantage of the device. 
Conical antennas can be viewed as a transmission line feeding a mismatched 
load at the antenna aperture [1.4-1.6]. The abrupt end termination of the antenna 
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results in the dominant rEM mode being mismatched with the free space waves. As a 
. result, additional higher order modes are generated outside the antenna to satisfy the 
boundary conditions. It is anticipated that these higher order transverse magnetic 
(TM) type modes are largely responsible for the shift away from the dipole-like 
radiation patterns at higher frequencies in the band. 
Another major contributor to the degradation observed in the radiation patterns 
arises from the ground plane. Ground planes serve an important role as reflectors for 
antennas [1.7]. The ideal ground plane for conical antennas would be infinite, in 
which case edge diffractions and interference resulting from scattering of surface 
waves at the edges is negligible. In practical applications, ground planes are always 
smooth and finite. Consequently, the presence of bends and discontinuities result in 
surface currents being radiated into free space causing interference which can be seen 
as the ripples in the far field radiation pattern. Therefore, Figure 1.1 illustrates the 
ideal radiation pattern expected of the conical antenna across its entire bandwidth. 
Figure 1.1: Ideal Radiation patterns in Two- and Three-Dimensions 
Periodic structures have attracted a lot of attention for their versatility in 
controlling the propagation of electromagnetic waves. Examples of periodic .structures 
that have been extensively investigated· include Electromagnetic Bandgap strnctures, 
soft and hard surfaces, photonic band gap structures and photonic crystals. The vast 
majority of periodic structures are artificial electromagnetic media which possess 
bandgaps, a range of frequencies in which the propagation of surface waves can be 
controlled. Varlous examples can be drawn from published literature on the potential 
benefits of employing periodic structures to improve the performance of antennas 
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[1.8-1.12]. When periodic structures are applied to antennas as high impedance 
ground planes or reflector, their bandgap features are revealed in mainly two ways: in-
phase reflection and the suppression of surface wave propagation. The latter feature of 
surface-wave suppression helps to improve antenna performance such as increasing 
antenna gain [1.11] and reducing the ripples in antenna radiation patterns [1.8]. The 
tremendous potential of periodic structures in improving the performance of antennas 
is quite clear. This thesis will therefore demonstrate the capability of periodic 
structures in improving the radiation characteristics of conical antennas. The aim is to 
improve the radiation patterns while maintaining the broadband impedance bandwidth 
of the antenna. 
1.2 Research objective 
The objective of this research is to improve the radiation characteristics of conical 
monopole antennas by using periodic structures while keeping the broadband 
impedance bandwidth of the antenna intact. The studies outlined in this thesis will 
investigate the impact of impedance loading the actual radiating structure as well as 
. the ground plane. By analysing the resultant surface current distributions, far field 
radiation patterns, electric field distributions, antenna gain and reflection coefficient, 
optimal ratios for ground plane covered with periodic structures will be formulated. 
1.3 Contribution of this thesis 
The following is a summary of original contributions made by the author. These are 
discussed in more detail in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 . 
• :. A novel corrugation loaded spherically capped conical antenna whose far field 
radiation patterns show reduced lobing and the broad bandwidth is sustained 
has been designed and analysed. It is argued that having annular slots cut-out 
of the spherical cap and not the cone body is what enables the antenna to be 
kept broadband . 
• :. The contribution of the ground plane on the performance of conical antennas 
can not be ignored. In this thesis, the back radiation which directly results 
from the surface waves radiating off the edges of the ground plane has been 
reduced by incorporating coaxial corrugations in the ground plane. 
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Additionally, a new technique employing radar cross section techniques has 
been devised to study the relation between ground plane size and the 
resonances observed in the return characteristics of conical antennas . 
• :. Using periodic circuit simulation, a new method that analyses the stop-band 
region of spherical periodic structures utilizing both S-parameters and· 
dispersion diagrams has been formulated. Here, the radial slots in the spherical 
structure have been thought of as short-circuited transmission-line stubs 
connected in series with the main transmission line at periodic intervals . 
• :. A novel technique for designing electromagnetic bandgap structures using 
polar curves and mapping functions has been formulated and tested. Polar 
curves define the locus of the gaps between adjacent cells and the mapping 
functions increase the spiral-gap length further by warping the path to make 
better use of the unit-cell surface area. This enables the design of EBG 
structures that not only take on unconventional shapes but also generate low-
frequency EBG structures. Comparisons to other well-known low-frequency 
EBG structures cited in published literature were made, where it was· found 
that the performance of the Polar-EBGs was comparable or better. 
1.4 Overview of thesis 
The overall structure of the thesis is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.2. Chapter 2 
discusses the basic characteristics of conical antennas and provides an insight into the 
differences between theo~etical (infinite) and real (finite) conical antennas. TyPical 
, : ' '-
input characteristics and radiation patterns are also presented. In addition; the effects 
of end-terminating a conical antenna are explored drawing on work presented in the 
literature. The chapter concludes by analysing the performance of slot loaded conical 
antennas starting from two-dimensional bow-tie structures and later extending to other 
slot-loaded three-dimensional conical structures: 
Chapter 3 provides an overview on the basics Of periodic structures. A brief 
history on the first periodic structures that showed a bandgap is presented, followed 
by examples of common periodic structures. Various theories used in analysing the 
behaviour of wave propagation in periodic structures are discussed.· The chapter then 
covers the two main applications of periodic structures and concludes with a brief 
description of the numerical methods to be used in the studies undertaken. 
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Figure 1.2: Organization of the thesis 
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Chapter 4 investigates the use of rotationally symmetric periodic structures 
when applied to the spherically capped conical antenna. A wave guide technique is 
utilized in order to determine the bandgap of the periodic surface. Numerical and. 
experimental results for the conical antenna with and without the periodic surface are 
presented and analysed. The introduction of the periodic structure is shown to 
improve the radiation patterns. Surface current distribution plots are produced which 
give insight into the reasons for the observed improvement. Additionally, a 'circuit 
simulation' approach for modelling the wave propagation phenomena in corrugated 
spherically capped conical antennas is presented. 
The rotationally symmetric periodic structures are then applied to the ground 
plane in Chapter 5. The chapter first describes the effects of size and shape of the 
ground planes on the radiation patterns and return characteristics of the antenna. 
Further consideration of the ground plane effects on the S 11 parameters of conical 
antennas are undertaken through radar cross-section analyses. The periodic surfaces 
are then introduced to the ground plane and their effects studied using surface current 
and electric field distributions. This chapter goes on to find the optimal amount of 
space on the ground plane that needs to be covered with the periodic structure without 
introducing interference to the TEM mode. The results demonstrate a performance 
improvement in the radiation patterns of conical antennas when using rotationally 
symmetric periodic structured ground planes. 
Chapter 6 examines the design and analysis of EBG structures based on a 
technique.using polar curves and mapping functions. The polar-EBGs are compared 
to conventional EBG structures through sirnulations and measurements. ,The results 
show that this tecfuuque can be utilized to design low frequency EBG structures. 
Comparison is made between the performance of the polar-EBG and existing EBG 
structures found in the literature. The angular stability, bandwidth and resonant 
frequency are considered in the comparisons. The results clearly show the potential 
benefit of designing EBG structures using polar curves and mapping functions. 
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and outlines possible areas of further work. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
CONICAL ANTENNAS 
2.1 Introduction 
Conical antennas have been the subject of immense research since the early 20th 
century following Marconi's first implementation of a conical wire monopole for use 
in transatlantic communication experiments and Carter's adaptation for wideband 
short wave radio [2.1]. Conical antennas can be used for a wide range of purposes 
such as vehicular communication, Ultra wideband communication, military and naval 
applications. It has been reported by many authors that in the 1890's, Oliver Lodge 
[2.2] introduced the concept of having the transmitter and receiver tuned to the same 
frequency and also referred to a number of antennas that he thought would be able to 
provide wide band signals. It is within that piece of work that the biconical, spheroid 
and triangular antennas are first mentioned. Many of the early studies carried out on 
conical antennas were numerical analyses. These went largely unfinished because of 
the great computational effort required to solve the complex functions. Some of the 
scientists that have studied the conical antenna extensively include Schelkunoff, Tai, 
Adachi, Papas and King. 
Schelkunoff in the 1940's started off the study on conical antennas by 
analysing finite thin conical antennas. He described the antenna as propagating 
spherical TEM modes within a 'sphere of discontinuity' or aperture radius equal to the 
cone length [2.3] and noted the presence of higher order modes that represented the 
end effects. He also observed that the distribution of current on a thin conical element 
is sinusoidal and that the higher order modes take the current to nearly zero at the end 
9 
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cap. Additionally, the input impedance curves Shelkunoff presented showed great 
, 
sensitivity to the cone angle at frequencies for which the cone length! Ao was an 
integer number. Further numerical analyses carried out on conical antennas can be 
found in [2.4]. 
More recent studies on conical antennas have shifted the focus away from 
numerical analyses to improving the bandwidth [2.5 - 2.10] and radiation pattern 
[2.11, 2.12]. One of the likely reasons for this shift in emphasis is the substantial 
improvement in computers in terms of their speed and capacity which have made full 
field models more readily solved. Numerous studies have focused on improving 
bandwidth by altering the end termination or coating the antenna with a dielectric or 
magnetic material. Hemispherical caps, cylinders, capacitive, discs are some of the 
geometries that have been explored. Other studies incorporating coatings such as 
dielectric and magnetic materials [2.7, 2.13, 2.14] have successfully increased the 
electrical length of the structure, leading to more compact antennas but at the cost of 
reduced bandwidth. 
On the other hand, studies which focus on improving the radiation pattern of 
conical antennas have been relatively few in comparison. When the conical antenna . 
has been used to produce pulse radiation, in order to have an exact replica of the input 
pulse, a continuous resistive material placed along the antenna length has been 
employed to achieve this [2.12]. An alternative approach, has been presented by 
Oleksiy [2.11] in which quarter wavelength deep annular slots are cut out of the 
conical radiating structure. However, the radiation patterns' in this work have been 
improved at the expense of bandwidth. 
Therefore, this chapter aims to provide an in-depth introduction to conical 
antennas. Section 2.2 presents the theory of biconical aritennas and particularly 
highlights the differences between infinite and finite biconical structures. The finite 
nature of these antennas introduces a number of unwanted phenomena such as end 
reflections and standing waves. The introduction of these end reflections and standing 
waves severely affects the radiation patterns especially at high frequencies as will be 
explained in Section 2.3. '. 
The influence of end terminations on the performance of conical antennas is 
explored in Section 2.4. As the core of this thesis is to investigate ways in which 
periodic strUctures can be used to improve the performance of conical antennas, and . 
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Section 2.5 starts this journey by studying the effects of introducing slots into the cone 
structure in both a planar 2D shape and 3D. The analys is of single and multiple slots 
show that the slots disrupt the TEM mode of the broad band antenna introducing 
several anti-resonances in the operating band. A theoretical formulation that predicts 
the actual frequencies where th is wi ll occur wi ll then be presented. 
2.2 Theory of biconical antennas 
Biconical antennas are effi cient radiating devices capable of operating over a very 
broad bandwidth when des igned correctly. They are reali sed in the form of a pair of 
conical conducting surfaces, either full y enclosed (solid) or open-ended with air or 
other dielectric material filling the interior of the cone. An illustration of a closed 
biconical antenna is shown in Figure 2.1 along with its main design parameters, () , 
the cone half angle and /, the cone length which is defined as the radius of the smallest 
sphere centred at the origin which encloses the structure, not including any additional 
caps. Alternati ve fo rms of the basic device can be fo und in the conica l monopole, 
where one of the bicone amlS is replaced with a ground plane. The conical monopole 
has the advantage of being lower profi le and generall y more compact, although there 
are other issues such as the influence of real, finite ground planes. 
z 
Cone half angle. (8) 
Figure 2. 1: 30 view of a bicon ica l antenna with side length I. 
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Due to its rotational symmetry, the conical monopole antenna produces 
isotropic radiation patterns in the H-plane. Its radiating behaviour can be thought of as 
a combination of spherical TEM or principal waves which are generated within the 
spheri cal envelope of the antenna (shown shaded in Figure 2 .1 ) and a set of 
complimentary modes (TM-type waves) which, for small cone angles, are broadly 
similar to those of a linear dipole. 
COlle 
_l---r-- "PC' 
y 
L , 
Figure 2.2 : Field co rn ponents in an infinite biconica l anten na in the z = 0 plane. 
2.2.1 Infinitely long conical antennas 
In understanding the biconical antenna it is usefu l to initiall y consider an infinitely 
long device. The infinite biconical is frequency independent and can be thought to 
represent a uniformly tapered transmission line. As a consequence of the long tapered 
cross section, the bicone produces a spherical wave in which the magnetic and electric 
fields are at right angles. The E-field lines lie along the great circles pass ing through 
the antenna ax is while the H-field lines lie in the plane normal to the antenna ax is. For 
example, in the z = 0 plane, the fi elds will be as shown in Figure 2.2. Although the 
bicone supports an infinite number of transmission modes, for the infinite case, it is 
not necessary to consider any complimentary modes as the TEM transmiss ion line 
mode is the only one excited. Therefore, for the TEM mode, both E and H are entirely 
transverse with no radial component associated with that mode. 
The input impedance of an infinite biconical antenna depends only on the 
TEM wave and remains unaltered by higher-order modes. This makes the 
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characteristic impedance equal to the antenna input impedance and the response is 
shown graphically in Figure 2.3. The modelled input impedance and characteristic 
impedance are pure resistances and at small cone angles the radiation resistance tends 
to that of an infinitely long dipole, whereas at large cone angles the radiation 
resistance tends to zero. For a conical monopole, which will be the main geometry 
considered in thi s thesis, by means of field symmetry the radiation resistance will be 
approximately half that of the equivalent biconical device. 
: lI- t-.. -... -.. 1" ..-.. -.. !-.. -.. -... T .. -... -... ! !;:I.= ... ~=-~~.~ ...:;. ~~. ~T~~.;:~~~ .. '~~  ...= .. = ...;1
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. . . 
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Figure 2.3: Radiation resistance of infinite bicon ical and conica l monopolc antennas as a function 
of cone half angle. 
2.2.2 Finite conical antenna 
Calculation of the radiating modes of finite conical antennas is considerably more 
cha llenging than in the infinite (theoretical) case. As a first approx imation the 
behaviour of a conical antenna can be modelled as a terminated transmission line as 
shown in the equivalent circuit of Figure 2.4. 
Antenna 
Tenninal 
, ~(------------------------------)~ 
I 
Figure 2.4: Eq uivalent circuit of a finite co nica l antenna. 
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Here, the terminating impedance is a large (and not straightforward to determine) 
value. ZL effectively models the electromagnetic behaviour of the abrupt termination 
of the TEM wave by the physical end of the antenna. The radiation performance can 
be improved by modifying the geometrical configuration of the end cap, for example 
by making it hemispherical. However, the lower frequency limit of the device is 
fundamentally restricted by the electrical length of the device which is directly related 
to the transmission length I. 
When the cone angle is small then the antenna approximates the behaviour of 
a thin uniform dipole and the terminating impedance is very large. In thi s state the 
currents will be approximately sinusoidal and the outgoing waves are ideally (or near-
ideally) refl ected at the terminati on. For larger cone angles, the EM behaviour is much 
more complex mathematically. The solution of this problem and the determination of 
ZL has been approached by Schelkunoff [2 .3], Tai [2. 15] and Papas and King [2.4, 
2. 16] amongst others. A detailed historical overview of computational approaches to 
determining the terminal impedance and rad iation patterns has been described by 
Bevensee [2.4]. The simplified equations (2 .1 ) - (2.4) given by Schelkunoff [2.3] can 
be used to determine the input impedance of finite conical antennas with angles 
B < 2.5"- Figure 2.5 shows the input impedance (Z;) for 0.10 and 2.00 cone angles 
respectively. 
G[L] - i O.SK sin 2 L + F[L]cos 2L - sin2L ( 
F ' [L] + G ' [L] ) 
2 K 
z , =------~------~------~~--~~~-----------L F F ' [L] +G ' [L] 
sin ' L + -- sin 2 L + cos ' 2 L 
K 2K 
where 
G[L]= 60(C + Log 2L - Ci2L )+ 30 (C + LogL - 2Ci2L + Ci 4L)cos 2L + 
30(Si4L - 2Si2L)sin 2L 
F[L] =60Si2L +30(Ci4L - LogL - C)sin 2L - 30Si4Lcos2L 
K = 120 I_og [ cot ( ~ )] 
(2.1 ) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
C = 0.577, Euler' s constant, antenna phase length L=2rrl/J.. , and B is the cone 
angle. Si and Ci are the Sine Integral and Cosine Integral, respectively. The 
most common Sine and Cosine Integral s are defined as 
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() r Sin / ( ) f Cos / Si z = -- d/ and Ci z =- -- d/ / . / (2.5) 
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Figure 2.5: Input impeda nce of a biconica l a ntenna for (a) 0 = 0.1' and (b) 0 = 2.tt. Solid lines 
denote the rea l pa rt of the impedance a nd dashed lines the im agin ary. 
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It is evident that true broad band properties are only exhibited for the larger of 
the two cone angles, otherwise the overall input impedance is high and the device is 
fundamentally multiband. The bandwidth improves further with increasing cone 
angles as can be seen in the simulation studies presented later in thi s chapter. In 
addition, Bevensee [2.4] has produced a lengthy numerical analysis of conical 
antennas and scatterers for a wide range of angles > 2. 5°. However, the analytical 
approach taken is not particularly straightforward to implement and what is more it 
cannot be easily adapted to accommodate small geometrical features. 
Consequently the present thesis makes extensive use of validated full fi eld numeri cal 
modelling method, the Transmission Line Modelling method (TLM) [2. I 7]. 
2.3 SlI and radiation patterns 
To further understand the performance of finite conical antennas, a variety of devices 
wi th di ffe rent dimensions have been investigated. Figure 2.6 shows the simulation 
structure. The conical monopole was mounted on a circular ground plane of diameter 
150 mm i.e. lower cut-off wave length hF for a frequency of 2 GHz. The antenna 
height (h) and top diameter are restricted to ),ud6 while the optimized base height v is 
0.006ALF. The cone base diameter is optimized to obtain a 50 n impedance match 
with the coax ial feed. Figure 2.7 is an illustration of the return characteri stics of 
conical monopoles fo r di fferent cone heights. In each of the simulations, the ratio of 
circular ground plane diameter to cone height is maintained at 6: I. 
The S 11 plots confirm that increasing the cone height while keeping the cone 
angle constant leads to a decrease in the lower frequency. The upper frequency limit is 
controlled by the cone base diameter which in thi s instance has been optimized to 
provide an upper band limit at 10 GHz. This provides an impedance bandwidth ratio 
of 5: I for h = 25 mm, 7. 14: I for h = 35 mm and 9: I for h = 45 mm. These impedance 
values clearl y demonstrate the broadband nature of finite conical antennas . 
When the wave excited at the base of the conical monopole propagates 
outwards, it encounters the aperture formed between the outer extremity of the cone 
and the ground plane. Here, part of the incident wave will be radiated and part will be 
reflected. The portion that is refl ected depends upon the top diameter of the cone in 
wavelengths. For cones less than a half wavelength in diameter, the reflection 
coeffi cient is near unity and as a consequence, the input impedance varies rapid ly 
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with frequency [2.1 8) . An illustration of these changes in input impedance is shown in 
Figure 2 .8. 
~t---- d ----~ 
o 
h 
~ _____ J _ 
v 
", ,/ 
p 
Figure 2.6: 2-D cross-section of finit e conica l monopole. Illustrated are th e antenna structural 
para meters: the co ne height h, cone top d iameter 11, cone half angle 0, base diame ter b, base 
height 11, and the ground plane diameter p. 
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Figure 2.7: Typica l 5 11 results fo r a conical antenna with d imensions: 0 = 45°, v = 1 mm, b = I mm 
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Figure 2.8: Input impeda nce of finite conica l antenna, antennas as in Figu re 2.7 
It is well known that when two waves of identical frequency travel in opposite 
directions, a spatial standing wave di stribution is formed. This is characterised by 
periodic maxima and minima in the envelope of the sllperposition of the two waves. 
When the magnitude of the incident wave is equal to the magnitude of the reflected 
wave, a pure or complete standing wave is formed . ln thi s case the magnitude of 
reflection coefficient is unity, otherwise a partial standing wave exists with a 
reflection coefficient magnitude less than unity. 
The transmission line model suggests that standing waves on the cone can be 
eliminated by terminating the antenna in its own characteristic impedance. This 
ensures that the exc iting wave is evenly distributed along the length of the antenna. 
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Figure 2.9: Simulated E-plane radiation palterns of a conica l monopole with dim ensions: 0 = 45°, 
,,= 1 mm,b = 1 mm, Il = 25mm,andp = IOOmm 
For conical monopole antennas, when the cone length is less than half of a 
wavelength, the reflection coeffi cient is near zero and the radiation patterns are 
primarily dipole like. As the ratio of cone top diameter to wavelength increases, the 
reflection coefficient becomes less than uni ty resulting in partial standing waves along 
the cone length. These stand ing wave distributions together with edge diffractions 
contribute to the multi-lobed nature of the radiation patterns at high frequencies as 
shown in Figure 2.9. With the phase center of the conical antenna being at the feed 
point, the E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns remain very stable across the 
bandwidth. Therefore, the finite nature of conical monopoles makes a signi ficant 
contribution to the performance degradation noticeable in the rad iat ion patterns. 
Consequently, it is in theory possible that correct termination of this antenna at the 
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end cap wi ll all eviate some of these problems especially those arising as a 
consequence of the partial standing wave distributions and edge diffractions. 
2.4 End terminated conical antennas 
An infinite conical antenna suffers from no multiple reflections and resultant standing 
waves because the propagating incident wave is a pure travelling wave. Introduci ng a 
discontinuity gives raise to reflected energy induced by a bad match between the 
antenna aperture and free space causing the incident wave to cease being a pure 
travelling wave. It has been shown that more gradual forms of temlination can be 
successful in improving the amount of energy rad iated in such circumstances given 
that they provide gradual impedance transitions [2. 19]. 
I I I I 
(3) (b) 
Figure 2.1 0: Sphere loading (3) Te'lr drop (b) Hemispherical dome of the Iype disc ussed in 12. 191 
Sphere loading has been successfully utilized to improve the di scontinuity of 
the antenna radius by smoothing out the transition region to avoid sharp changes in 
the current distributions at the antenna ends [2.8, 2.20, 2.2 1]. Through thi s the 
bandwidth and input impedance characteristics of the conical antenna have also been 
improved. Techniques like sphere loading (Figure 2.10) generally serve to 
simultaneously increase the length of the antenna and reduce the amount of reflected 
energy. However, it does not completely remove the partial standing wave 
di stributions or the edge diffractions. 
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Another popular technique useful for increasing the electrical length of conical 
antennas is die lectric loading. A dielectric covered conical antenna (Figure 2. 11 ) can 
be constructed by making a cone-shaped hollow in the base of a cylindrica l dielectric 
substance and plating the hole with conducting material (2.13, 2.22]. However, 
dielectric loading has the undesirable effect of loading the near field of the antenna 
which can have a substantial impact on the characteri stic impedance of the antenna. 
This termination technique requires that the conical monopole is designed taking into 
consideration the relative dielectric constant of the material in order to have a proper 
match with the feed as explained in (2 .8]. The performance of dielectric loaded 
devices can be extended further with the addition of sphere loading. Combining these 
termination techniques leads to usefu l increases in the anterU1a electri cal length . 
Although it is expected that they will increase the amount of radiated energy, some 
energy will sti ll be reflected and the dielectric-air boundary wi ll introduce an 
addi tional component. 
mctallisation 
dielectric rill cr 
ground plnne 
coa.xial feed 
Figure 2.11: Dielectric covered conical monopolc of th e type discussed in 12.221 
Resi sti ve loading is another technique that has been studied extensively as a 
termination method usefu l for improving the performance of finite length antennas . 
Resistive loading reduces the reflections from the ends of the antenna by altering the 
current distribution along the antenna length. For example Wu and IGng (2.23] 
proposed a continuous resistive loading for a cylindrical antenna. The results of th is 
study indicated that the far fi eld patterns of the res istively loaded cylindrical antenna 
exhibited one major lobe with very small minor lobes. A similar technique was 
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employed by Maloney and Smith [2.24] where a conical antenna was loaded with 
resistive material. The continuous resistive loading not only reduced the reflections 
from the antenna ends, it also reduced the di stortion of the radiation from the open 
end and feed region. 
Metallic 
sheet 
r~------~------------, 
z 
A 
..-__ coaxial 
reed 
Figure 2.12 : 2-D Cross sectioll ofa resistive loaded co nica l antenna after Bloggs 12.241 
As has been stated already, when an incident wave propagates to the ends of 
the conical monopole, it meets an abrupt transition giving ri se to reflected energy and 
edge diffractions. Terminating the conical monopole with either a hemispherical cap 
or resisti ve material aims to alter the current distribution along the cone length. 
However, these terminations do not completely el iminate the fo rmation of partial 
standing waves which go on to affect the radiated fi elds significantly. 
Other reported techniques li ke merging the conical structure with a circular 
cylinder [2.10] or adding parasitic elements and capacitive discs [2.5, 2.1 4] 
principally lower the antennas operating frequency. These techniques change the 
termination impedance but have been reported to have considerable effects on the 
radiation patterns at higher frequencies. Ln fact, the radiation patterns illustrated in 
these studies have shown substantial undulations. 
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2.5 Principal limitations of conical antennas 
The majority of published papers on conical antennas either present detailed 
numerical analyses of the properties of the conical antennas or describe techniques for 
enhancing bandwidth. Many other papers show how to reduce the end reflections 
from conical antennas for pulse radiation applications. Although bandwidth and end 
reflections are arguably the main limitations presented by these biconical devices, an 
important but largely ignored problem is the rippling in the radiation patterns. The 
levels of rippling become particularl y high as the electrical length of the antenna in 
comparison to the antenna's physical length increases. 
An attempt to improve the rad iation patterns of biconical devices has been 
made by Oleksiy [2. 11 ). Here, it is argued that for a biconical antenna to ensure 
max imum gain for a given cone length, a di sproportionately large diameter with 
respect to height is required. An inevi table result is an increase in the phase distortion 
of the fi eld di stribution at the aperture resulting in high side lobe levels. By 
introducing radial slots cut out in the cones perpendicularly to the ax is of revolution, 
the aperture phase d istribution is fl attened giving ri se to a high gain, low side lobe and 
compact anlelma configurat ion. However, Oleksiy does not report on the effect this 
modification would have on the broad band characteristics of the biconical antenna. 
The work in th is thesis therefore focuses on more advanced techniques 
utilizing period ic structura l theory to reduce the amount of rippling in the rad iation 
patterns by reducing the reflected energy. Reducing the reflected energy should give 
rise to a reduced amount of partial standing waves. It is therefore postulated that with 
changes made to the standing wave distributions and reductions in edge diffractions, 
the multi-lobes in the radiation patterns could be reduced significantly. Here, the main 
issue being addressed is the control of ZL (Figure 2.4) by making it frequency 
dependent. One possible way of improving bandwidth is a technique of introducing 
annular slots into the body of the cone. A natural progression in thi s endeavour is to 
start with the much simpler bowtie antenna in order to study the basic operating 
modes and the effects that thi s wou ld have on the bandwidth of the antenna. The aim 
of thi s study is to identify an opt imal position on the body of the cone to incorporate 
the periodic structmes. Following from the work carried out by Best [2.25] and 
Oleksiy [2. 11] it is well known that the exact location of slots on the cone body 
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greatly affects the broadband nature of the antenna with the resultant structure 
becoming more inherently multi band. 
2.6 A Brief study on slotted body conical antennas 
The planar bowtie element or triangular monopole is inJlerently a broad band antenna. 
It has the benefit of being simple to construct and could be considered a reasonable 
model for a conical antenna, although there are some limitations, including the 
important fact that the radiation patterns in the broadside direction are non-uniform 
due to the lack of rotational symmetry. In thi s section the triangular monopole is used 
to study the poss ibility of incorporating periodic slits or slots. Best [2.25] has already 
described thi s des ign although the results given in the paper do not include an analysis 
of the surface currents. 
2.6.1 Planar Bowtie type elements 
This thesis considers the geometry of the bowtie antenna illustrated in Figure 
2. 13 . The ground plane diameter measured 600 mm and the overa ll antenna height 
was 152.4 mm. Three slits at heights of 76.2 nUll, 38 .1 mm and 19.05 mm with slit 
widths of 4 11U11 were cut out of the bowtie antenna respectively [2.25). By examining 
the surface currents and radiation patterns with both individual and combined slits it is 
possible to detennine the operating mode of the antenna. 
L. 
Cm:ul ... around pl_ 
or l'lld,"slOOmm 
Dimensions in mm 
Figure 2.13: Bowtie monopole antenna. Dimensions based on Best 12.25) 
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By thi s means the effects of introducing slits on the perfomlance of conical 
antennas can be better understood. The input characteri stic of the antenna with various 
combinations of slits is shown in Figure 2.14. The bowtie antenna with no slits has no 
distinct mid-band resonances. The presence of individual slits brings out a discrete 
resonance specific to it. When the sli ts are combined, it is evident that distinct 
resonances are introduced in the input characteristics. The lowest resonance is created 
by the entire bowtie structure . Each subsequent resonance is primarily a function of 
the three main slits along the vertica l ax is of the structure. It is therefore expected that 
having 3 slits should introduce 4 distinct resonances wi thin the frequency range 0 - 8 
GHz. The useful resonances introduced by each slit correspond approxi mately in 
frequency in proportion with the reciprocal of their di stance from the feed point. The 
surface current and rad iation plots for the bowtie antenna are shown in Figure 2.15. It 
can be concluded from these plots that the resonances observed in the input 
characteri stics are mainly the resu lt of the s lits and their relative positions. At 
resonance, it was al so noted that the magn itude of the surface current nowing above 
and below the s lit were approx imately equal in magnitude. 
2.6.2 Modified bowtie-slit des ign 
Ground plane 
Figure 2. t6: Geomet ry of a bowtie mono pole with offset slots 
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Further investigations were carried for various slit locations. The structure that 
provided noticeably different results to those earlier di scussed is shown in 
Figure 2. 16. Here the slits are placed along the edges of the bowtie structure leaving a 
conductive region approximately 10 mm in width in the centre. In addition the slits 
are slightly offset from each other with one slit maintained at the previous height, slit 
width kept at 4 mm but the opposite slit offset in height by the slit width. The 
simulation results for the S I I and input impedance are shown in Figure 2.1 7. The 
structure produced four clear resonances although the bands were narrow. The reason 
for the emphasized resonances becomes evident when the surface current plots 
(Figure 2.18) are examined. Here it is clear that the trap effect still exists even when 
the slits are offset, though the structure has a slightly different modal structure. 
Additionall y the irregularity introduces asymmetric current paths which have a 
harmful effect on the uniformity of the radiation patterns, predominantly at the two 
higher frequencies. This effect is illustrated in Figure 2.19. 
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Figure 2. t 7: Predicted performance (a) return loss (b) I nput impedance of bowlie lIlonopole 
antenna with alternate arrangement of slots 
The investigations carried out give insight into the operation of the modified 
bowtie antenna. The current di stributions on the triangular structure are primarily 
concentrated on the edges of the antenna. The inclusion of the slits introduces di screte 
resonances into an inherently broad band structure. This is because the presence of 
each slit in combination leads to complex interactions producing narrower impedance 
bandwidth or at least undesirable variations in the S I I · Exanlining the radiation 
patterns of thi s antenna (Figure 2. 19) , it is evident that the patterns show increased 
lobing with increasing operating frequency. Whereas the finite edges of the ground 
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plane impacts the back radiation characteristics of the antenna, the panern profile 
above horizon is a direct function of the 2-D nature of the antenna geometry [2.25]. 
The narrow slits in the antenna geometry appear to act as traps along the 
length of the monopole. At the trap frequency the slit presents a high impedance 
which to some degree chokes off the surface currents. Consequently the antenna 
appears electrically shorter at this frequency and hence radiates more efficient ly. This 
may perhaps be of use in multiband applications, where some frequencies might 
require a bener match than others. 
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Figure 2.18: Normalized surface currents at the resonances 
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Figur. 2.19: Radiation patterns of the modified bowti. monopol. with offset slits 
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2.6.3 Slotted-cone type model 
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Figure 2.20: A 2-D cross sect ion of slotted cone geometry showin g the slot width , depth and 
height pa rameters 
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In order to test Oleksiy's [2.11 ) work, a parametri c study on the effects of introducing 
annular slots cut-out of a solid conical geometry are investigated in th is section. 
Figure 2.20 shows a typical geometry with a single slot at a specified height (h i ), slot 
depth (d,) and slot width (WI) . The introd uction of slots on the cone body di storts the 
impedance bandwidth with sharp anti-resonances emergi ng. Figure 2.21 shows the 
change in S]] when a slot of depth d, = 15 mm and width lV, = 2 mm is cut out at a 
height of 18.5 mm and 20 mm respectively. Slight perturbation of the slot position 
affects the S]] result particularly at the upper end of the frequency response. These 
upper frequencies are more sensitive to small manufacturing errors and wi ll therefore 
be more affected by such changes. In add ition, varying the slot depth al so di storts the 
input characteristics as shown in Figure 2.22 and 2.24. The presence of sharp anti-
resonances is noticeable at some particular slot depths and for specific positions. 
This suggests that in order to keep the broad impedance bandwidth of the 
conical monopoles, the depth of the slots must be chosen carefully to avoid these anti-
resonances. The surface Cllrrent and radiation patterns at these resonances are 
illustrated in Figure 2.23. The inclusion of the slots has a greater effect on the S]] 
parameters than the radiation patterns. Furthermore, the slots do not seem to change 
the surface current di stributions on the cone signi fi cantly. Likewise, changing the slot 
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width gives rise to anti-resonances in the middle of the band as shown in Figure 2.25 
thereby creating two operating bands. Increasing the slot width results in a slight 
change of frequency in the anti-resonance. However, widening the slots resu lts in the 
anti-resonance shifting towards the lower frequency region of the band. Dielectric 
loading the slot changes the frequency of the anti-resonance as shown in Figure 2.26. 
The dielectric simply increases the electrical length of the slot resulting in SII plots 
similar to those presented for the variation of slot depth (Figure 2.22 and 2.24). This 
study clearly shows that having slots cut out of the conical antenna does not improve 
its performance in any way. 
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Figure 2.22: Effect of changing the slot depth for a fixed height of 18.5 mm a nd slot width 2 mm 
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Figure 2.23: Normalized surface c urrent and radiation pattern plots at resonant frequencies for 
d l = 15 mm , \VI = 2 mm and hi = 18.5 mm 
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2.6.4 Theoretical analysis of resonant frequencies for thin, shallow slots 
As will be apparent from the preceding discussion, the performance of conical 
monopole antenna with cut-out slots is complex. The electromagnetic behaviour of 
this antenna can only be analysed in a few simplified cases. This thesis considers the 
unique case when the slot widths are narrow relative to the wavelength i.e. width 
g« A. Then, it is possible to make the following assumptions. 
• The electric field inside the slot is uniform and oriented parallel to the axis of 
the antenna. 
• The magnetic field is uniform. 
• The slot can be defined at a position along the cone axis and has a nominal 
inner radius r a and nominal outer radius rb. 
• The depth of the slot, D, can be considered shallow, i.e. D« ra. 
Slotted Conical 
Monopole 
Annular 
slot 
~' , 
,. 
, 
:'41 
, 
Figure 2.27 Geometry of a single annular slot and parameters. 
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Figure 2.27 shows the analysis setup. It is possible to approximate the parallel plate 
capacitance (neglecting fringing) associated with the annular slot as: 
C~eoerA eoer1l"~/-ra2) 
g g 
(2.6) 
where A is the average area of the slot. 
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The inductance associated with the slot can be found by considering the slot as 
a parallel plate inductor. If the principle current path is radial and of length lp and is 
assumed equal on the upper and lower conducting parts within the 
lp = (rb - ra), then the approximate inductance can be found using equation: 
slot i.e. 
L '" J.loJ.l,gl p '" J.lOJ.l,gV-b - rJ 
w rrV-b + ra) 
(2.7) .. 
where w is the width of the inductor. The width is approximated in this equation by 
taking the average circumference of the slot i.e. w = 1l'(r a + rb)' The parallel resonant 
frequency of the LC combination is: 
1 
10 = 2rr.J LC 
Combining the equations given above yields: 
LC=EoE,J.loJ.l~(rb -ra)2 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Observing that (rb - ra ) ;" D, and that the speed of light in a vacuum, C = V r:-::-
/ -,j Eo J.lo 
yields the very simple eqUation 
C 
10'" r:-::-2rrD" E, J.I, 
(2.10) 
In order to compare this with the modelled results the predicted values have been 
reproduced in Table 2.1. 
TABLE 2.1 Comparison between the approximate analytical model and numerical simulations. 
Depth ohlot, Dielectric constant of I. Comment 
D(mm) material in slot, £, (GUz) 
2 1.0 23.9 Out of band, little or no effect 
5 1.0 9.54 No visible effect 
10 1.0 4.77 Anti-resonances at 5.56 GHz (Figure 
2.21),4.99 GHz (Figure 2.23), 
15 1.0 3.18 Anti-resonance at 3.06 GHz 
(Figure 2.23) 
15 3.0 1.84 Anti-resonance at 2.01 GHz 
(Figure 2.25) 
18 1.0 2.65 Anti-resonance at 1.7 GHz near 
antenna lower cut-off 
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Thus it can be seen that the depth of the slot can give some useful infonnation 
about its anti-resonant frequency. Note that the assumption of shallow slots is likely to 
be inaccurate for D = 18 mm and it was difficult to make certain observations at the 
anti-resonance for the two shallowest slots. It can also be seen for the modelled results 
that the depth is not the only parameter which affects the frequency at which the 
antenna starts to show anti-resonances. The position and width of the slots are very 
critical to the perfonnance of the antenna. This is expected as the wider slots will tend 
to have more complex behaviour, potentially leading to radiation tenns being present 
. ~ 
in the resonant circuit. This was not investigated thoroughly, however it is clear that 
. the narrower slots give sharper features in the 811 graphs and thus it seems reasonable 
to suggest that wider slots would be associated with a lower Q factor . 
. 2.7 Discussion 
In general the simulations suggest that any perturbations in the conical structure tend 
to be detrimental to the input match and/or the bandwidth resulting in multiband 
characteristics. Although only single slots were studied, it appears that any attempt to 
introduce corrugations to the cone body itself produces unwanted resonances in the 
S11. The broadband properties exhibited by the biconical antenna are mainly due to 
the principal TEM mode. Modifying the tennination impedance by introducing 
corrugations into the cone body may introduce frequency dependent complimentary 
modes which interrupt the dominant TEM mode. 
Furthennore, the main influence on the resonant frequency appears to be the 
slot depth. Considering the lowest frequency of operation, /iF, the dimension of the 
monopole antenna, h is approximately: 
c 
.h=-
4fLF 
By considering the case where fo = f IF it can be shown that: 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
In free space, therefore, the depth of the slot would have to be approximately 
57% of the overall length of the antenna. This makes the slot placement of greater 
importance than the slot depth which affects the resonant frequencies more. The best 
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possible position for the slot" to be placed would be at the end tennination to avoid 
perturbing the TEM broadband mode. This is the approach adopted in this thesis and 
will be presented in subsequent chapters. 
2.8 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented a brief summary of the research on conical antennas. The 
principal limitations of these devices have. been highlighted, and the most popular 
techniques for dealing with them discussed. Two main features to be studied have 
been identified i.e. impedance bandwidth and far field radiation patterns. It was found 
that majority of published literature focused on bandwidth. enhancement techniques 
and only Oleksiy's [2.11] work offered an insight into radiation pattern improvement 
techniques for conical antennas where, it was suggested that the far field radiation 
patterns could be improved using periodic structures. 
To investigate this proposal, a simple periodic structure has been considered to 
study the effects of loading a conical antenna with slits and slots. The slits and slots 
were introduced into the body of the antenna at varying heights along the antenna 
axis. The results obtained in these studies showed that the slits and slots changed the 
impedance bandwidth greatly and consequently very little consideration was given to 
the far field radiation patterns. As the objective of this thesis is to improve the . 
radiation patterns without changing the broadband characteristics of the antenna, there 
was no reason to pursue this particular deployment of periodic structures in the cone 
section of the antenna. 
The electromagnetic behaviour of conical antennas with cut-out slots is 
complex. In this chapter, some useful theory for analysing these slotted devices in a 
few simplified cases has been presented. The results suggest that the slots are only 
really acting as traps along the length of the antenna and may perhaps be of use in . 
some applications. The following chapter considers more complex periodic structures 
with sub-wavelength dimensions which can retain impedance bandwidth whilst 
addressing the more challenging issue of the radiation patterns. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
PERIODIC STRUCTURES 
3.1 Introduction 
Periodic structures have been of interest to scientists since the eighteenth century. 
Brillouin [3.1] traced the history of periodic structures to the early work by Sir Isaac 
Newton when he derived the velocity of sound. The discussions presented by 
Brillouin on periodic structures show that early studies on these structures were done 
by considering masses joined together by springs to form one-, two- or three-
dimensional lattices. These early ~xplorations on periodic structures were sufficient to 
demonstrate the pass-band and stop-band characteristics that have made them so 
popular in the optical and electromagnetic domain . 
. ' 
The bandgap exhibited by periodic structures shares a common analogy with 
the behaviour of electron waves in crystals. The electron bandgap is commonly 
defmed as "a narrow range' of energies that electrons cannot inhabit" [3.2]. According 
to semiconductor theory, when all the states below a bandgap are completely filled 
with electrons, elec~c current cannot flow since each electron has nowhere to go. 
Likewise, the presence of fewer electrons opens up "holes" below the bandgap 
providing a way for current to flow readily. By controlling the number of available 
holes and electrons in a semiconductor, current flow can be regulated. 
In the late 1980s, Yablonovitch suggested that the electron bandgap witnessed 
in semiconductors was the natural system that would lead to the creation of artificial 
, 
bandgap materials [3.3]. By mechanically drilling holes into a block of dielectric 
\ 
\ 
40 
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material, a three-dimensional periodic structure capable of operating at microwave 
frequencies. was then shown to possess a complete bandgap [3.4, 3.5]. This periodic 
structure prohibited the transmission of electromagnetic waves (EM) waves in all 
directions while it was transparent in its solid form at all other frequencies. 
Since this pioneering work by Yablonovitch, attention has increased in the 
design of periodic structures that control the propagation of EM fields. Such structures 
have been referred to as Photonic Bandgap structures (PBG), but are now generically 
i . 
known as Electromagnetic bandgap structures (EBG) or electromagnetic crystals. The 
Soft and Hard surfaces proposed by Kildal in the late 1980's are also related to the 
EBG structures since both materials possess a bandgap in which the propagation of 
EM waves is forbidden. In this chapter, the basic theory, numerical methods and 
applications of periodic structures will be reviewed. 
3.2 Examples of periodic structures 
3.2.1 SoftlHard surfaces 
The concept of soft and hard surfaces was first introduced to the antenna community 
in 1988 [3.6, 3.7]. This terminology generally characterises how loaded reactive 
surfaces interact with electromagnetic waves according to their boundary conditions. 
The terms soft and hard were derived by considering an analogy with acoustics where 
, 
th~se surfaces are known to satisfy both the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary 
conditions for acoustic waves [3.8]. Soft and hard surfaces cannot be found in natural 
, ' 
materials because the boundary conditions for arbitrarily polarised EM waves for the 
perpendicular and tan,gential field components are different. Therefore, by loading a 
conducting surface with reactive and anisotropic materials, it is possible to artificially 
achieve these surfaces. 
Soft and hard surfaces act as either PECs or PMCs depending on the 
polarization of the EM waves incident on the surface [3.9]. Generally, soft surfaces 
force the amplitude of the E-field to zero at the surface while the hard surface 
transforms the H-field at the surface to zero. This polarization dependency makes the 
hard surface useful for enhancing wave propagation while the soft surface is more 
useful for suppression of wave propagation along a conducting surface. 
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Realization of soft and hard surfaces 
Soft surfaces are commonly realised by corrugating an ideal conductor with transverse 
rectangular or circular grooves as shown in Figure 3.I(a). The hard surface on the 
other hand can be realised by corrugating an ideal conductor with longitudinal 
grooves and filling them with dielectric material as in Figure 3 .\ (b). Corrugated 
surfaces support surface waves when the depth of the corrugations provide an 
inductive surface impedance i.e. d < ..:tJ4, where ..:te is the guide wavelength of the 
appropriate mode that transforms the short at the bottom of each corrugation into an 
open at its ap,erture [3.9]. For that reason, the depth of the corrugations must be 
chosen such that the surface wave diminishes and the surface impedance becomes 
infmite and thus provides a soft boundary condition, This can be achieved when the 
depth of the corrugation is selected using equation (3.\). 
d-~ (3.\) 
- 4Ji: 
where Br is the relative permittivity of the dielectric filling the corrugations. 
, 
~, 
, 
i 
• 
,.) 
,» 
Figure 3.1: Realization of soft and hard surfaces (a) transverse corrugations (b) longitudinal 
corrugations 
There exist other methods of realising soft surfaces. Among these are· the 
cavity loaded soft surfaces also referred to as ring loaded corrugations [3.1 0]. Such 
corrugations have previously been utilized to make horn antennas more broadband but 
tend to be very expensive and difficult. to realize practically. A variation of this 
technique that is simpler and easier to manufacture is the strip-loaded soft surface 
shown in Table 3.1. For strip loaded surfaces, the conductor strips are located between 
two lateral walls and the strips do not make contact'with the waJls. 
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Other variations of the strip loaded surfaces include the tilted corrugations 
which are used to reduce the thickness of the wall and the dual depth corrugations. 
The dual depth corrugations provide two narrow bands and are useful for multiband 
, 
applications. However great care must be taken to ensure that the two bands are 
widely separated since the surface waves from the shallower corrugations (created for 
the upper band) tend to interfere with the lower band [3.11]. 
The. artificial magnetic boundary provided by soft surfaces can also be 
achieved using lossless dielectric material of an appropriate thickness loaded on a 
PEC surface. When the thickness of the dielectric is chosen as [3.11] 
d 1 
= ~~ 
Ae 4~6rf.lr-l 
for an incident wave at a given grazing angle, the surface impedance tends to infinity 
and the structure behaves as an artificial magnetic conductor. The dielectric slab wiU 
operate as a soft surface for verticaUy polarized waves and a hard surface for 
. horizontaUy polarised waves. 
Bandwidth of different soft surfaces 
Table 3.1 illustrates the bandwidth of different corrugation shapes as established in 
[3.11] using a Method of Moments analysis. The bandwidths were established by 
studying the range of frequencies in which the radiation patterns of a monopole 
antenna mounted on a soft-surface disk did not :change significantly. If fractional 
bandwidth is defined by the ratio: 
Bw=IH 
h 
(3.3) 
where IH is the upper frequency limit and his the lower frequency. limit of the 
bandgap, then the rectangular shaped corrugations presented a bandwidth of 1.8. The 
reason for the wide bandwidth revealed by the rectangular corrugations arises from 
that fact that surface waves are not excited for d < ).}2. The other corrugation shapes 
that demonstrated wider bandwidth than the rectangular corrugations are the cavity or 
ring loaded and strip-loaded corrugations with bandwidths of 2.4 and 2.1 respectively. 
The dielectric slabs which are much easier to realize practically demonstrate the 
, 
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lowest bandwidth at 1.2. This reduction in bandwidth is attributed to the presence of 
surface waves within the substrate material . 
. TABLE 3.1: Bandwidth. of different .oft surfaces for vertical polarization [3.11,3.12) 
Rectangular 
Corrugations 
Cavity Loaded 
Corrugati ons 
Strip loaded 
corrugations 
Dua[ depth 
corrugations 
Dielectric Loading 
Type of Geometry 
IIIIIIII 
ChCCr 
,-,-,-,-,-
f······ .. ) 
3.2.2 Electromagnetic bandgap structures 
Bandwidth 
1.8 
2.4 
2.1 
Two narrow bands 
1.2 
Soft surfaces are potentially very useful surfaces in antenna applications but have one 
major draw back. The size and depth of the corrugations or strips have to be 1)4. 
I . 
Therefore, the surfaces tend to be bulky and expensive to construct. In addition, the 
corrugations have to be machined to a high precision otherwise the surface wave 
suppression and radiation pattern enhancement capabilities of these surfaces are 
greatly reduced. A much simpler realisation of a surface capable of operating in a 
manner similar to the soft surface was introduced by Sievenpiper et al. in 1999 [3.13] . 
. While the earlier soft surfaces had their dimensions measuring in the. order of a 
quarter of a wavelength at the design frequency, the new structures had their 
periodicity at sub-wavelength dimensions. 
Figure 3.2 illustrates an example of a high-impedance surface. It consists of an 
array of metal protrusions (vias) connecting the textured upper conductor to the 
ground plane. The conducting surface is printed on a dielectric-backed ground. Just 
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like the soft surfaces, EBG surfaces have a high impedance within the bandgap. A key 
distinction between soft surfaces and EBG surfaces is the fact that EBG surfaces act 
as perfect magnetic conductors for both TE and TM waves while soft surfaces act as a 
PMC for only TM waves. 
metallic patches 
ground planes 
unit cell 
a=T+m 
(b) 
Figure 3.2: High-impedance surface with periodicity a, gap width m and patch width T 
(a) cross sectional view (b) top view 
Properties of EBG surfaces 
The properties of EBG surfaces can be explained using an effective surface 
impedance model. Here, the surface impedance is modelled as a parallel resonant 
circuit which can be tuned to show a high impedance over a prescribed set of 
frequencies. The capacitance in the resonant circuit can be derived from fringing 
fields between adjacent metal plates and the inductance due to the current path from 
the top plates to the ground plane. The origins of the capacitance and inductance are 
as shown in Figure 3.3. 
+ c _ 
-..... I-\-~~: __ ~:-/-, ..... I-- c 
Figure 3.3: Origin of capacitance and inductance in EBG structures 
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The sheet impedance of an EBG surface can be derived by considering the 
surface impedance of the parallel resonant circuit [3.14]. For an EBG surface whose 
dielectric thickness is h, and relative permittivity er' relative permeability ,ur and 
other parameters are as shown in Figure 3.2, the surface impedance can be determined 
as 
(3.4) 
where 
(3.5) 
At resonance, the surface impedance is very high and the resonant frequency can be 
determined using equation (3.6) and the bandgap width using equation (3.7). 
I 
(0 =--
o .jLC 
BW =_1 {L 
710 Vc 
where TJo is the impedance offree space. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Another key difference between soft surfaces and EBG structures is the extent 
of the bandwidth. Generally, EBG surfaces show much lower bandwidth levels with 
typical values ranging between 5 - 50% as shown in literature. Although it is possible 
to increase the bandgap to much higher values theoretically, the available substrate 
J 
, 
materials practically limit the range available. I 
3.3 Dispersion diagrams and Electromagnetic bandgap 
Periodic structures like photonic crystals and EBG structures possess I unique 
synunetries which are useful in analyzingtheir wave behaviour. The resonant modes 
in these structures can be described. using Bloch's theorem which takes their 
geometrical synunetry into account [3.15]. Periodic structures can be considered as a 
single unit being repeated a given number of times. This unit of duplication is referred 
to as the unit cell. 
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Unit 
Cen 
Figure 3.4 One dimensional periodic structure consisting of alternate layers of materials with 
different dielectric properties stacked on top of one another. 
y / 
z 
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j 
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~ I ~ : ® ~--r---~-----I :a Unit cell : 
~ ~. ® e,-j-----
(b) 
o 0 
o 0 
---...: 2r :.: _1---
o 
o 
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x 
Figure 3.5: Part ofan infinitely long two-dimensional EBG structure (a) three-dimensional view 
(b) top view showing the unit cell marked on thex-y plane. 
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Figures· 3.4 and 3.5 show illustrations of periodic structures that have 
periodicities in one-, and two-dimensions respectively. The periodic structure shown 
in Figure 3.4 is made up of a dielectric sandwich material where the unit cell is 
repeated at every period, a. Figure 3.5 represents a two dimensional periodic structure 
made up of dielectric cylindrical rods with equal periodicity a in both the x- and y-
directions. Furthermore a lattice of spheres with equal· periodicity in x, y and z 
directions can be imagined for an example of a periodic structure for the 3D case. 
Bloch states and periodic boundary conditions 
The study of wave propagation in three-dimensional periodic structures was pioneered 
by Felix B10ch [3.15]. B10ch found that waves of particular frequencies in periodic 
media were able to propagate without scattering. Scattering was observed to occur if 
imperfections were introduced into the lattice of the periodic structure. For a crystal 
with three-dimensional periodicity, the wave can be expressed as a combination of a 
periodic function and plane waves:· 
-+ -+ ...... -+-+ 
H(r) = eJk ., u(r) (3.8) 
-+.-+ -+ -+ 
where. u(r) is a periodic envelope function on the lattice and H(r) is an eigenvector. 
Equation (3.8) is commonly known as Bloch's theorem [3.16]. Considering a 
periodic structure with continuous translational symmetry in the x-direction and 
discrete translational symmetry in the y-direction (Figure 3.6), according to Bloch's 
, 
theorem, the fields in such a structure are in the Bloch state 
(3.9) 
.... 
where u(y, z) is a periodic function iny satisfying 
.... .... 
u(y + s. a,z) = u(y,z) SJ = 0, ±1, ±2, .... (3.10) 
... A 
and a = a y is the primitive lattice vector of the unit cell shown highlighted in 
Figure 3.6. In relation to equation (3.9), this state can be thought of as a plane wave 
transformed by a periodic function because of the periodic lattice. Therefore, a unit 
cell approach can be employed to study the fields in the B10ch state where only the 
elements in the unit cell need to be analysed and those outside the unit cell can be 
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subsequently related. Consequentl y, infinite periodic structures can be investigated by 
app lying periodic boundary conditions (PBC) defined by equation (3. 11). 
-+-+ -+ ,.. k-+ 
H ( /" + say) = e,k,x .e, ,(y+w) .lI k, (y + s a, z) 
_ ,k,m ( 'k,X ,k,Y -+ ( ) ) 
- e . e .e .lI k,- Y, z (3 .11 ) 
k -+-+ 
=e,,sa H ( r) 
Figure 3.6: A periodic structure with discrete trans lational sy mm etry, infinite in the y-direction 
a nd with period icity a a ft er J oa nnopoulos et al. 13. 151 
Brillouin zone 
Discrete translational symmetry allows electromagnetic modes to be classified using a 
wave vector, k. These modes can be written in "Bloch form", consisting of a plane 
wave modulated by a periodic envelope function that shares the periodicity of the 
lattice as shown in equation (3.8). An important feature of the Bloch states is that the 
different values of the wave vector k and a mode with wave vector k+G a re the same 
mode, if G is a reciprocal lattice vector 1 Referring to Figure 3.6, if the primitive 
-+ -+ 
lattice vector is ay, then the reciprocal lattice vector G is 2rr/ a y. The wave vector 
k serves to define the phase relationship between the various cells in the lattice that 
are des cri bed by 11. 
1 Periodic structures are commonly analysed using Fourier transfonns in wh ich a fu nction fir) that is 
periodic on a latt ice i.e. j(r)=j(r+R) where R are the lattice vectors can be built using plane waves with 
various wave vectors. Those wave vectors q for which q.R = 27rN where N is an integer are ca lled 
reciprocal lattice vectors and are generally denoted by the letter O. 
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• 
• • 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.7: The square latt ice. (a) Network of lattice points in real space (b) Corresponding 
reciprocal lattice (c) First Brillouin zone after Joannopoulos el al. 13.151 
Real La !tice 
•••• 
•• '.M • 
• " .. 
•••• 
Brillouin zone of reciprocal lattice 
.------------. M 
x 
Figure 3.8: All EBG structure made using a square lattice. The Brillouin zone of the sq uare 
lattice is centered at the origin (r). The irreducible zone is shown by the grey triangular wedge. 
The special points at the centre, corner and face arc conventionally known as f, M and X after 
J oa nnopoulos el al. 13.151 
If k is incremented by G, then the phase between the cells is incremented by 
G.R, which is known to be beN. Therefore, incrementing k by G results in the same 
physical mode. It is Iherefore possible to avoid all the redundancies in k by restricting 
the investigation to a finite zone in the reciprocal space in which connecting from one 
part of the volume to another does not necessitate adding G. This region of space is 
what is known as the first Brillouin zone since all the wave vectors outside of this 
space can be reached by adding G from within this space. In fact the first Brillouin 
zone is comparable to the unit cell as shown in Figure 3.7 . 
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When there is rotational symmetry within the latti ce, there are additional 
redundancies associated with the wave vector, k in the Brillouin zone. The smallest 
region within the Brillouin zone fo r which the wave vectors are not related by 
symmetry is call ed the irreducible Brillouin zone. For an EBG structure with the 
symmetry of a simple square latti ce, the Brillouin zone is a simple square centred at 
k = 0, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. In thi s case, the irreducible Brillouin zone is a 
triangular wedge whose area is an eighth of the total area of the Brillouin zone. Th is 
area is suffi cient to investigate the band structure of the periodic structure since the 
rest of the Brillouin zone consists of redundant copies of the irreducible zone. 
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Figure 3.9: Dispersion diagram for a one-dimensional (a) uniform dielectric medium (b) periodic 
dielectric medium after Joa nnopoulos ell/I. 13.151 
Dispersion diagram and photonic bandgap 
With the knowledge of the irreducible zone of a periodic latt ice, it is possible to plot 
the possible modes against the wave vector k. This curve can be plotted in three-, two-
or a single di mension. These plots provide the dispersion relation and flow of energy 
in an insightful manner. Figure 3.9 shows a one d imensional di spersion diagram for a 
one-dimensional EBG structure. In a uniform dielectri c medium, it is known that the 
speed of light is reduced by the index of refraction. 
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The dispersion diagram for an EBG with a un iform dielectric medium is as shown in 
Figure 3.9(a). The plot is simply the so-called light line which is given by 
w(k)=~ F: (3 .12) 
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Figure 3.1 0: Dispersion diagra m for a 2D hexago na l crysta l with irreducible Brillouin zone 
shown inset aft er Enoch elal. 13.171 
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Figure 3. 11 : Three dimensional dispersion diag ra m. The horizontal plane gives th e Bloch wave 
vector k. Th e vertica l axis gives 1/ ) .. The tria ngle co rresponding to the first redu ced Brillouin 
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It can also be noted that the lines fold back (shown by the dashed lines) when 
they reach the edges of the unit cell . This can be explained as the wave vector k 
repeating itself outside the Brillouin zone. When the dielectric medium is periodic, 
with an artificial periodicity a, a band gap opens up by splitting the degeneracy at the 
boundaries of the Brillouin zone. Figure 3.9 (b) illustrates thi s effect. Within this 
range of frequencies, no modes can propagate through the structure regardless of k. 
This gap is known as the electromagnetic band gap. Figures 3.10 and 3.1 I show the 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional dispersion diagrams for a two-dimensional 
periodic structure [3.17] . In thi s thesis, only the two dimensional di spersion diagrams 
wi ll be required for the numerica l validation of EBG and spherical periodic structures. 
3.4 An overview of EBG applications 
The first experiment demonstrating a complete bandgap was demonstrated by drilling 
holes in a dielectric background thereby creating a periodic pattern of a ir-dielectric 
cylinders in the substrate [3.4). Since then, many novel ideas have been generated 
triggering a substantial interest in the application of periodic structures in the 
microwave and mi llimetre wave frequenc ies [3 .18). The potential of EBG structures 
has not been limited to these regions alone but has stretched out into the acoustics 
[3. 19], hydro mechanics and mechanics areas among others [3.20]. 
When EBG structures are applied to antennas as substrate, high impedance 
ground planes [3.21-3 .24] or reflectors [3 .25-3.28], their band gap features are 
revealed mainly in two ways: the suppression of surface wave propagation and in-
phase refl ection. Surface wave suppression capabilities of EBG structures have been 
used to improve the radiation properties of antennas whereby back rad iation is 
reduced and antenna gain increased [3 .29-3.32). Whereas, the in-phase reflection 
property has lead to lower profile antenna designs [3.2 1, 3.33-3.37). 
Another we ll known characterist ic of EBG structures is their ability to open 
localized electromagnetic modes inside the forbidden freq uency band when defects 
are introduced into the periodic lattice. This leads to two important app lications: 
highly directi ve antennas [3.38-3.41] and the EBG waveguide [3.42, 3.43). In the 
former application, the defects in the periodical structure create a transmitting 
bandwidth that allows the selection of a privileged propagation direction [3.40, 3.44] . 
Additionally, the highly directive antenna patterns are also created because of the 
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angle-dependency of the antenna attenuation to its coupling to free space [3.45]. EBG 
structures acting as waveguides can efficiently guide electromagnetic waves around 
bends, even for 900 bends with zero radius of curvature [3.46-3.48] . This abi lity has 
been used to create EBG waveguides [3.47] , power splitters [3.49], directional 
couplers [3.50] , switches and EBG filters [3.51]. 
Whereas the applications mentioned above have all utilized the forbidden 
stop-band frequencies, other applications like sub-wavelength imaging canalization 
have exploited the pass-bands. An extensive study of thi s application can be found in 
[3.20]. The main applications of EBG structures can be generally sub-divided into two 
main categories: those based on pure dielectric materials e.g. waveguides, and 
directive antennas and those based on a combination of metals and dielectric 
substrates commonly known as metallo-dielectric EBGs. This thesis focuses more on 
metallo-dielectric EBGs and these form the centre ofthe following discussions. 
3.4.1 In-phase reflection 
Many antenna applications employ ground planes. The ground planes are used as 
reflectors in order to redirect one half of the rad iation into the opposite hemisphere 
thereby improving the antenna gain and partially shielding objects on the other side. 
Most ground planes are electric conductors and have the property of reversi ng the 
phase of reflected waves. The refl ection phase of a plane wave incident on a 
theoretical Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) is 1800 as this represents perfect 
reradiation due to the surface but with the incident fi elds reversed in direct ion. This 
implies that for an antenna mounted on a PEC ground plane, if the radiating element 
is brought very close to the conductive surface, the 1800 phase reversal of the 
reflected wave results In destructive interference that causes negligible broadside 
radiation from the antenna. 
Essentiall y, the reduced radiation efficiency results from the image currents 
generated by the PEC cancelling out the currents in the antenna. This problem can be 
circlll11vented by maintaining a quarter wavelength distance between the radiating 
element and the highl y conducti ve ground plane [3 .52]. This creates an overall 
structure that requires a minimum thickness of ;"c/4 and is not ideal for modern 
electronic devices where a low profile design is generall y preferred. The 
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electromagnetically dual surface to a PEC is a Perfect Magnetic Conductor CPMC), 
which exhibits a reflection phase of 0° for a normally incident plane wave. This type 
of magnetic material is not found in homogenous natural material s, however its 
properties can be synthesised in manufactured materials, albeit over a limited range of 
operating frequencies . 
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Figure 3. t2: A typ ical rcflection phase g raph for AMC surfaces 
EBG surfaces are infact read ily designed to give a 180° reflection phase shift 
in comparison to a PEC surface, thus approximating the effect of a PMC surface. Any 
surface that is not a PMC but shows the same scattering properties within a limited 
band of frequencies, is referred to as an Artificial Magnetic Conductor CAMC). 
Magnetic surfaces of thi s nature have been reali zed using a variety of des igns [3.53-
3.56], but many of them fo llow from the first designs presented by Sievenpiper et al. 
[3.52]. For example, the magnetic surface demonstrated by Yang et al. [3.56] was 
realized using a two-dimensional Uniplanar Compact Photonic-Bandgap structure 
while that illustrated by McVay et al. [3 .34, 3.56] utili zed space filling curves, 
specifically the Hilbert and Peano curves. 
The refl ection phase of an AMC structure varies continuously with frequency 
and is typically plotted in the range 180° to -180°. At centre of the band gap, the 
reflection phase is 0° corresponding to that of a PMC surface. When the reflection 
phase is ± 180°, the surface is then acting like a PEC. A reflection phase study on a 
mushroom type AMC surface conducted by Yang et al. [3 .2 1] establi shed that for a 
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low profile wire antenna to obtain an acceptable return loss at the antenna terminals, 
the reflection phase of the AMC backing surface should lie between 90° ± 45° . 
Interestingly, this is not the frequency region where the EBG surface behaves as either 
a PEC or PMC surface. Figure 3. 12 illustrates a typical reflection phase characteristic 
for a mushroom-type AMC surface capable of being used as ground plane for a 
various antennas. In this case the simple dipole element is depicted. 
As has been stated, in personaVportable wireless communications devices it is 
advantageous for antennas to be low profile. The low profile requirement is usually 
that the overall antenna structure should measure no more than one-tenth of the 
wavelength at the operating frequency [3.2 1] . Low profile designs for certain antennas 
li ke dipo le antennas can only be achieved by replacing the conventional PEC ground 
planes with an AMC surface. The AMC surface allows for the antenna to be brought 
very close to the ground plane without affecting its radiation efficiency or gain. The 
performance of a low profile dipole antenna above a PEC, and PMC finite ground 
plane has been investigated by Yang et al. [3 .21] using an FOTO method. 
__ -..:D~ipo.:.;le~ __ 
PECIPMC surface 
(a) 
__ ---'D:c:ipo:,;lc"-__ 
EBG surface 
TTTTTTTTTT 
(b) 
Figure 3.1 3: (a) Dipole antenna wilh the PEC or PMC ground plane (b) The antenna with the 
EBG ground plane aft er Yang and Ra hmat-Sa mii 13.2 11 
The finite ground planes measured A12 GH, x A12 Gfh (A12 GH, is the free space 
wavelength at 12 GHz) and the height of the dipole above the ground was 0.02A12GH, . 
The height of the overall structure from the ground plane to the dipole antenna 
measured 0.06A12 GH, . By comparing the performance of the dipole antenna for the 
two ground planes as shown in Figure 3.13, it was possible to show that the EBG 
surface acted as a better ground plane for the dipole antenna displaying a return of -27 
dB . Figure 3.14 shows the implementation of an EBG structure with an essentia ll y 
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wideband spiral antenna. This setup offers an antenna height reduction of more than 
69% yet still allows the spiral antenna to maintain 7 1 % of its bandwidth with no loss 
to its directive gain. 
Figure 3. 14: EBG stru ct ure with sp iral a nten na after Bell and Iskallder 13.581 
3.4.2 Surface wave suppression 
Metals are known to support TM-type surface wave propagation. Surface waves are 
propagating electromagnetic waves that are bound to the interface between two 
di ssimilar materials e.g. metal and free space. At optical freq uencies, surface waves 
are known as surface plasmons and at microwave frequencies, they are simply the AC 
currents and fields that occur naturally on metal surfaces [3 .1 3]. For smooth or flat 
conductors, surface waves do not couple to external plane waves but decay 
exponentially through spreading and losses into surrounding materials [3.52]. 
However, the ex istence of bends, d iscontinuities or surface textures will inevitably 
cause radiation. 
On a finite PEC ground plane, surface waves propagate until they reach the 
edges and corners, where they radiate into free space. When multiple antennas share 
the same ground plane, surface currents can cause unwanted mutual coupling between 
the antenna e lements. The radiation caused by these surface currents is often 
witnessed as ripples in the far field radiation patterns. 
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Surface waves can be eliminated over a finite set of frequencies by employing 
a periodic texture, such as a corrugated slab [3.59]. As the surface waves scatter from 
the corrugations, the resultant interference stops them from propagating, thereby 
creating a two-dimensional electromagnetic bandgap [3.52]. Another surface capable 
of suppressing surface waves was made from a lattice of small bumps [3 .60]. 
However, bumpy surfaces have narrow bandwidths and the di stance between rows of 
bumps is normally to be chosen as a half-wavelength. Similarly, corrugated slabs 
require slots that are a quarter wavelengths in depth and the slots have to be very 
narrow in order that several can be fitted within a wavelength. The major drawback to 
each of these methods is their physical size. EBG surfaces have been more successful 
at microwave frequencies because the periodicity of the surfaces is much smaller than 
a wavelength. 
The special feature of surface wave suppression helps to improve an antenna's 
performance such as increasing the gain and reducing back radiation. Yang et ai. 
[3.31] investigated surface wave suppression capabi lities of EBG structures and their 
appli cation to mutual coupling in microstrip antennas. Using an FOTO method, the 
propagating fi elds of an infinitesimal dipole with and without the EBG surface was 
studied in order to gain a better understanding of the surface wave suppression effects. 
The intinitesimal dipole was surrounded by the mushroom-like EBG surface and 
chosen to be vertically polarized since the E-field of microstrip antennas is normal to 
the ground plane. 
To visualize the surface wave suppress ion effects, the near fi eld distributions 
of an 8 row EBG case and a conventional PEC case were presented [3.31]. An 
average E-field IEI' used to quantify the surface-wave suppression effects was 
calculated according to the equat ion IEI' = S-I HEI' ds , where S was the vertical 
reference plane whose boundary is plotted by the dashed line shown in Figure 
3.1 5 (a). Within the bandgap, the E-field level outside the EBG was found as 10 dB. 
In contrast, the E-field level for the conventional PEC case was around 20 dB. These 
results are shown in Figure 3. 15. The difference in E-field levels is due to the 
existence of the EBG surface which suppresses the propagation of the surface waves 
so that the EBG surface has a lower E-field level than the conventional ground plane. 
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However, .outside the bandgap, EBG surfaces cannet successfully suppress 
surface waves. For example, in Figure 3.16, the. field distributiens fer the 
cenventional greund plane shew similar distributiens within and .outside the bandgap. 
The field levels fer the EBG greund plane increased to 20 dB .outside the bandgap, 
thus shewing a similar value to the conventienal case. This means that, altheugh the 
antenna shews some interaction with the EBG surface, the surface waves are net 
suppressed but can propagate freely. Therefere, surface wave suppression only .occurs 
inside the bandgap. 
E-planeceupled rnicrestrip antennas en a thick and high permittivity substrate 
demenstrate very streng mutual ceupling due te prominent surface waves. By 
inserting rews efEBG patches between the antennas as illustrated in Figure 3.17, the 
surface waves can be suppressed. By cemparing the EBG structure with ether 
metheds .of reducing mutual coupling, Yang et al. [3.31] established that empleying 
the EBG surface resnlted in the lewest mutual ceupling effects as shewn in Figure 
3.18. The normal micrestrip structure shows the highest mutual coupling. Removing 
the substrate demenstrated a reduction .of 1.5 dB while the cavity backed case 
preduced a 2 dB reductien in the mutual ceupling. The lowest reduction .of 8.8 dB is 
.observed in the EBG case. 
Further werk en mutual ceupling reductien capabilities .of EBG structures can 
be found in [3.29, 3.61-3.63]. The ether potential benefit .of employing EBG 
structures is their ability te enhance the gain .of an antenna. 
Figure 3.17: Microstrip antennas separated by mushroom-like EBG structure for low mutual 
coupling after Yang and Rahmat-Samii 13.31] 
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The gairi of patch antennas can be increased by using multiple patches 
connected in an array or by reducing the surface wave which creates ripples in the 
radiation pattern [3.64]. Circularly periodic EBG structures have been shown to 
enhance the performance of printed dipole antennas and microstrip slot antennas 
[3.65, 3.66]. Circularly symmetric EBG geornetries are better suited for antennas with 
circular geometries because the surface wave generated experiences the same bandgap 
effect in all radial directions [3.67]. Circular EBGs can be designed to be based on the 
mushroom-EBG, and are made by combining two periodic structures as shown in 
Figure 3.19. Here, one periodic structure is composed of metal rings and the other of 
metallic vias, which are disposed from each other to form a radially and circularly 
periodic structure. In the study conducted by Boutayeb et al. [3.64], a gain 
enhancement of 2.9 dB was achieved for the circular patch antenna. 
Rotationally symmetric corrugated ground planes have also been found to 
enhance the performance of antennas such as dipoles, helix and spiral antennas [3.35, 
3.68, 3.69]. These ground planes present rotationally symmetric boundary conditions 
and make the E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns similar. By suppressing the 
propagation of surface waves, the side lobes and cross polarization are significantly 
reduced. Nakano et al. [3.69] investigated the radiation characteristics of a helical 
antenna backed by a corrugated reflector and used a PEC reflector as a reference for 
the analyses. The radiation patterns obtained in that study are shown in Figure 3.20. 
The results show that employing a cOrfugated reflector reduced the cross 
polarization and backward radiation since backward radiation is directly linked to the 
currents induced over the ground plane. By using a corrugated ground plane, the 
surface currents are constrained to the region near the antenna. Therefore, the currents 
flowing towards the edges of the fmite ground plane have significantly reduced 
amplitudes and will not radiate from the edges resulting in reduced back radiation. It 
therefore· can be argued that corrugated reflectors will reduce the back radiation of 
conical antennas thereby improving the far field radiation patterns. This technique 
offers an alternative means by which the main objective of this thesis can be achieved. 
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3.5 Numerical methods for the modelling of periodic structures 
Frequently, numerical modelling techniques are employed to model the 
electromagnetic behaviour of periodic structures. These techniques are used to predict 
the performance of periodic structures for the purpose of theoretical understanding, or 
for assistance in providing prefabrication data. Numerical methods are computational 
schemes which are applied to electromagnetic problems where minimum analytical 
modification to the basic electromagnetic equations is .performed, however they are 
solved using a finite sequence of arithmetic and logical operations. The advantage of 
numerical methods is usually typified by their simplicity, ease of use and that they 
often yield a very good approximation to the true solution. However, numerical 
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methods do not allow analytical investigations and often do not fundamentally reveal 
the key physical phenomena taking place. 
The theoretical description of EM wave propagation in periodic structures 
involves the exact solution of Maxwell's equations. Over the years, several numerical 
approaches have emerged which allow the prediction of the performance of periodic 
structures. These include; the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) [3.70, 3.71], 
Plane Wave Expansion method (PWE) [3.72, 3.73], Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) 
[3.74, 3.75], Transmission Line Modelling (TLM) [3.76], and Finite Integration 
Technique [3.77]. Among them, the Plane Wave Expansion (PWE) method used in 
some of the early studies on photonic crystals [3)2], Transfer Matrix Method and the 
FDTD method are some of the most popular methods. In this section, these numerical 
methods together with TLM and FIT used commonly in commercial electromagnetic 
solvers will be briefly discussed. The aim is to identifY a suitable numerical modelling 
technique best suited to conical antennas along with their periodic structures. 
3.5.1 Plane wave expansion method 
The Plane Wave Expansion (PWE) method is one of the most studied and reliable 
numerical techniques used to study the. electromagnetic behaviour of periodic 
structures. It tends to be very simple, computationally straightforward to implement 
and runs significantly faster than the Generalized Rayleigh's Identity method or KRR 
[3.78]. 
In the plane wave expansion method, the analysis is performed in the Fourier 
space. Let's denote k=x,k, +x,k, as the two-dimensional wave vector of the wave and 
(3.13) 
as a reciprocal lattice vector i.e. G is the vector in the Fourier space. The component 
of the electric field (or magnetic field) is expanded in terms of plane waves as 
E(I')= LBil(f..G}; (3.14) 
a 
where Ba represents the Fourier coefficients. 
Once the electric field (or magnetic field) is known, all other EM field vectors can 
then be determined. The inverse dielectric constant is also determined as 
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(3.15) 
in which s is a periodic function in physical space satisfying S(1') = s~ +0); kG is the 
Fourier coefficient which can be written in specific fonns for particular EM properties 
and configurations. Substituting equations (3.14) and (3.15) into Maxwell's equations. 
yields the eigenvalue equation 
, I' _1 2 (f/ ~kG_G·k+G BG'=-2 BG 
G' . C 
(3.16) 
which can be solved using a standard eigenvalue solver [3.79]. 
Although the Plane Wave Expansion method is a general method and can 
handle arbitrarily shaped elements, it is more efficient when the element shows 
cylindrical or. spherical symmetry. Otherwise, a large number of basis sets will be 
required in the expansion. This makes the PWE method computationally expensive as 
the computational time is directly proportional to the cube of the number of plane 
waves. The increase in' the number of plane waves required in the expansion 
significantly slows the convergence. 
Additional constraints on the convergence limit are introduced by the 
dielectric constant (equation 3.15). The PWE method solves Maxwell's equations in 
the whole region i.e. inside and between the elements. A step in the dielectric constant 
which occurs at the boundary makes the expansion of the dielectric constant badly 
convergent. This results in a large number of basis sets being required to accurately 
detennine the band structure of the periodic structure. Several means have been 
proposed to improve the convergency of the plane wave expansion method [3.80, 
3.81]. Whereas the PWE method is popular for calculating the band structure, the 
. Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) offers an alternative approach for calculating both 
the transmission/reflection coefficient and band structure of periodic structures with 
finite thickness. TMM will be discussed in the subsequent section. 
3.5.2 Transfer matrix method 
Pendry and Mackinnon [3.82] introduced the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) for 
studying periodic structures in 1992. TMM is essentially a finite element method in 
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which the system volume is divided into a set of small cells and the fields in each cell 
are coupled to those in the neighbouring cells. 
The fonnulation starts with Maxwell's equations: 
. oB 
VxE=--, 
ot 
in (f,m) space, eq~ation (3.17) yields: 
fxE=mB, 
Assuming that 
Equation (3.18) becomes (3.20) and (3.21) 
[:. , 'k.] Y ky = 
Ex Ey Ez 
[:. , z y ky k. ] = 
H. Hy H z 
Equation 3.20 yields: 
VxH= oD 
ot 
[H.,] 
roJJ Hy~ 
Hzz 
[E.'] 
-ms y~ 
Ezz 
_1 (kxEy-kyE.}=Hz 
mJJ 
kyHz - kzHy = -msE. 
Substituting H z in equation (3.23) with the expression in 3.22 yields: 
ky[ ~JJ (kxEy -kyEx )]- kzHy = -IiJEE. 
Substituting 
H,;,_i_H 
ams. 
Then 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
Transfonning equation (3.26) into real space yields a 3x3 block of elements which 
relate to sites on a simple cubic lattice, extending to the next-nearest-neighbour 
interactions. By defining the vectors in the x, y and Z directions of a cubic mesh by 
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vectors a, b, c of length a, respectively, and eliminating the z components of the 
vectors 
(3.27) 
The other three equations (3.28) - (3.30) can be obtained in a similar way: 
(3.28) 
-e(r+c)Ex(r +c)+H~(r) 
Hy(r +c) =- ~2 2 p-l(r-b+c)[E,(r+a-b +c)-E,(r-b + c)-Ex (r +c)+ E.(r-b + c)] 
. am 
I ~2 2 p-l(r+c~E,(r+a+c)-E,(r+c)-Ex(r+b+c)+Ex(r+c)] 
am . 
(3.29) 
-e(r +c)Ey(r + c)+H;(r) 
2 . 
Hx(r + c) =-~ p-l(r-a+c~Ey(r +c)-Ey(r-a+c)-Ex(r-a+b+c)+ Ex(r -a+c)] 
a m . 
(3.30) 
Equation (3.27) and (3.28) express the E fields on ~e next plane of cells in terms of 
the E and H fields on the previous plane. Equation (3.29) and (3.30) express the H 
fields on the next plane of cells in terms of the E fields on the same plane, and the H 
fields on the previous plane. Thus given the x, y components of the E and H fields on 
one side of the dielectric structure, the x, y components of the E and H fields on the 
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other side can be found by integrating through the structure. By defInition, the matrix 
relating fIelds on one side of a structure to those on the other is the transfer matrix.· 
When the structure is a unit cell of a periodic array, the eigenvalues of the 
transfer matrix give the band structure of the system [3.82]. The transfer matrix offers 
some distinct advantages: For a dielectric structure containing (L x L xL) cells, the 
dimensions of the transfer matrix are 4L2 , giving a more compact representation that 
translates into faster processing speeds. 
With TMM;· the transmission and attenuation coeffIcients for incident 
electromagnetic waves of varying frequencies can be directly established from the 
calculations. This method is especially useful in instances when the PWE method is 
unsuccessful or turns out to be too lengthy. In particular, when the dielectric function 
s is frequency dependent or when it takes on very large values, the F ourler expansion 
methods become less effIcient [3.83]. In addition, the TMM method can be used to 
study disordered systems and periodic systems with imperfections effectively. 
Although the TMM method can be used to study the band structure of infInite 
periodic systems, its main purpose is to calculate the transmission and reflection 
coeffIcients of finite periodic systems. 
Alternatively, the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method offers more 
flexibility in the modelling of arbitrary and inhomogeneous periodic elements in both 
fInite and infInite periodic structures. The FDTD method is computationally effIcient 
(computational effort is proportional to the number of the representative points on the 
spatial mesh) and its application to the modelling of periodic structures is straight 
forward [3.79]. The application ofFDTD to the modelling of periodic structures will 
be reviewed in the next section. 
3.5.3 Finite difference time domain 
In 1966, Yee [3.84] proposed a technique to solve Maxwell's curl equation using the 
Finite Difference Time Domain technique. The Iow computing power available at the 
time, made the FDTD technique very unattractive. However, with the advent of Iow 
. cost computing power, the FDTD method has become one of the most popular 
numerical methods for solving electromagnetic problems. FDTD offers a simple way 
to discretize Maxwell's equations that does not require specifIc structural syrnrnetries 
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or complex mathematical functions. As the FDTD formulation provides a 
straightforward solution to Maxwell's equation, it provides accurate results which 
enable the study of wide frequency range problems . 
. The foundation of the FDTD method was introduced byYee [3.84] in 1966. 
Rather than solving for electric or magnetic fields alone in a wave equation, Yee's . 
algorithm works with both electric and magnetic fields in time and space using the 
coupled Maxwell's equations. Considering a region of space that has no electric or 
magnetic ~urrent sources, but may perhaps have materials that absorb electric or 
magnetic field energy, the time-dependent Maxwell's equations can be written in 
differential form as 
aB --
-=,;.,VxE-G'H 
at 
aD --
-=VxH-aE 
at 
V.D=O 
V.B=O 
where a': equivalent magnetic loss (n.m,l) 
a: electric conductivity (S.m,l) 
E: electric field, also called the electric flux density (V.m,l) 
fI: magnetic field strength (A.m,l) 
D: electric displacement field (C.m,2) 
B : magneti~ field, also called the magnetic flux density (V _s.m,2) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
In linear, isotropic, nondispersive materials, D and B are related to fI and E by 
(3.35) 
• where e and I'- are the medium permittivity and permeability, eo and 1'-0 are the 
permittivity and permeability in free space, and er and I'-r are the relative permittivity 
and permeability of the material. Substituting equation (3.35) into (3.31) and (3.32) 
yields Maxwell's curl equations ill: linear, isotropic, nondispersive materials: 
afI 1- 1 ,-
-=--VxE--a H 
at J.I. J.I. (3.36) 
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aE 1 - 1 -
-=--V'xH --(1E 
at s s 
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(3.37) 
In Cartesian coordinate system, the vector components of the curl operators of 
equation (3.36) and (3.37) are equivalent to a system of six coupled scalar equations 
which can be written as 
aHx =_![aEz _ aEy]_ (1'H 
at J.l ay az J.l x 
aHy =_![aEx _ aEzJ_ (1' H 
at J.l az ax J.l y 
aHz =_![aEy _ aEx]_ (1~ H 
at J.l ax ay J.l z 
aEx =_.!.[aHz _ aHy]_ (1 E 
at say az Sx 
aEy =...:.!.[aHx _ aHzJ_ d E 
at saz ax sY 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
The system of six coupled partial differential equations (3.38) to (3.43), form the basis 
for Yee's numerical algorithm for electromagnetic interactions with arbitr~ three 
dimensional objects. 
Yee's FDTD scheme discretizes Maxwell's equations by approximating the 
time and space partial derivatives with centred differences using mesh and leapfrog 
scheme. In Yee's algorithm, the E and ii components are centred in three-
dimensional space so that every ii component is surrounded by four E components. 
Likewise every E component is surrounded by four ii components. This 
I 
formulation represents a three-dimensional space being covered by an interlinked 
array of Faraday's Law and Ampere's Law contours. The E components associated 
with displacement current flux linking with ii loops, as well as ii components 
associated with magnetic flux linking with E loops can then be identified more 
easily. This is shown in Figure 3.21. 
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z HzAr------~~------~ 
J---'y 
(i, j, k) Hy 
x 
Figure 3,21: Yee's spatial grid 
Utilizing Yee's spatial gridding scheme, the spatial partial derivatives in equations 
(3,38)-(3.43) can be approximated by central differential operators: 
(3.44) 
Consequently equation (3.38) becomes 
aH,(i+~,j'k) () '( ) _
__ -'--=.2 __ --<- 1 • , 1 'k H' , 1 'k 1 
+ ( ),(7 '+-,j, ','+-,j, =- ( ) at , I 'k 2 2 , 1 'k j.J l+-,}, j.J 1+-,), 
·2
[
E (i+~ j'+~ k)-E (i+~ j'-~ k) E (i+~ j' k+~)-E (i+~ j' k-~)] 
:I 2' 2' r 2' - 2' y 2" 2 y. 2" 2 
'~ &z. 
(3.45). 
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E E E l _____________ -'--_'-__________ J t=2.0Ilt 
H H 
_______ l ______________ l ______ _ t=1.5Ilt 
E E E l _____________ -'- _____________ J t=1.0Ilt 
H H 
_______ l __________ ~ ___ l ______ _ 
E E E l _____________ -'- _____________ J t=O 
Figure 3.22: Leapfrog scheme - the temporal scheme of the FDTD method 
Yee's algorithm also takes on a leapfrog arrangement (Figure 3.22) where the E and 
H components are also centred in time. All of the E components modelled in space 
are computed and stored in memory using the previous E and the newly updated H 
data. Subsequently H is recalculated using the previous H and the newly 
obtainedE. This process continues until time-stepping is concluded. Applying a 
central differential approximation to equation (3.45) yields 
oH H (·6t+H - H ( ""'-H 
_x 1(.&) '" x x (3.46) 
at M 
With approximation: 
H (.&+~&) - H (.&2&) H (.&) '" x . x 2 
x 2 . (3.47) 
Equation 3.45 then becomes a discretization problem (3.48) which can be solved 
easily. 
I et ' 
( 
I . )('''.H at-2; ( I . )('·'+'1 HK i+-,J,k = • HIl i+-,},k 
2 I et 2 
---
at 21' 
I [( I . I )<""> (I I )< •• ,>] 
- ( I. et') E. i + 2' J + 2' k - E. i + 2' j - 2' k 
-+ - .I'!>y 
!> t 21' 
(3.48) 
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To achieve numerical stability, the Yee algorithm uses the Courant-Friedrich-Levy 
(CFL) stability condition which is giyen in three-dimensions as 
M S !J.I~ = -r=:'=~:===~ 
I I I 
(3.49) 
C -+-+-~X2 ~y2 ~Z2 
where At is the time-step and (~x, ~y and dz') are space increments. 
In a cubic grid where (~ = ~y = dz' = ~), the time-step can be expressed as 
(3.50) 
Although this upper bound on the At enabled the successful application of FDTD 
methods to a variety of electromagnetic wave modelling problems of moderate 
electrical size, the CFL stability has proven too restrictive in other applications. For 
example, in the simulation of fine scale geometric structural problems where the cell 
size is required to be much smaller than the shortest wavelength. In this case, for a 
total fixed simulation time, the time step At limited by CFL increased the total 
number of time-steps making the simulation computationally expensive and often 
making it impossible to realize any results within a reasonable simulation time. Many 
attempts have been made to relax this stability criterion [3.85]. 
For grid-based algorithms like FDTD, mesh generation is very important. J>.. 
correctly defined mesh reduces numerical errors and enhances the computational 
efficiency of the algorithm. FDTD modelling commonly uses orthogonal uniform 
meshes in th~ Cartesian coordinates. This is one of the most simple and 
straightforward meshing schemes. Besides the orthogonal meshing, a variety of 
meshing schemes have been developed including subgridding, nonorthogonal and 
hybrid meshes. 
Although the FDTD method is very popular, the Transmission Line Modelling 
(TLM) is recognized for its unconditional stability and convergence that is achieved 
for node dimensions less than one tenth of a wavelength [3.79]. In the following 
section, a brief description of the TLM modelling technique will be provided. 
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3.5.4 Transmission-line modelling 
The Transmission-Line Modelling (TLM) is the numerical method adopted for 
majority of the work in this thesis. TLM is commonly classified as a differential time-
domain method that represents a true computer simulation of wave propagation. TLM 
has a number of features which make it ideally suited to solving electromagnetic 
problems. 
1. The method is expressed in circuit components which are fairly familiar. 
2. In the absence· of any active components, the method has no stability 
problems. 
3. Efficient meshes can be created where the cell sizes can be modified to take 
account of the fine geometrical features, or volumes of dielectrics . 
. 4. Information over a wide range of frequencies is provided through a single 
calculation. 
5. Both the volume inside and outside the antenna structure can be modelled 
simultaneously. 
6. Complex shapes and inhomogeneous materials can be included. 
The TLM method is often viewed as an application of the discrete version of 
Huygens' principle for wave propagation [3.86]. According to Huygens', each point 
on a wavefront acts a source for a new generation of wavefronts, and the advancing 
wave can be regarded as a summation of the secondary wavefronts arising from points 
in the medium already crossed. This principle gives an accurate description of wave 
propagation and scattering. 
In the TLM method, the space to be modelled is chliracterized as a mesh or 
grid of electrical transmission lines which are joined at nodes. The nodes are 
separated by the mesh parameter M and the time taken for a voltage pulse of unit 
magnitude to travel from one node to the next is At. The elementary units M and At 
. are related by the velocity of light such that 
At=M (3.51) 
c 
Consider a voltage pulse of unit magnitude incident on a node in the TLM mesh, as 
shown in Figure 3.23. By using transmission line theory, it is possible to determine 
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the magnitudes of the transmitted and reflected pulses as .!. and _.!. respectively. This 
. . 2 2 
in TLM nomenclature is referred to as scattering. The pulses then propagate along 
their respective transmission lines and undergo further scattering at every subsequent 
node they encounter in accordance with Huygens' principles. 
'.+ 
-+--;-Ic--+- -"""> --t--..... ' 0-+<0' .,-j--
1 .1 2 
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T 
Figure 3.23: Noozero voltage pulses 00 a 2D TLM mesh 
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For a more general case, if at time t = kM, a voltage pulse [kVt] is incident upon a 
node from each of the link-lines, the scattered voltage [kV'] then becomes the 
incident voltage pulse at the next time step t = (k + \)M . This process can easily be 
described by a scattering matrix relating the reflected voltages at time t = (k + I)M to 
the incident voltages at the previous time step t = kM. 
(3.52) 
where [s 1 is the scattering matrix and [e 1 is the connection matrix, which are 
repeated for as many time steps as necessary. This scattering process forms the basic 
algorithm of the TLM method. 
The basic building block of two~dimensional TLM networks consists of either 
shunt nodes or series nodes. Each node is made up of four sections of transmission . 
line of length M 12. The shunt or series node configurations can be approximated by a 
lumped-element model as shown in Figure 3.24 and 3.25 respectively. The voltage 
and currents in the equivalent circuit can be directly related to the electric and 
magnetic fields in each part of the node. By using MaxweII's equations and circuit 
theory, it is possible to determine the scattering matrix. 
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LW1 
'V= LW1 V, 
I, 
CM 
LW1 \ 
I, 
M 
'V,.. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.24: Shunt node made form coaxial transmission lines and the lumped element equivalent 
circuit 
If a single shunt node is isolated from the TLM network as shown in Figure 3.24(a), 
the lumped element equivalent circuit is represented in Figure 3.24(b). By assuming a 
small space step I!J ~ 0, the network can be conveniently analysed. The partial 
differentiation equations' which govern the network can be expressed by observing 
that for propagation in both directions, V = - L di . and that L 1= - C dV at the node 
.. . dt dt 
centre. 
\-
1 r 
Zn = v:€ 
L 
fLl'L = vie 
• 1>1 • 
Figure 3.25: Series node made form coaxial transmission lines and the lumped element equivalent 
circuit 
'V". 
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aE, oH. 
- = -11-
By at 
aE, aHy 
-- = -11-
Ox at 
aHy oH. aE, 
-----=s-
Ox By at 
av, _ Lal. 
--- -
Ox at 
av, aly 
--=-L-
By at 
al. _ aly = 2C av, 
Ox By at 
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(3.53) 
The group of equations in (3.53) are isomorphic to Maxwell's equations for TM field 
distributions (in this case containing nonzero field components of H.,Hy and Ez 
only). Differentiating subsequent pairs of equations with respect to x, y and t 
respectively and substituting to remove -the magnetic field components, an isomorphic' 
pair of scalar wave equations -is produced, Le.: 
(3.54) 
A mapping may therefore be established between components of the magnetic field 
(H) and nodal current (/), electric field (E) and electric potential (V), capacitance (C) 
and permittivity (8), and permeability (;.t) and Inductance (L). 
The propagation velocities in the mediwn and on the TLM mesh are obtained directly 
, . 
from the wave equation pair (3.53): 
u11M = 
1 1 1 
--;..j2=L=C = .J2' ..jLC 
1 
u=--Jiii (3.55) 
Therefore, if C models 8 and L models 11. the propagation velocity on the TLM 
network for waves is 1/.J2 times the velocity in the mediwn. It can be further 
deduced that the intrinsic impedance of the network is 1/.J2 times the characteristic 
impedance of an individual link-line. A network with finite space step, M, shares 
- these wave properties, providing M is sufficiently small. The relationship between 
fields and circuit parameters are: 
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Ez ~ 
_v. 
= . - 2~1'('V mz +IVxpz +IV ynz +IVypz) AI 
Hx 
Iy 1 (I I ) ~-- = ---. Vypz- Vynz AI ZTL AI 
Hy Ix 1 (I I ) ~-- = ---. VxPz - Vxnz AI ZTL AI 
The scattering matrix is expressed as 
rV= S IV 
where 
1 S = 
2 
'Vxnz 
rV = 
rvxpz 
rv}7'; 
rvypZ 
-1 1 1 
1 -1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
IV = 
-1 
1 
IV
xnz 
iV
xpz 
IV}7" 
IVyp, 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
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(3.56) 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
and where superscripts i and r denote incident and reflected quantities respectively. 
The scattering process combined with the connect process forms a time stepping 
algorithm operating with an interval M (time step) defined by 
M=~=AI.fi 
uTIM u· 
(3.59) 
As demonstrated above, two-dimensional TLM nodes are useful in modelling 
phenomena related to TE (series node) and TM (shunt node) modes and their 
derivatives are essential to the understanding and analysis of 3-D TLM nodes. 
However, these nodes are incapable of modelling complex EM characteristics. 
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The development of 3-D models started with Akhtarzad and 10hns in 1975 
[3.87]. The method presented a mesh topology consisting of alternate series and shunt 
nodes, in three dimensions. This structure is known as the expanded node. Although 
this first 3-D model successfully models electromagnetic wave propagation, it 
presented a number of problems. The model was complex and the physical separation 
of the points where the E-field and H-field are calculated (one coming from the shunt 
node and the other from the series node) lead to difficulties when extra features were 
introduced to the mesh such as surface definitions and boundary conditions. 
The symmetrical condensed node provided the solution to this problem 
whereby the shunt node and series node were condensed at the same point [3.76]. This 
method combined the best features of the asymmetrical condensed node and the 
expanded nodes while overcoming their disadvantages. Figure 3.26 shows the three 
dimensional symmetrical condensed node (SeN). 
~. 
z 
Figure 3.26: 12-port symmetrical condensed node 
3.5.5 Finite Integration Technique 
A decade after Yee's time domain approach, Weiland [3.77] developed the Finite 
Integration Technique (FIT). The Finite Integration Technique (FIT) is based on the 
integral form of Maxwell' s equations for time harmonic electromagnetic fields in 
lossless linear media. In FIT, line and surface integrals in Real Space are replaced by 
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mean field values multiplied by path lengths or areas in Grid Space. This geJ?-erates a 
first order approximation from the integral form of the Maxwell's equations [3.87]. 
In real space, Maxwell's Integral equations can be written as: 
supplemented by the constitutive relationships 
D=eE 
B=pH 
.~-------- dual grid 
grid 
JL =KE 
divcurl = 0 
curlgrad = 0 
l __________ _ 
I 
... 
--, .... d 
=={> h,b 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
Figure 3.27: One cell oftbe grid G and the dual grid G. The allocation oftbe electric field and 
flux components are shown as well as the allocations of the corresponding magnetic quantities 
after Weiland [3.77]. 
The field allocation in FIT theory uses a dual grid system. In this formulation 
. the grids are orthogonal coordinate grids in any of the well known coordinate systems 
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such as Cartesian (x, y and z), cylindrical (r, tfJ, z) or triangular coordinates (r, tfJ) or 
(r, z). The grid fields ably represent· large sequences of numbers and also have 
analytical and algebraic properties that ensure accurate numerical results. 
Here, the grid doublet {er - G} can be defined as: 
• The solution volume G connected and· contained in the. bounded space of 
interest R3. 
• G, a fmite set of non-empty sub-volumes: 
v = ~ .... VnJ n v, = {AJ; Uv, =G (3.62) 
• The non-empty areas Ai defmed as the intersection of two volumes: 
A = {At .... An,} (3.63) 
• Lines Li defined as the intersection of areas: 
(3.64) 
• Points Pi, the intersections of lines 
P= {p ... PnJ (3.65) 
Therefore, Maxwell's integral equations (3.60) translated to a grid space doublet 
G-G gives a one-to-one set of matrix equations commonly known as the Matrix 
Grid Equations (MGE). 
-D)=CD.e 
SDAb=O 
-( ) -- I DA i + D.e =CD.D; b 
SDAD.e=q 
d=De 
• 
b=Dl'h 
iL=DKe 
SC=SC=O 
C' S' = C' S' = 0 
where e, b,d, h andj are the discrete analogs of E, B, D, Hand J. 
(3.66) 
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For N number of mesh points, these vectors of dimension 3N, contain the 
components of the fields for each mesh cell. e and S represent the discrete curl and 
div operators, while the diagonal matrices Ds, and D A contain the mesh step sizes and 
cell surface areas. The material properties are contained in Dp, Dc, and DK, (the div 
matrix has dimension3NxN, all others are 3Nx3N). Using FIT theory, it is possible 
to show that C = et . 
The transformation from Maxwell's integral form to Maxwell's grid equations 
in FIT permits all ,the analytical properties of electromagnetic fields to be maintained. 
The feature that distinguishes FIT from other discretization schemes, is the fact that 
the analytical properties of the matrix operators are preserved on the discrete grid i.e. 
curlgrad = 0 ahd divcurl = O. This signifies that the solution can be verified by 
" 
substitution in these equations. In particular, Maxwell Grid equations not only present 
a dfstinctive means to test simulation results for their accuracy but also enable the 
development of long-term numerical time integration schemes and accurate 
eigenmode solvers capable of avoiding spurious or 'ghost' modes [3.89, 3.90]. 
3.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the origin and fundamental, theory of periodic structures has been 
described. Periodic structures can be realised as one-, two- or three-dimensional 
structures. Although three-dimensional periodic structures present ,an omni-directional 
bandgap, they are costly and difficult to fabricate. Therefore, the work in this chapter 
mainly focused on one- and two-dimensional periodic structures ~hich were thought 
to be more relevant to the studies in this thesis and tend to be more commonly utilized 
in antenna applications. , 
The potential of periodic structures not only covers the microwave and 
millimetre wave frequencies but has been extended into the acoustics, mechanics and 
hydromechanics areas among others. The bandgap features of these structures have 
been exploited to create antenna systems with improved radiation properties, highly 
directive beam patterns and lower profile antenna designs. The brief overview on the 
applications of periodic structures presented in this chapter has shown that these 
structures are more commonly applied to antennas as substrates or ground planes. 
This offers one possible avenue in which the radiation patterns of conical antennas 
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can be improved by utilizing the capability of these structures to impede the free flow 
of surface currents on flat conducting surfaces. 
There exist several numerical methods that allow the prediction of the 
performance of periodic structures. These generally fall into· two main categories: 
time-domain or frequency-domain methods. The most popular methods for modelling 
the electromagnetic behaviour of periodic structures have been briefly described. 
, 
TLM and FIT numerical methods have been selected as appropriate tools for 
analysing the conical antennas along with their periodic structures. Their ability to 
represent physical features like complex material types, thin conductors arid narrow 
slots make them well suited for the kind of studies undertaken in the subsequent 
chapters of this thesis. 
The next chapter investigates· the introduction of periodic structures on the 
spherical cap of the conical monopole antenna as a means of improving the radiation 
characteristics of the antenna without jeopardising it's broadband nature. A novel 
slotted conical antenna based on these structUres is proposed. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
INVESTIGATION OF CORRUGATED 
. SPHERICALLY CAPPED CONICAL ANTENNA 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a novel technique for loading a conical antenna such that the E-
field radiation patterns across the entire band are more uniform whilst maintaining the 
broadbimd nature of the antenna. Loading of antennas has been a popular technique 
for achieving electrically small broadband antennas with omnidirectional radiation 
patterns and pure polarization. One of the most effective loading methods has been 
top loading, otherwise known as capacitive loading. The most common way of 
realising this type of loading is by placing a disk on the top of the antenna [4.1~4.4]. 
This reduces the vertical size of the entire antenna structure. 
Top loading techniques have also been applied to conical antennas to reduce 
their vertical height and increase the overall bandwidth. For instance, Gentili et al. 
[4.5] introduced distributive capacitive loading by radially enlarging the radiating. 
cone to form a capacitive loading ring. The edge of the ring was connected to the 
ground plane using a vertical metal strip. On the other hand, Yu and Li [4.6] utilized 
inductive posts with lwnped resistive loading for reducing· the size of conical 
antennas. 
Lwnped loads like inductors and capacitors or the combination of both can be 
used to reduce the size of conical antennas. The addition of capacitive loads at the 
antenna ends modifies the current distribution along its length. The inclusion of 
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inductive strips and loading pins provides the required inductive compensation at the 
lower frequencies where the conical antenna's reactance is typically capacitive. A 
general problem of applying discrete components or some other loading methods is 
the effective removal of the axisymmetric nature of the antenna. This can have an 
impact on the radiation pattern. 
A different approach which does retain symmetry was adopted by Macdonald 
and Filipovic [4.7] whereby the conical antenna is modified by merging the cone with 
a cylinder. A significant improvement of 4.6: I in impedance/fractional bandwidth is 
achieved for a fixed antenna height. Additionally, the overall volume of the sphere 
that fully encircles the antenna is reduced by 76% in comparison to the plain conical 
antenna. An alternative method presented by Palud. et al. [4.8] utilizes the more 
conventional capacitive disk but combines it with four metallic parasitic elements set 
around the conical structure and a dielectric substrate is placed in the feed region. The 
result was a small structure relative to wavelength (0.125.l.) that demonstrated very 
stable gain and radiation patterns over the entire band. 
An alternative method to achieving size reduction for conical antennas is 
through sphere loading [4.9 - 4.11). Sphere loading is a proven means of increasing 
the bandwidth of conical antennas. However, the transition from the sphere to the 
conical antenna still leaves edges from which diffractions can occur. Numerous 
. studies have shown that the principal source of indentations in the radiation patterns 
of conical antennas is the field generated by the edge diffractions. These fields at the 
edge of the antenna form the basis of the irregularities often noted in the E-plane 
patterns. In addition, the diffracted fields from the antenna walls yield a significant 
contribution to the radiation patterns of the antenna. Consequently, the reduction of 
the diffraction fields would minimise the irregularities in the E-plane patte~s. 
This chapter describes a method of reducing the level of irregularities in the E-
plane radiation patterns of conical antennas by controlling the radiated fields from the 
edges and walls of the spherical cap. The basic approach is to prevent the radiation 
fields from the edges and walls by electrically modifying the surface of the spherical 
cap. The spherical cap is transformed into a frequency dependent impedance surface. 
Impedance surfaces are generally realized physically as corrugated surfaces, EBG 
surfaces or dielectric coated conducting surfaces. In the. current chapter, the 
impedance surface. is attained by introducing a series of quarter wavelength-deep 
choke slots into the walls of the spherical cap. 
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Impedance surfaces have been used ex tensive ly in horn antennas to reduce the 
back lobes and side lobes [4 .1 2,4.1 3) . They have also been applied to rectangular 
wavegu ides [4.14) for the removal of degenerate higher order E-plane and H-plane 
modes that would normally ex ist in ordinary waveguides. Other applications where 
impedance surfaces would be useful are for modal contro l in microwave components 
and reduction of mutua l coupling in antenna arrays. Although impedance surfaces 
have found widespread use in horn antennas and waveguides, there has been relative ly 
little consideration of conical antennas incorporating impedance surfaces. 
(b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 4. 1: Top loading techniques after (3) Genti li 14.51. (b) Maedonald 14.71, (c) Pallid 14.81 a nd 
(d) Kimura 14.101 
This chapter is organized as follows: The first section starts with a detailed 
invesligation of spherically capped conical antennas. Using a TLM technique, the 
performance of the spherically capped anten.na is compared with the conical antenna 
without a spherical cap. E-plane radiation patterns showing the level of in'egularities 
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present are di scussed. The results presented here form the base line for comparison 
with the new proposed impedance loading technique for the conical antenna. 
Section 4.3 introduces a simple, rapid and accurate technique by which the 
band edges of impedance surfaces can be determined. The method uses a rectangular 
waveguide loaded with periodica lly spaced corrugations. The bandwidth of the 
corrugations is investi gated by anal ysis of the S-parameters and E-fields from where it 
is found that the results obtained agree well with those already established in the 
relevant literature. 
Section 4.4 presents a broad band conical antenna and the combination of its 
geometry with a corrugated spherical cap. The modified geometTY is investigated 
using simulations and results of its impedance band width and radiat ion patterns are 
outlined. The effects of adjusting the corrugation tooth depth and periodicity are 
di scussed in Section 4.5. Furthermore, surface current plots (in Section 4.6) are used 
to show that by cutting annular slots in the spherica l cap transforms the antenna end 
cap into an impedance surface leading to the reduction of edge di ffractions. It is the 
reduction in the diffracted fi elds that will be argued leads to lower levels of 
irregularities in the patterns. 
A transmission line theory model for studying the wave propagation along the 
corrugation loaded spherical cap is discussed in Section 4.7. Finall y, an experi mental 
verifi cation of the corrugated hemispherical capped conical antenna is conducted and 
the results compared against the spheri call y capped and non capped conical antelUla. 
4.2 Spher ically capped conica l antennas 
In thi s section, the geometry of spherica lly capped antennas is presented. The 
antenna 's basic properties such as return loss, input impedance, radiation patterns and 
surface current di stribution will be considered . 
4.2.1 Antenna geometry 
Figure 4.2 shows the geometry of a spherically capped conical antenna. T he antenna 
structure consists of a cone sect ion loaded with a hemispherical cap and fed by a 
standard 50 n coaxial cable. As was ex plained in earli er chapters, the cone section is 
defined by the cone half angle (80 ), and height (h) with the hemispheri ca l cap defined 
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by the spheri cal radius (r ). A wider bandwid th can be achieved by increasing the 
radius of the hemisphere (r). Examples of thi s latter approach can be seen in the tear 
drop antenna [4. 15] and volcano smoke antenna [4.16], where the radius of the 
hemispheri ca l cap is larger than the radius of the circular base of the cone. 
y 
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Figure 4.2: Geometrica l pa rameters of a hemisphe r ica l capped con ical a ntenn a ; cone angle (0. ), 
Cone height (h) a nd sph ere radius (r) 
T ABLE 4. 1: Antenna pa ra meters 
Parameter Sph erica lly ca pped conica l a ntenna 
Height h, (mm) 25 
Ground plane diameter (mm) 100 
Radius t, (mm) 25 
Cone Angle (00 ) 45' 
Height above ground v, (mm) I 
Base diameter b, (mm) I 
In addition to improving the antenna's bandwidth, the hemispherica l cap 
' softens' the sharp edges from which edge di ffractions radiate by giving the antenna a 
more bulbous shape. However, the radiation patterns still suffer from high levels of 
irregularities as a result of the di ffracted fi elds from the antenna wall s. 
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4.2.2 Numerical Results 
To study the perfonnance of the antenna, a circular ground plane 100 mm in diameter 
i.e. A./-I' fo r a fTequency of 3 GHz was employed. The height of the conica l antenna 
was limited to 0.25).LF ' The radius of the circular base of the cone is chosen as 0.25).,.F 
(25 mm). The radius of the hemispherical cap was fi xed at 0.25).LF and the cone angle 
eo as 45°. The antenna's base di anleter has been optimized to obtain an impedance 
match to approximately 50 n over at least 4A./y . Figure 4.3 shows the simulated S I I 
agai nst fTequency for the sphericall y capped conical antenna. For comparison the SII 
results of the conical antenna without any end loading is also plotted. The S I I 
parameter is computed assuming a feed line with a characteri sti c impedance of 
R"f = 50 Q. It is observed that the addition of the spherical cap to the unloaded conical 
monopole shifts the lowest freq uency -1 0 dB point from 3 GHz to 2 GHz. This 
reduction in the lower limit of the impedance bandwidth is attributed to the increase in 
antelma height provided by the addi tion of the spherical cap. In effect the spherical 
cap presents a longer current path , hence the lowering of the low frequency limit. The 
SII curves clearl y demonstrate the broadband nature of the antenna impedance. The 
coax diameter sets the upper bandwidth limit which in this case has been optimized at 
I mm, hence the upper bandwidth limit exceeding 20 GHz. 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the return loss characte ristics of the hemispherica l cap ped antenn a to 
th e nOli-ca pped conica l antenn a. 
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It can be argued that adding the hemispherical cap to the cone antenna 
increases its overall volume and therefore a more accurate comparison can be made 
by comparing a conical antenna and spherical antenna of equal volume. Figure 4.3 
demonstrates this comparison as well. It is evident from the plots that the spherically 
capped conical antenna still demonstrates a larger bandwidth compared to the conical 
antenna of equal vo lume. The conical antenna bandwidth might be increased by 
increasing the size of the ground plane but thi s inevitably increases the vo lume which 
is undesirable. 
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Figure 4.4 (a): Driving Iloint resistance (b) Drivin g point reaelanee 
Figure 4.4 shows the input impedance plots of the spheri cally capped conical 
antenna. It is observed that the resistance component of the driving point impedance 
varies slowly about the characteristi c impedance Zc. The reactance values are seen to 
decrease with frequency, eventually Huctuating about zero . Generally, at lower 
frequencies where the antenna is electrically small, the resistance is low and the 
reactance large and negative. Figure 4.4 (a) and (b) show that spherically loading a 
conical antenna does not substantially alter the input impedance of the antenna. 
The impedance plots in Figure 4.4 clearly demonstrate the broad band nature of 
the antenna by depicting a truly frequency independent shape. It is known that for 
small angles, the input impedance plots show much higher resistance va lues at the 
resonance. As the cone angle increases, the input impedance grows to be more 
sinusoidal in nature. This is because for larger cone angles the end reflections tend to 
be much lower than those for small angle cones. Additionally, the end termination 
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causes standing wave effects which combined with the end reflections contribute to 
the shape of the input impedance plots. 
4.2.3 Radiation patterns 
The conical antenna together with its image in the ground plane forms a biconical 
structure which has azimuthally independent rad iation in the hori zontal plane (1-1-
plane, which is perpendicular to the ax is of the antenna). Of interest are the E-plane 
patterns (e levation) which have previously been analysed by Papas and King [4.17]. 
In thi s section, the radiation patterns of both the conical and spherically capped 
conical antenna for frequencies between 2 - 120Hz are presented. Figure 4.5 shows 
the simulated E-plane directivity patterns for a conical antenna with and without the 
spherical cap. Only the E-plane rjJ = 0 patterns are presented since the other E-plane 
patterns are identical due to the overall geometry being axisymmetric. At low 
frequencies , the radiation patterns are similar to those of an infinitesimally thin 
vertical dipole. At these frequencies , the electrical length of the antenna can be 
considered small , typicall y less than A.. 
As the freq uency increases, the electri cal length increases and the departure 
from the dipole pattern becomes more pronounced. The plots clearly reveal the shi ft 
away !i·om the desired pattern with increasing frequency. This creates non-uniform 
radiation patterns across the band. It is a lso evident that the E-plane gain patterns for 
the conical antenna with and without the cap are broadly very similar in nature. The 
inclusion of the cap only increases the gain for high elevation angles at these 
frequenci es; 4, 8 and 120Hz. It is therefore desirable to reduce the amount of 
undulation in the E-plane elevation patterns while maintaining the broad band nature 
of the antenna. This would provide a conical antenna with consistent E-plane radiation 
patterns across its entire bandwidth and increased radiation in the broadside direction. 
This forms the basis for the designs to be presented in the next section. 
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4.3 Analysis and design of corrugated spherical cap 
4.3.1 Desiguing corrugations 
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Figure 4.6: (a) Geometry of rectangular waveguide (b) Cross section of periodically loaded 
waveguide 
As previously discussed in Section 3.2.1, a perfectly conducting surface can be 
transformed into a soft surface by loading the surface with rectangular or rotationally 
symmetric corrUgations. These corrugations can be viewed as a series of quarter wave 
sections. When the corrugation depth satisfies equation (3.1), the surface impedance 
theoretically becomes infinite thus providing a soft boundary in which surface waves 
are suppressed and the electromagnetic properties of the surface can be controlled 
within the bandgap ~ange of frequencies. The application of these soft surfaces is 
dependent on the ability to clearly define the bandgap for a specific application. 
Subsequently, a simple technique by which the band edges of soft surfaces can be 
verified is presented in the next section. 
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4.2.2 Waveguide method for determining the bandwidth of corrugated surfaces 
Several methods by which the bandgap of corrugated surfaces can be determined 
exist. Kildal [4.18] makes use ofa monopole above a ground plane while Rajo [4.19] 
utilizes dispersion diagrams to define the band edges of different soft surfaces. 
Although the results from these methods are reported to agree well with 
measurements, they require long simulation times in order to obtain accurate results. 
The method presented in this thesis makes use of a rectangular waveguide 
with the corrugated surfaces making up two of its inner walls. The waveguide is 
'designed in such a way that the predicted bandgap [4.20] lies well above the cut-off 
frequency of the chosen waveguide mode. This is essential to make the band edges 
distinct from the lower wave guide cut-off. 
Figure 4.6 (a) shows the geometry of the rectangular waveguide used in this 
study. The waveguide has the dimensions width (w), height (h) and length (b). To 
model the wave guide as being infinitely long in the z-direction, periodic boundary 
conditions are applied. Corrugations of equal width with the waveguide, parallel to 
the x-direction and perpendicular to the y-direction as shown in Figure 4.6 (b) are 
periodically loaded in the wave guide along the longitudinal direction. A plane wave 
propagating along the z-direction is applied to the waveguide by placing wave guide 
ports at the two ends of the waveguide. In this study the following dimensions are 
adopted: h = 18.493 mm, b = 180 mm, w = 44 mm, Ac = 7.5 mm, g = 3 mm, and 
t = I mm. The corrugations are designed to operate at fa = 10 GHz and within the 
TEIO mode of the waveguide. The waveguide cut-off frequency in the TEIO mode was 
3.409 GHz. 
4.3.2 Analysis of results 
The bandwidth of the corrugated soft surfaces is investigated by analysis of the S21 
parameters and Electric fields (Ey ). By drawing on comparisons between the periodic 
, 
waveguide and the unloaded waveguide, it is possible to determine the band edges. 
, , 
Figure 4.7 shows the S21 parameters of the periodically loaded waveguide and the 
unloaded waveguide. 
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TABLE 4.2: Comparison of band gap regions determined using S" and E-field plots 
Parameter Corrugated waveguide Zhinong and Kildal 
S,. E-field 
Lower band edge (GHz) 8.98 9.00 9.00 
Upper band edge (GHz) 15.87 15.87 16.00 
Bandwidth (GHz) 6.89 6.87 7.00 
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The unloaded waveguide shows a cut-off frequency at 3.4 GHz. The periodically 
loaded waveguide shows a stop-band region with edges at 9 GHz and 16 GHz. This 
provides. an . overall bandwidth of approximately 7 GHz considering a transmission . 
level of -20 dB as the limit for defining the bandgap. The results obtained are 
consistent with those predicted by Zhinong and Kildal [4.21] where it is estimated that 
the band edges lie between 0.9/0 and 1.6/0 where /0 is the design frequency for the 
corrugations. According to this, for 10 = 10 GHz the band edges should exist at 9 GHz 
and 16 GHz. The results obtained from this technique are in agreement with those 
predicted in literature. 
Figure 4.8 shows the E-field variation with frequency for a periodically loaded 
wave guide and a plain wave guide. From this plot it is clearly evident that within the 
bandgap, the E-field perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the EM wave 
goes to zero. This is indicative of the fact that within the bandgap surface waves are 
suppressed and therefore radiation from an antenna can be controlled. Table 4.2 
provides a sununary of the bandgap determined using the S21 and E-field plots. The 
bandwidth determined in both cases agrees well demonstrating that either E-field plots 
or S-parameters can be used to determine the bandwidth of soft surfaces. 
4.4 Corrugation loaded conical antennas (CSCA) 
4.4.1 Antenna geometry 
Figure 4.9 shows the corrugation loaded conical antenna geometry. The proposed 
design is symmetrical with respect to the feeding point. The antenna consists of two 
sections. The first is a conical structure, located at the centre of the ground plane. The 
second section is a spherical cap transformed using corrugations into an impedance· 
surface. It is this section that is used to minimize the signal reflections off the antenna 
ends and hence improve the radiation patterns and broadband behaviour of the conical 
antenna. The antenna geometry. was modified by introducing annular cuts in the 
spherical cap. The cuts are made into the solid material at right angles to the main axis 
of the antenna and to an appropriate depth .. 
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Figure 4.9: (a) Spherical coordinate system (b) Cross section of corrugated hemispherical capped 
conical antenna (CSCA) 
The underlying principle behind this method is that if the end tennination 
impedance can be made frequency dependent, then it is possible to reduce end 
reflections and thus improve the radiation pattern in the mid-band. The change in 
impedance is effected by implementing an electromagnetic "soft surface" at the cap. 
Figure 4.9 illustrates a cross sectional view of the modified antenna. Using the method 
outlined in Section 4.3 the detailed parameters of the corrugations are optimised 
without requiring the long simulation times that would otherwise be necessary with 
i . 
the full conical antenna geometry. With full knowledge of the band edges of the soft 
surface, the annular slots (which are in the order of a quarter of a wavelength long at 
the centre of the band) are then cut into the cap at periodic intervals. The antenna was 
fed at its centre with a standard 50 n coaxial cable and the ground plane diameter was 
100 mm. 
4.4.2 Results and discussion 
The antenna is characterised in the frequency domain by observing its input reflection 
c?efficient Sl1. The Sl1 parameter for the conical monopole whose spherical cap is not 
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corrugated is included in Figure 4. J 0 for compari son. Results graphed in Figure 4. J 0 
show a return of - J 0 dB in the range 3 - 20 GHz for conical monopoJe, 2 - 20 GHz 
for the conical antenna with spherical cap and 1.8 - 20 GHz for the corrugation 
loaded conical antenna. The antenna configurations with the spherical cap 
demonstrate better broad band behaviour on the lower side of the spectrum. However, 
addition of the corrugated structure to the spherical end cap changes the return (S,,) 
only slightly. 
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Figure 4.10: Antenna ret urn loss 11 fo r co nica l monopoles with and without end ca ps ~lI1d 
corruga tions 
In the band 0 - 20 GHz (prior to the lower band edge) some of the periodic 
features observed in the waveguide simulation are apparent. At some frequencies 
there is an improvement in SI' , at others it is worse than with the hemispherical cap 
alone. Nevertheless, the return is still better than -10 dB over the whole design band. 
There is also some slight shi ft at the lower band which indicates some loading of the 
end cap by the periodic structure. Above 10 GHz there is very little difference in the 
return characteri stics for any of the three cases. 
Radiation patterns 
As has been discussed, a key characteri stic of conical antennas is their radiation 
patterns. Figure 4. J I shows a comparison between the directi vity patterns of the 
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conical antenna with a hemispherical cap and a corrugation loaded conical antenna for 
a range of frequencies across the band. The hemispherical cap patterns show increased 
levels of irregu lari ty as frequency increases. For higher frequency val ues, the 
elevation gain patterns between 450 and 1350 lose the dipole shape becoming 
increasingly narrow and more indentations begin to emerge. 
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Figure 4.12: 3D radiation patlern as a function offrequency 
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Within the ranges 0° - 45° and 135° - 180°, the relati ve gain varies with the 
angle displaying asymmetries in the patterns. The back radiation shown in the patterns 
between 180° and 0° in the clockwise direction, can be attributed to the finite ground 
plane. The introduction of the impedance surface which is frequency dependent on the 
spherical cap has a stabilising effect on the patterns. The indentations present between 
45° and 135° are fl attened giving a radiation pattern that's similar to the des ired 
pattern. 
The 3D pattern plots in Figure 4.12 give a clearer pichlre of the improvement 
achieved in the radiation patterns when the conical antenna is loaded with the 
impedance surface. The major side lobe in the elevation is reduced for the frequencies 
within the bandgap and those adjacent to it. By reducing this lobe, the d ifference in 
the pattern at the lower elevation angles and those at the higher angles is minimised 
giving a profi le very similar to the desirab le pattern (Figure 1.1). However, it is also 
evident that the pattern at 6 GHz is severely distorted. This is probably due to the fact 
that 6 GHz lies outside the bandgap frequencies and destructive interference 
noticeable in the S I I plots (Figure 4.10) as the strong anti-resonances contribute 
towards thi s pattern distort ion. 
4.5 Parametric study 
The standard requirements for soft surfaces is to have 8 or more corrugations per 
wave length and a corrugation depth cl between 0.25 }'c and 0.5 }.C, where }.c is the guide 
wavelength at the centre of the band [4.22]. In addition the tooth thickness I = a - g 
should be much smaller than the corrugation width (g in Figure 4.9 (b)). In order to 
study the effects of varying the tooth width, periodicity and tooth depth on the return 
loss and rad iation patterns of the corrugation loaded antenna, a parametri c study was 
carried out and the results are presented in the following sections. 
4.5.1 Effects of changing the tooth depth 
In this section the effects of changing the tooth depth cl on the E-plane rad iation 
pattern and return loss are investigated. The tooth depth is dependent on the radius of 
the spheri cal cap r and should be chosen such that more corrugations per wavelength 
r-------------------------.............. .. 
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can be fitted on the spherical cap. The S II parameters were computed fo r three 
different tooth depth values d = 4, 8, and 10 mm. The tooth width and gap are kept 
constant at 2 mm and 3 mm respectively. 
Input characteristics 
The effect of increasing the tooth depth d on the SII parameters is ill ustrated in Figure 
4.13. An increase in the tooth depth shi fts the first resonance If,.) to lower frequencies 
as fo llows; when d = 4 mm f,. = 2.9 1 GHz, d = 8 mm f,. = 2.65 GHz and d = 10 mm, 
f,. = 2.48 GHz. The plots (Figure 4. 13) also reveal that by increasing the tooth depth, 
very sharp anti -resonances particularly close to the lower band edge are introduced . 
This is particula rly evident in the plot fo r d = 10 mm (fc = 7.5 GHz, L, = 6.75 GHz), 
between 5 and 6.5 GHz. 
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Radiation patterns 
Figure 4. 14 shows the E-plane radiation patterns ( ~ = 0) at different tooth depths. 
From these plots it can be seen that at 10 GHz, when the tooth depth is 8 mm and 
10 mm, the pattern smoothness is improved. Furthermore, the radiation at high 
elevation angles is mini mized thus giving a pattern closer to the ideal pattern shown in 
Figure 1.1. This is possible at these depths because 10 GHz falls within the bandgap 
region for d = 8 mm and 10 mm. The indentations minimisation is possible because 
the soft surface modifies the currents on the spherical cap and hence when the 
currents are summed in the far fi eld, the indentations are removed. However, when 
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d = 4 mm, 10 GHz is not within its bandgap region and more indentations and ripples 
in the patterns are observed. In conclusion the choice of tooth depth can greatly 
influence the bandwidth of the antenna and the radiation patterns at a given frequency. 
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4.5.2 Effects of changing the periodicity 
This section considers whether changing the periodic ity of the corrugations affects the 
radiation patterns of conical antennas. Table 4.3 presents a summary of the 
dimensions being changed. The conica l antenna parameters are maintained as shown 
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In Table 4.1 . The SII results showed no major changes and are consequently not 
presented here. Changing the periodicity does not appear to affect the impedance 
bandwidth of the antenna. 
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Figure 4.15: E-pla ne di rectivity patter ns fo r di ffe renl tooth period icities 
TABLE 4.3: Corrugalion para mete rs fo r a tooth deplh d = 7.5 mm 
Pa rameter Periodicity (a) , mm Gap width (g), mm Tooth wid th (I), m m 
Modelt 4 3 I 
Model 2 5 3 2 
Figure 4.15 suggests that changing the periodicity of the corrugations has no 
major effect on the radiation patterns either. Nevertheless, it is still important to 
choose the periodicity bearing in mind that the higher the number of corrugations per 
wavelength, the more effectively the standing waves and end refl ections are 
controlled. At 8 GHz, which lies j ust outside the bandgap for d = 7.5 mm, it is 
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interesting to note that model 2 presents a smoother radiation pattern than model I. 
Consequently by optimising the corrugation periodicity, the radiation pattern 
undulations at frequencies just outside the bandgap can al so be minimized. 
4.6 Surface current distribution 
Another important property of corrugated surfaces is the rate of decay of the surface 
current fl owing on the corrugation walls. The decay in amplitude of the surface 
current is attributed to the energy being forced away from the corrugations [4.22]. 
Therefore, if the slots introduced in the spherical cap are acting as a soft surface, we 
should expect that the surface current will decay along the slot wall and spherical cap. 
Variation a long antenna length 
To study the surface current di stribution, the antenna length is divided into n equall y 
spaced points as shown in Figure 4. 16. The conical antenna parameters are preserved 
as shown in Table 4.1. The corrugations are designed for Jo = 10 GHz with periodicity 
based on the Model 2 (See Table 4.3). 
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Figure 4. 16: Geometry for corrugated surface analys is 
Figure 4.17 shows the normalized surface current distribution along the length 
of conical and spheri cally capped conical antennas. It can be seen from these plots 
that at the edge of the antenna the surface current never quite goes down to zero. It is 
also interesting to note that although the spherical cap improves on the termination of 
the conical antenna, its inclusion does not eliminate standing waves and their 
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distribution. The presence of edge diffractions and the standing waves make an 
important contribution to the unevenness in the radiation patterns shown earl ier. 
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By incorporating annular slots on the spherical cap, these edge diffractions are 
greatly minimised. Figure 4.17 also ,reveals that the surface current at the junction 
between the sphere and the cone is greatly reduced both within and out of band but 
more significantly within the band for the corrugated spherical capped antenna. These 
plots continue to show that the surface current along the cap reduces going to nearly 
zero at the top of the antenna. 
Figure 4.18 presents further illustrations of the 3D surface current plots for 
various frequencies across the band. As can be observed, the surface current density 
along the corrugated spherical cap reduces with increasing distance away from the 
cone apex. These results also show that the inclusion of the corrugations forces the 
spherical cap to act as a soft surface thereby limiting the free flow of surface currents. 
It is this occurrence that leads to the improvements in symnletry for the radiation 
patterns. 
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Figure 4.19: Cross section view of a uniform slotted structure and a proposed transmission line 
model. Each unit cell consists of a transmission line of length p with series short-circuited stub 
across the mid point of the line. 
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4.7 Transmission line - periodic circuit representation of corrugated structures 
As has been previously stated, loading the spherical cap of a conical antenna with 
quarter wavelength radial slots has been shown to improve the radiation 
characteristics of the antenna by impeding the propagation of surface waves along the 
antenna length. In this section, an analytical method which gives a quantitative 
analysis of the corrugation loaded spherical cap, and provides a qualitative analysis of 
the stop band region in: which the radiation patterns of the conical antenna can be 
improved. The method presented here utilizes conventional transmission line (TL) 
theory. The TL analysis allows rapid calculation of dispersion curves and scattering 
parameters of periodic structures, and hence is useful as a first approximation design 
method for corrugated structures. 
4.7.1 Model derivation 
The network or circuit analysis of periodic structures starts with the derivation of the 
equivalent circuit of the unit cell of the structure. The proposed equivalent circuit of 
the corrugation loaded spherical cap is constructed from transmission lines cascaded 
in a linear fashion as shown in Figure 4.19. By examining the effects of cascading a 
few unit cells, the propagation characteristics of the waves inside the structure can be 
derived. In this model, the spherical cap is considered essentially as a parallel-plate 
transmission line with characteristic impedance ZI per unit width. The radial slots in 
the spherical cap are regarded as short-circuited transmission-line stubs connected in 
series with the main line at periodic intervals, p. The impedance of the short-circuit· 
stub can be calculated using the well-known transmission-line formula [4.23] 
Z = Z Z, + jZ, tan(k)) 
In , Z, + jZ, tan(k)) (4.1) 
where Zs is the stub characteristic impedance and ko is the propagation constant 
(transmission losses are assumed to be negligible), Z/ is the loading impedance and I is 
the length of, the stub line. For the short-circuited stub, the load impedance Z/ = O. 
Therefore the stubs present a reactance· 
Z'n = jZ, tan(ki) (4.2) 
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to the main line. The equivalent circuit of the corrugated unit cell is therefore of the 
form shown in Figure 4.20. The stub characteristic impedance in the absence oflosses 
. . 
can be calculated from [4.24] 
Zs = ~ ~: (4.3) 
where Cs is the parallel plate capacitance and Ls is the parallel plate inductance as 
determined in equations (2.6) and (2.7) respectively. 
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le p ~I 
. Figure 4.20: Equivalent circuit of the periodic structure 
Each unit cell of the corrugated structure consists of a transmission line of length p 
with a series reactance across the midpoint of the line. Assuming that the infinite 
corrugated structure is composed of a cascade of identical two-port networks, the 
voltage and current on either side of the nth unit cell can be related using the ABCD 
matrix: 
[V.] = [A B] [V.+l] In C D In+l (4.4) 
where A, B, C and D are the overall matrix parameters for a unit cell of the corrugated 
structure. Equation (4.4) is commonly referred to as the network transfer function. 
The representative transfer matrix of the unit cell comprises of three parts: the transfer 
• 
matrix of the transmission line of length pl2 (TL), the transfer matrix of the short-
circuit stub (Ts) and the transfer matrix of the transmission line of length pl2 (TL). 
The overall transfer matrix is written as 
(4.5) 
.The ABeD parameter for the transmission line sections is given as 
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, = [ cos( \p ) jZ, Sin, ( ki )] 
T, . (k) (k) 
, ~, sin i COs;P 
The ABeD parameter for the short circuit stub sections is given as 
T = [I jZ, tan (kJ)] 
sO, 1 
, 
Inserting equations (4.6) and (4.7) into (4.5) yields the transfer matrix 
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(4.6) 
(4.7) 
, _[ cos (kop)- :;, sin (kop)tan (koZ) jZISin(kOP)+jz,COS2(k;P)tan(kOZ)] 
TUnu_C<I, - . ·Z (k) , Z 
..Lsin (kop)- J ; sin 2 oP tan (k.z) cos (kop)--' sin (kop )tan (k.t) 
z, z, 2 2Z,. 
(4.8) 
Assuming that the structure is infinitely long or perfectly matched at the end (hence 
no ~eflections), applying Bloch's theorem which relates the voltage and current 
between adjacent cells for a periodic structure and combining this with the unit-cell 
transfer matrix, T Unit-Ce/l, we obtain 
, [Vn+l] __ ",[V.HI] (y _ .) TUnll-cell I - el' - an + Jf3n 
n+l n+l 
(4.9) 
where e-rp is the propagation factor. Thus, 
[ A - e'" B ][v,,+I] = 0 C D - e'" In+1 (4.10) 
In order to have a nontrivial solution for the voltages and currents along the structur,e, 
, the determinant of equation (4.10) must equal to zero. Therefore, 
A - e'" 
C 
B 
=0 
D-e'" 
(4.11) 
Knowing that a = a l = ... = an and f3 = f31 = ... = f3n, equation (4.11) simplifies into 
( ) A+D cosh JP = cosh,a + f3 p =--
2 
(4.12) 
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Substituting (4.8) into (4.12) yields 
cosh ap cos fJp + jsinhapsinfJp = cos{k,p}- Z, sin{kop}tan{k.l}. 
2Z, 
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(4.13) 
Since the right hand 'of equation (4.13) is purely real, it is possible to consider two 
possible solutions as either a = 0 or p = O. 
Case 1: a= 0 
When a = 0, there exists a non-attenuating propagating wave along the periodic 
structure and defines the pass-band region of the structure. Hence, equation (4.13) 
reduces to 
cos(Pp} = cos(k,p}- Z, sin(kop }tan(k.l} 
2Z, 
(4.14) 
By plotting fJpderived from equation (4.14) versus frequency, a first order dispersion 
diagram for the corrugated structure can be obtained. 
Case 2: ~ = 0 
The second solution occurs when a '" 0 and fJ = 0 or It. In this instance, the waves 
. are attenuated along the line and therefore do not propagate. This defines the stop-
band of the structure. For a lossless transmission line (as assumed in this work), no 
power is dissipated, but all power is reflected back into the input of the line (SIl is 0 
dB). For this case, equation (4.13) has to be solved directly, resulting in y having real 
and positive values. As a result of the real and positive values for y, all wave modes in 
the structure become evanescent, resulting in no propagation. The existence of such a 
solution for equation (4.13) is the reason that bandgaps exist in periodic structures 
[4.25]. 
. 4.7.2 Determination ofthe stub parameters 
To determine the characteristic impedance of the short-circuit stub, the radial stubs are 
assumed to form a parallel plate transmission line with capacitance Cs and inductance 
Ls short circuited on one end. Figure 4.21 shows a cross-sectional view of the short 
. circuited stub. Using a TLM based electromagnetic solver, the electric field is found 
to vary as shown in Figure 4.22. 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~------------------ - - - - -
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Figure 4.21: Short-circuit stub profile 
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Figure 4.22: Normalized E-field distribution along the stub line. The slot depth is measured from 
the open end towards the short circuit end of the parallel plate transmission line. 
The equations for Cs and Ls in equation (2.6) and (2.7) assume that the electric field 
variation in the parallel plate lines is uniform and cannot be applied directly to this 
case. The capacitance and inductance for the short circuited stub is therefore 
determined as follows: 
I. The slot length is divided into n = 1, 2, ...... N number of sections of equal 
, 
length. 
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2. Using equation (2.5) and (2.6), calculate the total capacitance (Cr) and 
inductance (h) for the transmission line assuming a uniform electric field. The 
capacitance and inductance for each section is then given as: 
CN = CT and IN = IT N N (4.15) 
3. The capacitance CN and inductance IN vary in manner similar to the variation 
shown by the electric field plot in Figure 4.22. The capacitance for each 
section considering the variation of electric field along the line is determined 
as 
C - CT *E N- N N 
(4.16) 
where EN is the average normalized electric field value for the section. 
4. Therefore, the total capacitance and inductance for each stub is 
CT = fC r EN and IT = fIr EN 
•• IN •• IN 
(4.17) 
Using the method outlined above, the capacitance and inductance of the stubs in the 
spherical cap are sununarised in Table 4.4 with stub 7 being furthest from the cone 
and nearer the tip of the cap. 
TABL,E 4.4: Capacitance and Inductance values for stubs in spherical cap 
Stub Capacitance, C, Inductance, L, Characteristic , 
, Number (pF/m) (pH/m) impedance, Z, (n) 
1 2.732 88 5.68 
2 2.810 96 5.84 
3 2.726 102 6.12 
4 2.619 114 6.60 
5 2.403 132 7.41 
6 2.116 161 8.72 
7 1.563 230 12.13 
The results shown in Table 4.4 show that the capacitance and inductance vary for each 
individual stub. The reason for this being that the normalized electric field in each 
stub differs as you move towards the tip of the spherical cap although they have 
similar profiles. The difference in the chara~teristic impedance of each stub doesn't 
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affect the pass-band equation (4.14) since the characteristic impedance of the 
transmission line is equal to the characteristic impedance of the stub [4.25] i.e. 
Therefore equation (4.14) becomes 
cos(Pp) '" cos(kop )-.!.sin(kop )tan(k.l) 
2 
4.7.3 Dispersion Curves 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
The dispersion curves for the TL-derived results are shown in Figure 423. The 
characteristic impedance of the transmission line (Z/) and the phase constant ko in 
equation (4.13) are considered the same as those of the series short-circuit stubs 
[4.25]. The structure of the different bands can be understood by plotting two 
related dispersion curves: (1) the light. line which generally represents the 
propagation of waves in free space and (2) the corrugated structure. 
30.0 f-----f------+-----+.,-------t 
22.5 -I-························i···· ................... , ...... / .. "',.-::::j ... ; .................. + 
0.0 ¥~--'---I------+_----+-----+ 
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w~ runber(lm] 
Figure 4.23: Tl.-derived dispersion diagram for the parameters: 1= 7.5 mm,p = 3 mm 
• I 
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Table 4.5: Comparison of band gap regions for corrugated structures modelled using two 
different methods 
123 
Parameter TI.-derived Waveguide method Published data 
(Pg 101) [4.21] 
Lower band edge 9.00 9.00 9.00 
[GHz] 
Upper band edge 15.00 15.87 16.00 
[GHz] 
Bandwidth [GHz] 6.00 6.87 7.00 
The dispersion curves of the spherical corrugated structure have been obtained 
by numerically evaluating equation (4.14). Table 4.5 provides the summary of results 
and a comparison with previously published data in [4.21] and those obtained using 
the waveguide method in Section 4.4 which were obtained using a TLM-based 
electromagnetic solver. The TL-derived results shown in Table 4.5 agree well with 
those determined using the wave guide method and those quoted in published data. 
The TL-derived results show a smaller bandgap region because the model adopted in 
this thesis does not include parasitic components such as changes in capacitances due 
to fringing fields. The inclusion of parasitic components like capacitances and 
inductors is equivalent to introducing higher order propagating modes like TB, TM, 
hybrid, surface modes and evanescent [4.25]. The accuracy of this model can be 
improved with parasitic components but at the cost of increased complexity. 
4.7.4 Scattering parameters 
The scattering parameters of the corrugated structure can be estimated using the 
equation 
(4.20) 
where Ar, BT> Cr , DT are the. ABeD matrix derived by mUltiplying the matrix 
derived in (4.8) by itseIfby as many times as unit cells under consideration. The more 
,--------------------------------------------
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the number of cells used to determine AT> BT> e,., DT , the more accurate the 
scattering parameters derived will be. Figure 4.24 shows the scattering parameters of 
the corrugated structure deri ved by solving equation (4.20). According to Figure 4.23, 
the minimum pass-band frequency and max imum stop-band frequency defined by a -
10 dB criteri a is 8. 8 GHz to 15.0 GHz which are very close to the va lues deri ved from 
the di spersion diagram, waveguide method and published results. 
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fi gure 4.24: Scattering parameters derived using TL-th eory for the parameters: 1= 7.5 mm, 
p = 3rnm 
4.8 SI! and radiation pattern measurement 
4.8.1 Overview of the measurement system 
Body-oF-revo lution antennas e.g. conical monopoles present untque prob lems 
regardi ng the measurement of certain performance parameters such as rad iat ion 
patterns, input impedance and refl ection coeffic ients. Physicall y, these antennas tend 
to be bulky, making their weight difficult to support on the measurement equi pment. 
Additionally, the machining precision of the Feed region which determines the upper 
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frequency limit of a conical monopole antenna tS very critical to ascertaining the 
impedance bandwidth of the antenna. 
In this section, a novel technique and associated apparatus developed 
specifica lly fo r the measurement of the conical monopole antenna is presented. 
Previously reported techniques fo r measuring the performance of conical antennas 
have relied on having the antennas as hollow structures in which case the weight is 
not a problem. Alternatively, the antenna measured has been supported by inducti ve 
stri ps connected directly to the ground plane. These inducti ve strips provide ex tra 
support fo r the antenna. The drawback of thi s technique is that every prototype fo r 
testing requires an independent ground plane and support structure mak ing the 
lechn ique non versatile and costly. 
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Figure 4.25: Schematic of measurement support structure (side view) 
In order to validate the simulation and theoretical study, measurements were 
made on prototype antennas. However, it was found necessary to design a support 
structure for the solid antennas as their weight could not be applied direct ly on the 
ground plane. Figure 4.25 shows a schematic diagram of the measurement system. 
Many of Ihe major dimensions are labelled on thi s diagram. The measurement 
systems compri ses of a circular ground plane, nylon support structure and a SO n 
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SMA connector. The support structure is made up of two sub-sections fastened 
together by nylon bolts. Figure 4.26 shows the measurement apparatus with the 
antenna prototypes fined and ready for testing. 
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Fig ure 4.26: Antenna prototypes mounted o u ground p lanes (a) cOllicat mOll opole (b) cOllica l 
monopole with spherica l cap (c) conical monopolc with corrugated spherica l cap 
4.8.2 Stt parameters 
To measure the reflection coefficient, a standard measuring technique was employed 
using an Anristsu 37397D VNA analyser. The S I I was measured by placing the 
monopole prototypes within the support structure as shown in Figure 4.26. The VNA 
analyser was connected to the coaxial feed which was connected to a circular ground 
plane 200 mm in diameter i.e. AI.F for a frequency of 1.5 GHz. The height of the 
conical antenna which is also equal to the radius of the circular base of the cone was 
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limited to 0.15A1.l" The radius of the hemispherical cap was al so designed as 0.15A.I.F 
and the cone half angle eo as 450. 
The annular slots on the spherical cap were designed at the operating 
frequency of 9.4 GHz resulting in the fo llowing dimensions: depth d = 8 mm, 
periodicity a = 5 mm, gap width g = 3 mm. Figure 4.27 shows the return 
characteri stics of the conical monopole antenna without any end termination. The SI I 
curve obtained in measurements differed from the original results reali sed in 
simulat ions. The explanation for this di screpancy can be drawn from the dielectric 
loadin g of the antenna as a result of the nylon support structure (Nylon dielectri c 
constant, er '" 3). 
Further evidence of the effects of dielectric loading a conical antenna have 
been di scussed by Kuroda el al. [4.26) where it is suggested that dielectric loading the 
antenna alters its effecti ve cone angle. Any changes in the cone angle imply changes 
to the input impedance as shown in equation (4.21). Modificat ion of the input 
impedance results in changes to the return loss characteri stics and eventually 
bandwidth. 
Z. = 60 In ( COl ( 9;{)) 4.21 
To determine the effects of dielectric load ing, the original simulation model 
was modified by inserting the dielectric support structure. The results obtained agreed 
well with those obtained in measurements as shown in Figure 4.27. The 
measurements were repeated using the setup in Figure 4.27, for the conical monopoles 
loaded with a hemispherical cap and a corrugated hemispherical cap. The results 
obtained (Figure 4.28 and 4.29) showed similar trends to those obtained with the 
unloaded conical monopole. In both Figures 4.28 and 4.29, the measurement results 
agreed well with the simulation results incorporati ng the dielectric support structure 
but showed discrepancies in comparison to the earlier s imulation results. A 
comparison of the measurement results for a ll three prototypes are illustrated III 
Figure 4.30. 
These results seem to suggest that the conical monopoles tested are not 
particularly broadband in nature. Dielectric loading the antenna and the fac t that the 
SMA connectors we used d id not have suffi cient frequency range are some of the 
factors that contributed to thi s reduction in bandwidth. 
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Figure 4.28: SII measurement results for conical monopole antenna with spherica l cap 
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4.8.3 Radiation patterns 
To define the performance of the conical monopoles, parameters li ke the refl ection 
coeffici ent and radiation patterns are necessary. To study the radiation properties of 
the monopoles, a semj-anechoic chamber was utili zed. The monopoles were mounted 
onto a stand in the chamber and the height of the measuring antenna (horn antenna) 
adjusted to match the height of the monopoles. Figure 4.3 1 shows the antenna radiated 
power normali sed to the pattern max ima. Only half the pattern is shown since the 
antenna is ax isymmetric. These results show that at low frequencies the rad iation 
patterns are similar to those of an infinitesimal dipole. As frequency increases, the 
deviation from this dipole pattern increases with lobes starting to emerge. rt is also 
observed that for frequencies within the band gap region at which the slols were 
designed, i. e. 9.4 GHz, the radiation patterns show that by terminating the monopole 
with a soft surface, the pattern symmetry is greatly improved. The patterns also show 
that at broadside (90°) the relati ve field strength is slightly reduced fo r the corrugated 
monopole in comparison to the conical monopole. This can be explained as the effect 
of the dielectric loading ori ginating from the nylon support structure. Despite thi s 
occurrence, the pattern shows a reduction in the minor lobe at elevation angles 0° -
15°. Within the ranges 15° - 90°, it can also be seen that the pattern is more rounded 
providing a more desirable shape. The lobes observed between 90° - 180° are as a 
result of ground plane effects. 
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4.9 Discussion and conclusion 
It was argued in Chapter two that tenninating a conical antenna with a frequency 
dependent impedance load offered the possibility of improving the radiation 
characteristics of the antenna without affecting its impedance bandwidth. In this 
chapter, a technique of transfonning the spherical end cap of a conical antenna into a 
frequency dependent impedance surface using quarter wavelength slots has been 
described. A simple and versatile waveguide technique that can be used to determine 
the frequency, limits of the corrugated structure has been discussed and the results 
obtained were found to agree well with those from published literature. 
, The improvement in the radiation characteristics of the conical antenna with a 
corrugated spherical cap have been confinned using computer simulations and 
measurements. It was found that changing the periodicity of the corrugations did not 
change the radiation patterns only if the main design criteria was adhered to. The fact 
that the surface current at the extremities of the antenna never goes to zero provides 
further support for the theory that standing waves and edge diffractions make an 
important contribution to the lobbing in the radiation patterns. It is important to note 
that the corrugation loaded antenna demonstrated significant changes in the surface 
current distribution along the antenna length resulting in the current going to nearly 
zero at the cap. 
Whereas majority of periodic structures are planar, the periodic structure 
designed in this chapter has a spherical profile. Circuit simulation techniques have 
frequently been utilized to analyse the stop-band regions of periodic structures. In this 
chapter, a transmission line -: periodic circuit representation of spherical corrugated' 
structures that allows for the rapid calculation of dispersion curves and scattering 
parameters has been derived. ABCD parameters were fonnuIated by assuming an 
infinite lossless periodic structure. The results show that the slots introduced in the 
spherical cap transfonn the end cap into a periodic structure with band gap features 
similar to those manifested by planar periodic structures described in Chapter 3. This 
explains why the surface current distribution was seen to change significantly since 
the corrugated cap was acting to impede the flow of the surface cUrrents like any other 
periodic surface would nonnally perfonn. 
The measurement results presented in this work do not show the effects of 
corrugating the end cap of the conical antenna. The loading introduced by the nylon , 
c 
:-------------------------------.......... 
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support structure greatly affects the perfonnance of the antenna. An alternative, 
method supporting the radiating element would have been to use a low dielectric solid 
foam such as Styrofoam. 
The studies presented in this chapter have shoWn that transfonning the 
radiating structure using periodic slots results in a slight but noticeable improvement 
in the radiation characteristics of conical antennas. The next chapter will investigate 
how the radiation properties of conical antennas can be improved by applying 
periodic structures to the ground plane. 
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CHAPTERS: 
INVESTIGATION OF PERIODIC STRUCTURED FINITE 
GROUND PLANES FOR CONICAL ANTENNAS 
5.1 Introduction 
For practical applications, conical antennas are mounted on finite ground planes. 
Much of the early studies on the effects of finite ground plane size and geometry 
focused on the characteristics of monopole antennas mounted on finite circular ground 
planes [S.1, S.2]. Studies on the effects of ground plane size for conical antennas were 
performed by Liu [S.3] and Guo [S.4]. The results demonstrate that ground plane size 
. plays an important role in achieving a successful impedance match, as well as the 
radiation pattern and gain of the conical antenna. Furthermore, the studies indicate 
that the performance of the conical antenna can be enhanced by controlling the shape, 
size and design of the ground plane. Unfortunately, of course, one of the most difficult 
parameters to adjust is the ground plane size as, for mobile devices in particular, this 
is dictated by the platform. 
The most ideal ground plane· for an antenna could be considered to be . 
perfectly conducting, planar and infinite in extent. This infinite ground plane prevents 
radiation into the lower half hemisphere below the ground plane, but allows the 
radiation from the antenna in the upper hemisphere. When the. conical antenna is 
mounted on a finite ground plane, the outer edges of the ground plane bring about 
diffraction and associated related side lobes and back lobes in the radiation pattern. 
Additionally, at the extreme outer edge of an infinitesimally thin ground plane, 
the currents on the top and bottom faces of the ground plane have to be equal in 
135 
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magnitude but opposite in direction. This is necessary so that the net current at the 
edges tends to be zero. Edge -diffraction becomes ever more significant with 
decreasing ground plane size because size reductions lead to increased surface current 
magnitudes on the faces of the ground plane at the outer edges. These edge 
- diffractions have an important influence on the input impedance, gain and radiation 
patterns of the antenna. 
This chapter discusses the use of a periodic patterned ground plane for conical 
_ antennas. This concept has been previously used to improve the properties of 
antennas, in which the conventional ground plane is replaced with other types of 
. , 
ground planes: corrugated ground planes [5.5, 5.6] and electromagnetic band-gap 
structures (EBG) [5.7-5.12]. Periodic structured ground planes bring about several 
benefits especially for millimetre wave and microwave frequency antennas. Beam 
shaping [5.13], enhanced directivity [5.14], reduced mutual coupling in patch 
antennas and antenna arrays [5.15, 5.16] are some of the benefits of using periodic 
structured ground planes instead of PEC ground planes. Transversely corrugated 
surfaces, a particular class of periodic structures, give a 'soft' boundary condition 
when the corrugation depth is chosen correctly. In this case the field intensity is 
forced to zero on the -surface thereby suppressing surface wave propagation. This 
property has been exploited to reduce the side lobe levels for helical antennas [5.5, 
5.17] and monopole antennas [5.18]. 
The concept of corrugation loaded conical antenna designs has been developed 
in Chapter 4 where simulation results showed good agreement with the measurement 
results. In addition, slight but potentially useful improvements in the radiation patterns 
of the conical antenna were also revealed. It was shown that impedance-transforming 
the spherical cap of the antenna element provided radiation patterns with less rippling 
above the horizon but had no noticeable effect on the back radiation. In this chapter 
investigations are performed focusing in-depth on the ground plane effects on the 
antenna properties~ 
This chapter starts. by describing the effects of finite ground planes on the 
performance of conical antennas in section 5.2. A parametric study is presented which 
demonstrates the sensitivity of the frequency and -angular responses of the antenna to 
changes in the ground plane size and geometry. The study aims to highlight the 
changes in the fundamental properties of the corncal antenna caused by the ground 
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plane. The ground plane effects on the return characteristics of the conical antenna are 
further analysed through radar cross section analysis in Section 5.3. 
The main objective of this investigation was to determine whether soft-surface 
based ground planes could be used as the ground plane for conical antennas for the 
purpose of suppressing the back radiation· lobes while maintaining the broadband 
nature of the antenna. In section 5.4, the effects of the soft-surface based ground plane 
' I 
are analysed for the spherically capped conical antenna focusing on the frequency . 
response and radiation patterns. Section 5.5 presents a parametric study studying the 
optimal. number of corrugations required to maintain the broad bandwidth of the 
antenna as well as reducing the back radiation significantly. It will be demonstrated 
that the proximity of the soft surface to the antenna feed point critically affects the 
TEM wave within the antenna's spherical radius. Section 5.6 investigates the E-field 
distribution at the air-ground plane interface and finally Section 5.7 explores the 
possibility of deploying coaxial corrugations in arbitrary shaped ground planes. 
5.2 Effect of ground plane size and geometry 
o 0 
:+-- r +f 
T 
h 
1 1--
coaxial feed 
Figure 5.1: Conical antenna at the centre of a circular ground plane of radius r 
The aim of the work presented within this section is to highlight the effects 
that the ground plane size and geometry have on the conical antenna frequency and 
angular responses. Figure 5.1 shows the configuration of a conical antenna above a 
flat PEe ground plane. The, conical antenna is specified with the following 
------------------......... ...... 
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geometrical parameters: height h = 25 nun, sphere radius a = 25 mm, and cone half 
angle eo = 45 0 • In the study both square and circular ground planes were considered . 
The ground plane radius /' varied between 50 mm - 100 mm in steps of 50 mm. The 
length of the square ground plane is assumed equal to the diameter of the circular 
ground plane. The antenna is exc ited at the feed point using a coaxial cable in the 
geometrical centre of the ground plane with a 50 n characteristic impedance. 
5.2.1 Input characteristics 
The variation in SI I for circular and square ground planes of equal dimensions are 
shown in Figure 5.2 (a) and (b). These plots show that a square ground plane whose 
side length is equal to the diameter of a circular ground plane, provides a larger 
bandwidth (based on a - 10 dB level) than the circular ground plane. It is also clear that 
the S I I graphs of the two ground planes are very similar in nature with resonances 
occurring at the same frequencies. Figure 5.3 shows the simulated input impedance as 
a function of frequency for different ground plane diameters and lengths. 
Considerable variation in the input impedance is noticeable at the lower 
freq uencies. However, as would be expected, the vari at ion in input impedance is small 
when the dimensions of the ground plane are relatively large compared with the 
antenna length . In add ition, Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show that the ground plane geometry 
does not affect the antenna input impedance and return loss considerab ly, what is 
more important is the size of the ground plane . 
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Figure 5.3: Input impedance versus frequ ency for va rious ground plane radii and geo metries 
(a) circu lar ground plane (b) square ground plane 
Circular g round .. plane, r = 50 mm Square ground f lane, l = 100 mm 
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Figure 5.4: E-plane (0 = 0' ) radia lion patterns comparison belween circular and square ground 
plane 
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C ircular ground pla ne, r = 100 mm Squa re ground pla ne, 1= 200 mm 
2 G Hz 
6GHz 
10 GHz 
Figure 5.5: VlIria tion of3D radiation patterns with ground pla ne geo melry 
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5.2.2 Radiation patterns 
Figure 5.4 shows the simulated E-plane radiation patterns of the conical antenna when 
mounted on finite circular and square ground planes with varying radius and length 
respecti vely. The plots show how the ground plane size and geometry act to di stort the 
antenna patterns. As would be expected, for both circular and square geometries, 
increasing the ground plane size reduces the amount of energy radiated in the lower 
hemisphere. In addition, these results further suggest that ground plane size has a 
more important effect than geometry in determining the performance of the antenna. 
However, the three-dimensional plots in Figure 5.5 give more insight into the 
effects of ground plane geometry. From these plots, it is apparent that the square 
ground plane causes the antenna pattern to be much more di storted than the circular. 
This is partly because the modes generated by the conical antenna are spheri cal in 
nature and are much more compatible with the circular ground plane. In addi tion, fo r 
the square ground plane, the di stance from the antenna apex to the ground plane edges 
is asymmetrical. The spherical wave front supported by the antenna cannot be kept 
circular as it travels because of thi s di ffe rence in distance. From these observations, 
the circular ground plane is arguably better suited to conical antennas or indeed any 
monopole antenna with rotational symmetry than the square ground plane. 
5.3 Radar cross-section analysis of rotationally symmetric PEe ground planes 
Section 5.2 above di scussed the effects of ground plane size and geometry on the S I I 
and radiation characteri stics of spheri cally capped conical antennas. The SI I curves 
di splayed a number of di stinct resonances and anti-resonances across the frequency 
spectrum . The origin of these resonances and anti-resonances cannot be intu itively 
di scerned as these frequencies do not relate to the antenna dimensions or ground plane 
sizes directly. This section seeks to understand the origin of the minima and max ima 
evident in the S II curves of spherically capped conical antennas using RCS analysis. 
By defin.i ti on, Radar cross section (RCS) is a measure of the power scattered in a 
given direction when a target is illuminated by an incident wave. The RCS of a target 
is commonly nonnali zed to the power density of the incident wave at the target so that 
it is not dependent on the di stance between the target and illum.ination so urce. In thi s 
analysis, the monostatic or back scatter cross section of a rotationall y symmetric PEC 
------
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ground plane with and without a spherically capped conical antenna wi ll be discussed. 
The analysis was carried out using tools based on the Finite Integration Technique 
enabling the computation of the RCS over a very large bandwidth. 
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Figure 5.6: Monostatic geometry for the rota liona Hy symm etric g round plane with diameler D. 
5.3.1 Broadside incidence 
Figure 5.6 shows a circular PEC ground plane lying in the X-Z plane illuminated by a 
plane wave. The plate is assumed to be vanishingly thin compared to the wavelength 
and perfectl y conducting. The Physical Optics (PO) solution for specular monostatic 
RCS, denoted (J, of an electrica ll y large fl at plate is given by the well-known equation 
[5. I 9, 5.20] 
4rr A2 
er = ---;:--A? 
where A is the area of the circular plate and is given by 
rrD2 
A=-
4 
where 0 is the c ircular disk diameter. 
(5. I) 
(5.2) 
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Figure 5.7 compares equation (5. I) with the FIT data for circular disks with diameter 
D = 50 mm. T he ReS variation with frequency determined via simulations and 
formu la agree wel l. At normal incidence, no visible maxima or minima are observed 
in the ReS variation. This implies that the contribution towards the minima and 
maximum seen in the SII curves comes from incident waves from other directions 
other than broadside incidence. 
5,3,2 Grazing incidence 
In the plane perpendicular to the edge of a flat circular plate, at grazing incidence, the 
monostatic ReS is zero if the magnetic field vector of the incident wave is paralle l to 
the edge. I f, however, the electric field vector is parallel to the edge, the monostatic 
ReS becomes an osci ll atory function of the plate diameter. Figure 5.8 illustrates this 
occurrence for a circular plate of diameter D = 100 mm. The separation di stance 
between adjacent minima is ))2 where }, is the free space wavelength. The ReS 
analysis was carried out using the fu ll-wave FIT commercial solver eST Microwave 
studio. It is reasonable to attribute the periodic osci llations in the ReS to the 
scattering sources each of comparable magnitude located at the front and back of the 
flat plate. The scattering from the rear side of the flat plate is wholl y due to the 
surface waves along the edges of the plates [5.21]. 
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FUllhermore, Figure 5.8 demonstrates the companson of the ReS and SII 
parameters of a spherically capped conical antenna with dimensions as described in 
Section 4.2. 1. The SII analysis was carried out using the full-wave TLM commercial 
solver eST Microstripes. It is evident that at the ReS minimas, the antenna SII curves 
show a corresponding anti-resonance and at the ReS maximas, the anterUla S I I shows 
a resonance. The anti-resonances can be attributed to the occurrence of destructive 
interference arising from the interaction of the waves from the antenna and those 
scattered by the ground plane at that frequency. On the other hand, constructive 
interference of these waves leads to sharp resonances in the SI I curves. This suggests 
that the resonances and anti -resonances seen in the SII curves come about as a direct 
result of the ground plane and not the antenna per se. It is important to note that the 
antenna ground plane and the circular disk diameter were maintained at D = 100 mm. 
5.3.3 ReS for spherically capped conical antenna backed by flat circular ground 
plane 
The ReS for spherically capped conical antenna backed by fl at circular ground plane 
is illustrated in Figure 5.9. The ReS for a cone cap without ground, ground plane 
without antenna and the S II parameters are presented for comparison. The plots in 
Figure 5.9 show that it's the interaction of the conical antenna with the ground plane 
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that mainly governs the frequency of the peaks and troughs in the S 11 pattern of the 
antenna. The RCS values were plotted for an incident angle of e = 60° and 4> = 90° . 
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5.4 Corrugated ground plane 
The radiation performance of conical antennas was found to be significantly degraded 
by the diffraction of edge currents (or surface waves) generated as a result of the finite 
nature of the ground plane. In this section, the concept of rotationall y symmetri c soft 
surfaces [5.22] will be investigated for reducing reflections from the PEC ground 
plane and alleviate edge diffractions. A numerical investigation wi ll be presented fo r a 
conical antenna mounted on a soft surface. The effect iveness of the soft surface will 
be verified in terms of its input impedance bandwidth and radiation patterns. 
5.4.1 Ground plane geometry 
A schematic diagram of a conical antenna with a coaxially corrugated reflector is 
shown in Figure 5.1 0. The corrugated reflector structure consists of circular ridges 
and slots cut into the metal slab, who e top surface coincides with the x-y plane of the 
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rectangular coordinate system. The corrugated structure forms a rotationally 
symmetric cylindrical corrugated structure. The important geometric parameters fo r 
the 'soft' reflector are the tooth width, I, gap width, g, corrugation depth, d, reflector 
diameter, 2,., and reflector thickness, h Typical values for these parameters are given 
in Table 5.1 and the values chosen are based on recommendations made by various 
authors [5.17, 5. 18, 5.22]. Note that the conical antenna remains unchanged, having 
the configuration parameters specified as in Section 5.2 above. 
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TABLE S. I : Design parameters of the cylindrical coaxia lly corrugated reflector 
Parameter Va lue 
I, Tooth width 0.03,1,. 
g, Gap width 0.06,1, 
d, Corrugation depth 0.25,1, 
r" Refl ector thickness 0.27)., 
2r, Reflector diameter 5.33).c 
When a spherical wave is incident on a plane and rotationally symmetric 
reflector, the circular corrugations form coaxial waveguides instead of para llel-plate 
waveguides. It is clear, from symmetry considerations that a TEll mode is excited 
here, but not the TEM coaxial mode. For the TEll mode, the guide wavelength is 
approx imately equal to [5.23] 
when g + 1 « W, (5 .3) 
where Ws is the parametric di stance of the corrugations from the centre of the ground 
plane and k = 27r1J. is the wave number. Therefore, a soft boundary condition is 
obtained when k 7F = 7r / 2 , corresponding to 
... 
(5.4) 
For large values of W" d --> JJ4. However, when W, < JJ2rr, coaxial 
corrugations cannot be used. Consequently, a coaxially corrugated reflector acting as 
a soft surface for conical antennas is designed with the fol lowing considerations: 
I) Many slots should be built-in per wavelength so that the structure can be 
allocated a surface impedance equal to the impedance of the slots. 
2) The slot depth is equal to one-quarter wavelength. At this depth, the surface 
impedance is capacitive and TM surface waves cannot exist, that is, TM 
surface waves do not propagate in the XY plane. 
3) The parametric distance of the corrugations from the centre of the ground 
plane W" is optimized so that it fulfils equation (5 .4) and no corrugations are 
within the antennas spherical radius where a pure TEM mode exists. This is 
necessary so that the broad band nature of the antenna is maintained. This 
----------------............. 
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happens when no sources of interference or scattering are within th is region. 
Any changes made to thi s region introduce higher order modes which couple 
with the TEM mode causing di stortions, not only in the radiation patterns but 
also to the input impedance. 
To demonstrate the effect of the soft surface on the radiation patterns and 
bandwidth, simulation studies similar to those carri ed out in earlier chapters were 
conducted. In order to meet the specifications outli ned above, the ' soft' ground plane 
was modelled with 15 corrugations designed to operate at the frequency l e = 10 GHz 
(i.e. cl = 7.5 mm). As reference, the conical antenna backed by the plane PEC ground 
plane of diameter 2r and the antenna backed by PEC ground plane of diameter 2W, 
(non-corrugated) was considered in this study. 
5.4.2 Numerica l results 
Input characteristics 
The input characteristics for a spheri call y capped conical antenna mounted on a 
ground plane with and without corrugations is shown in Figure 5. 11 . The ground 
plane size is varied from 2r = 5.33}'e, 2r = W, = 1.I ne and 2r = 5.332e with 15 
corrugations. Based on the 10 dB bandwidth, it can be observed that the soft surface 
has no significant effect on the bandwidth perfo rmance of the conical antenna since 
the soft surface is nearly a wavelength (W,:::: I.ne) away from the antenna feed point. 
However, the SI I plot for the corrugated refl ector exhibits extra resonances unlike the 
plain PECs which do not show the same result. This phenomenon is also noticeable in 
the characteri stic impedance plots (Figure 5.12) where the soft surface changes the 
characteri sti c impedance of the antenna away from 50 n fo r the freq uencies preceding 
the design frequency only. Higher frequencies are unaffected. By keeping W, 2: }, and 
W,2: G, the broadband impedance of the conical antenna is successfull y preserved for 
the -1 0 dB bandwidth but anti-resonances spoil the perfo rmance if the -15 dB 
bandwidth is considered. 
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figure 5.12: C harac teristic impedance of conical antenna with a nd without soft surface ground 
plane 
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and without Ihe soft surface (0 = 0' ) 
Radiation characteristics 
The radiation patterns for a corrugation depth d = 7.5 mm is presented in 
Figure 5.1 3, together with the patterns for d = 0 mm when r = 80 mm and r = W, = 50 
mm. Each radiation field is plotted in the principal plane (E-p lane). The H-plane 
patterns are not shown here given that they are identical for all ground plane 
configurations and omnidirectional as would be generally expected. It is found that 
the conical antenna with d = 7.5 mm has the lowest back radiation (in the negative z-
direction) for frequencies that lie within the bandgap. It is also evident that the 
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patterns for the corrugated refl ector show less indentations giving dipole like patterns 
above horizo n. The backward radiation is directly related to the currents induced over 
the reflector surface. A deta iled investigation reveals that the surface currents on the 
corrugated reflector are concentrated round the conical antenna. It fo llows that the 
currents flowing towards the edges of the corrugated reflector are small and do not 
radiate away from the sharp edges. 
(a) Without sof! surface r = 80 mm (b) With sof! surface 
(c) Without soft surface r = IV, = 50 mm 
-'.Q ............. -•• ' ........ __ ~-3Q - 1l Q (dB) 
Figure 5. t4: Normalized E-field distribution at the top surface of the ground plane (shown by red 
dotted circle) at 10 CHz 
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Figure 5.14 shows a companson between the E-fields on the corrugated 
reflector and PEC reflectors with I' = 80 mm and I' = W, = 50 mm. It is c lear that the 
current density over the corrugated surface is smaller than that of the PEC reflectors 
(towards the rear of the reflector). In other words, the corrugation suppresses the 
surface currents flowing towards the edges of the reflector, resulting in a reduction in 
backward rad ia tion. This is c learl y visible from the E-field plots in Figure 5.1 5 which 
show that the field intensity is confined to the ground plane region (marked out by the 
red circle) for the corrugated reflector as opposed to the fields in the PEC reflectors 
where the fields leak into the region below the refl ector. Figure 5.15 also clearly 
shows the effects of a truncated ground plane (W, = 50 mm) wherein the backward 
radiation is stronger than that of a larger PEC refl ector ( I' = 80 mm). 
The mechanism for the radiation pattern improvement achieved by the 
introduction of the corrugations in the re fl ector can be understood by considering two 
factors. First, the quarter wave corrugations act as an open circuit for the TM mode 
(higher order modes) thereby suppressing the propagation of surface Cllfrents along 
the surface of the ground plane (5.24]. This leads to a reduction in the undesirable 
diffractions aris ing from the edges of the ground plane. Consequently, the coupling 
between the TM propagating modes and the principal TEM rad iation mode of the 
conical antenna is greatly reduced enabling the TEM mode to propagate without 
interruption. 
The second contributing factor is the increase in the overall ground plane size. 
This increased reflector length gives the surface currents flowing on the ground plane 
a much longer di stance to traverse. The extra distance introduced causes the surface 
currents to decay much faster thereby contributing less to the effects of edge 
diffractions on the antenna patterns. This can be explained by looking at the surface 
current plots for the conical antenna with and without the soft surfaces. The surface 
current plots in Figure 5.1 6 show that by incorporating the corrugations, the surface 
current distribution outwards from the feed point is reduced so much so that at the 
edges it is negligible. This is a lso confirmed by the theory presented in section 5.1 . 
Increasing the size of the ground plane leads to the surface currents on the faces of the 
ground plane (which are equal in magnitude of the currents but opposite in direction) 
to have reduced considerably in magnitude at the edges leading to considerable 
reductions in edge diffractions. With less edge diffractions, the antenna patterns show 
enhanced coverage, increased gain and reduced back radiations. 
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(a) Without soft surface r = 80 mm 
(b) With soft surface 
(c) With out soft surface r = HI, = 50 mm 
-so -3. - 15 • 
(dB) 
Figure 5.15: Norma lized E-field distribution a lon g the antenna axis for the ground plane at 10 
GHz 
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(a) Without soft surface , = 80 mm 
(b) With soft su rface 
(c) Without soft surface , = W, = 50 mm 
-60 - 45 -30 - 1 5 o 
(dB) 
Figure 5.1 6: Norma lized surface current distribution at th e top surface of the g round (a) without 
so ft surface (b) with soft surface a t 10 C Hz 
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5.5 Effects of variation of the number of corrugations 
Conical antennas support a transverse spherical (TEM) waves. Within a specified 
spherical radius, the waves radiated are pure TEM waves. Outside this spherical 
radius, the pure TEM waves interact with the TM higher order modes giving rise to 
indentations in the radiation patterns. This spherical envelope rad ius is equal to the 
antenna side length (hSin8o, Figure 5.1). This implies that any modifications made 
within this space have the potential to alter the state of the pure TEM mode. 
Therefore, it becomes imperative to investigate the effect of increasing the number of 
corrugations on the ground plane in order to estimate the optimal distance away from 
the feed point from which the corrugations should be placed. 
An optimum number of corrugations wi ll keep the waves within the spherical 
radius as pure TEM waves. This translates to the antenna maintaining its bandwidth as 
well as improving its radiation patterns. The conical antenna and ground plane 
parameters are upheld as in Section 5.3.2. The distance Ws is transformed as 
sunul1arised in the Table 5. 1. The ratio Ws: Ac indicates the amount of space on the 
ground plane unoccupied with the soft surface. 
TABLE 5.2: Variation of Ws with number of corrugations in the ground plane, where 
,, = 25 mm, r = 80 mm, spherical envelope radius fI = 35.35 mm and "-r = 30 mm . 
Number of corrugations Ws 
24 0.272c 
20 0.67},c 
15 I.I72c 
10 1.672c 
7 1.97 l.c 
0 2.67},c 
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5.5.1 Antenna input characteristics 
Figure 5. 17 shows the effect of varying the number of corrugations on the reflection 
coefficient of the conical antenna. It can be seen that as the space occupied by 
corrugations increases, that is Ws decreases, the broad band nature of the antenna is 
lost giving rise to anti-resonances within the band. When Ws is reduced, the 
corrugations extend towards the antenna near fi eld resulting in destructi ve 
interference around the feed point. It is ev ident from Figure 5.1 7 that thi s greatly 
affects the antenna bandwidth. There ex ists a critical dimension fo r Ws whereby (a) 
the bandwidth of the antenna remains unchanged, and (b) the back rad iation is 
reduced. In thi s work, thi s is establi shed as Ws ~ 1.2,1c. This dimension corresponds to 
the radius of the spherical envelope containing the antenna. 
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Figure 5.1 7: Va riation of 5" wilh the number of corrugations. The distance between Ihe feed and 
the sta rt of the corrugations is (a) W, = 80 mm (b) W, = 59 mm (c) W, = 50 mm (d) W, = 35 mm 
(e) W,= 20 mm (I) W,= 8 mm 
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5.5.2 Radiation patterns 
The effect of varying the number of corrugations on the radiation patterns is shown in 
Figure 5.18. The simulated radiation patterns in the E-plane are compared with the 
patterns fo r the conical antenna mounted on the ground plane with no corrugations. 
The radiated patterns compared here are for the freq uency 6 G Hz (outside the 
band gap) and 10 GHz (design freq uency) and 12 GHz (within the bandgap). It is 
evident from Figure 5. 19, that the backward radiation is reduced for the frequencies 
within the band gap. 
6GHz 8GHz 
...... " 
" ' " 
", 
l'··:-:···· .. ···· .... <, ..... .... , 
':--!:---=--::-f!"--t ,. ~ ~" fO-?O 
.... .... . . ....... 
~ No corrugations 
7 corrugations 
10 corrugations 
IS corrugations 
IO G Hz 20 corrugations 12GHz 
Figure 5. 18: Radiation pattern variation with increas ing number of corrugations 
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No corrugations (Cone) 
W,= 80 mm 
No Corruga tions 
(Cone with cap) 
W,= 80 mm 
7 Corruga tions 
W,= 59m m 
10 Corrugations 
W,= 50 mm 
15 Corrugat ions 
W,= 35mm 
20 Corrugations 
W,= 20mm 
- • O ................ -••• 5 ............ r-~-30 
11111111111111 
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(dB) 
Figure 5.19: Free space normalized E-field distribution on the ground pla ne (y-z pla ne cut away 
view) at 10 G Hz, arc illustrates sph erical envelope in which pure TEM modes can be assumed to 
propaga te. 
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W,= 80 mm 
W,= 59 mm 
JV,= 35 mm 
-co 
-" -3. -u • (dB) 
Figure 5.20: Normalized free space E-field distribution on the ground pla ne (x-y plane cut away 
view at 10 GHz). Red circle shows the outline of the ground plan e whose radius is 80 mm a nd th e 
black circle shows the outline of th e conical antenna. Ws represents the distance from the feed to 
th e point where the corrugations slart. 
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W,= 20 mm 
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Figure 5.2 1: No rm a lized surface cu rrent distri bution on the g ro und plane ( 10 C Hz) 
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Additionally, the radiation above the horizon is enhanced in all instances but the 
enhancements are greater for 15 and 20 corrugations than 7 and 10 corrugations. For 
15 and 20 corrugations, the E-plane radiated patterns are closer to the desirable 
pattern than for 7 and 10 corrugations. These patterns seem to suggest that if the sole 
aim is to improve the radiation patterns, then the greater the number of corrugations, 
the better the patterns will be. The other important point about the graphs is that they 
show the broadside radiation is reduced for larger numbers of corrugations. 
However, considering the electric fields plotted in Figure 5.20, increasing the 
number of corrugations changes the modes inside the spherical radius of the antenna 
dramatically. The surface current plots in Figure 5.21 also show similar effects with 
the radiation from the antenna greatly restricted. On the other hand, the E-field plots 
show no further improvements in reducing backward radiation lobes when'the number 
of corrugations is increased. This seems to suggest that backward radiation can be 
reduced with just 7 or 10 corrugations in the ground plane. However, it is known from 
theory that greater effects are obtained when many corrugations are fitted within a 
wavelength. 
Likewise, taking into consideration the radiation patterns shown in Figure 
5.18, 7 and 10 corrugations (which correspond to w.. = 1.97A.c and W, = 1.67A.c 
respectively) do not offer the best performance enhancement. Therefore, from the 
, 
. view point of performance/size ratio, the most beneficial is the ground plane with 15 
corrugations i.e. W, '" 1.2Ac. 
5.6 Analysis of field at the interface between air and the ground plane 
Here, a TLM code has been used to compute the distribution or decay rate of the 
transverse electric field at the air-ground plane interface for the conical antenna with 
and without the corrugated ground plane. Figure 5.22 shows the distribution of the 
transverse field at the surface of the ground plane of the conical antenna for (a) 
ground plane with radius 2r = W, = 50 mm (b) ground plane with radius 2r = 80 mm 
and (c) corrugated ground plane with radius 2r = 80 mm and W, = 50 mm. The decay 
rate of the fields was evaluated by placing observation points 0.05 mm above the 
ground plane in the simulations. From Figure 5.22, the following observations can be 
made about the qecay rate of the fields: 
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Figure 5.22: Simulated normalized log magnitude IE,I versus distance at the surface of the 
antenna ground plane 
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[1] Assuming that the surface wave is dominant for PEC reflectors, it is found that the 
electric fields decay as 
1 E ex;- (5.5) 
Y . r 
where r is the horizontal distance from away from the axis of the antenna. 
[2] When corrugations are added to the ground plane, the electric fields decay as 
follows 
1 
E Y ex; -2 (5.6) 
r 
The decay rate is similar to that for lateral fields which decay as 111' [5.25]. From 
this, it can be concluded that the corrugated ground plane effectively suppresses 
the propagation of surface waves. 
5.7 Corrugated surfaces in arbitrary shaped ground planes 
The addition of corrugations to reflector surfaces for conical antennas has been shown 
to reduce back radiations giving an overall improvement to the radiation patterns for 
conical antennas. Conical antennas are widely used for vehicle communications in 
---------------------------------, 
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which case the body of the vehicle acts as the entire ground plane. The car body is 
designed with numerous bends and these have the potential to act as sources of 
scattering for surface waves thereby having detrimental effects on the radiation 
patterns. In this section, it is considered whether corrugations placed within the region 
close to the antenna have the potential to reduce the effects of surface waves for 
arbitrarily shaped ground planes. For purposes of this study, a large square ground 
plane will be considered. 
1 
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Figure 5,23: Configuration of a square ground plane partially corrugated (a) perspective view 
(b) side view 
5.7.1 Design configuration 
Figure 5.23 shows a structure, where the PEC reflector of a conical antenna is 
partially coaxially corrugated. The corrugations are specified by periodicity as, gap 
width g" tooth depth ds and occupying a radial length Le. The operating frequency is 
10 GHz. 15 corrugations are inserted in the ground plane with the first corrugation 
inserted at a distance W. away from the centre of the ground plane, The shape and 
dimensions of the conical antenna remain unchanged, having the configuration 
parameters as described in Section 5.1. The corrugation parameters are summarised in 
Table 5.3. 
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TABLE 5.3: Design parameters for partially corrugated square reflector 
Parameters Value Parameters Value 
Gap width, gs 0.06Ae Le 1.50 Ae 
Periodicity, as 0.10 Ae Gn 3.33 Ae 
Ws 1.17 Ae ds 0.25Ac 
5.7.2 Results 
A comparison of the input characteristics and radiation patterns for a corrugation, 
depth ds = 0.25As and ds = OAs are shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25 respectively. 
Partially corrugating the square reflector preserves the broadband characteristics of 
the antenna when Ws is not within the antennas spherical radius (near field region). It 
is found that when ds '" 0.25A., the back radiation is minimised and the antenna gain is 
improved as summarised in Table 5.4. For example, at the corrugation design 
frequency of 10 GHz, the conical antenna backed by the corrugated ground plane has 
a 4.4 dB gain improvement compared to the conical antenna backed by the plain 
square ground plane. In addition, the gain enhancements occur in the broadside 
direction which would be greatly beneficial for practical applications. 
TABLE 5.4: Gain of a conical antenna with different 2round planes 
Frequency (GHz) Plain ground plane Partially Corrugated ground plane 
10 4.4 8.8 
12 6.1 9.2 
Visually inspecting the fields reveals that by introducing the corrugations, the 
field distribution reduces with increasing radial distance away from the centre of the 
reflector as shown by the normalized electric field distributions in Figure 5.27 and 
5.28. As a result of the surface waves (TM modes) being suppressed, the magnitude of 
surface current at the edge of the square plane is too weak for adequate scattering to 
emerge. Figure 5.29 illustrates the decay rate of the electric field at the interface 
between air and the ground plane. The observation points are place 0.05 mm above 
the ground plane. A TLM code as utilized in section 5.5 is used to compute the fields. 
The fields for the square ground plane are found to decay as Ey oc I/r1.1 while the 
partially corrugated ground plane decays as Ey oc I/r l.4 • This demonstrates that by 
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partially corrugating an arbitrari ly shaped ground plane, back radiation can be reduced 
leading to improvements in the radiation patterns. It is therefore not necessary to 
corrugate the entire ground plane . 
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Figure 5.24: 5 11 characteristics for sq uare ground plane with and without co rruga tions 
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Figure 5.25: Radiation pattern characterization for squa re ground plane with and without 
corrugations 
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Sq uare ground plane Partially corrugated sq uare ground plane 
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Figure 5.26: Comparison of the 3D radiation patterns for a conical antenna on a sq uare gro und 
plane with and without corrugations 
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Figure 5.27: Free space norm a lized E-field distribution on the g round pla ne (y-z pla ne cut away 
view) at 10 G Hz (a) squa re ground pla ne (b) partia lly cor r ugated square ground pla ne 
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-.. -.. - 35 
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(dB) 
Figure 5.28: orma lized free space E-fi eld distribution on the ground plan e (x-z pla ne cut away 
view) at 10 G Hz (a) square ground plane (b) pa rtia lly corruga ted squa re g round pla ne 
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figure 5,29: S imulated normalized log magnitude IE,I versus distance at th e surface of the 
antenna ground plane 
5.8 Conclusion 
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In this section, the perfonnance of conical antennas backed by corrugated ground 
planes have been investigated. When a conical antenna is backed by a finite ground 
plane, propagating surface waves are scattered at the edges resulting in destructi ve 
interference manifested in the radiation patterns as indentations, The finite nature of 
the ground plane also allows radiation above hori zon into the lower hemisphere 
eventually emerging as back radiation, This occurrence combined with the surface 
wave has detrimental effects on the radiation patterns, 
To address thi s issue, rotationally symmetric corrugated reflectors are 
exploited to solve this problem. It is fo und that the resultant far-field patterns showed 
much lower back rad iation levels and smoother patterns above hori zo n, A comparison 
between the E-field patterns over the surfaces of the corrugated reflector and the non-
corrugated surfaces, revealed that the antenna radiation is confined to the region 
above the ground plane and very little leaks into the lower hemisphere. The 
- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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corrugated reflector contributes to reduction in the backward radiation. Further 
comparisons between the decay rate of the surface currents at the surface of the 
reflectors, reveal that when a corrugated reflector is employed, the magnitude of the 
surface current at the edges is reduced. Therefore, the contribution of surface currents 
to edge diffractions and consequently interference has been greatly reduced. 
Further investigations in this work have shown that for very large ground 
planes, a few corrugations placed close to the conical antenna (but not within the 
antennas spherical radius or near field region) also reduces back radiation by 
suppressing the propagation of surface waves. This leads to improved far field 
radiation patterns and an overall gain improvement in the broadside direction. It is 
also found that the input characteristics of the antenna can be kept stable over a wide 
frequency range by optimising the location of the corrugations. This enables the 
conical antenna maintain its broadband bandwidth. 
The corrugated structures explored in this work are narrowband and only. 
capable of improving the radiation patterns within a small proportion of the overall 
bandwidth of the conical antenna. Additionally, the radiation patterns presented have 
shown that for frequencies immediately preceding the band gap for example the 6 GHz 
pattern in Figure 5.13 is substantially distorted and less than ideal. One way of 
increasing the bandwidth is to employ dual depth corrugations where the separation 
between the bands is essentially controlled by the depths of successive slots in the 
corrugated boundary. It therefore would be possible to improve the radiation patterns 
across two discrete and widely separated frequency bands. This approach offers a way 
of improving the radiation perfonnance of a conical antenna across a wider section of 
its bandwidth. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 
BAND GAP STRUCTURES USING POLAR CURVES AND 
MAPPING FUNCTIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
It has been shown in previous chapters that periodic structures formed from· 
i 
corrugations with rotational symmetry can give improvements in conical antennas .. 
This was one of the main objectives of the current thesis. However it should be clear' 
from the literature survey that there are a large number of techniques for forming 
EBG surfaces that could be applied to curved antennas. Many of these methods 
cannot be geometrically mapped onto curved surfaces as they are planar in nature and 
their properties are not automatically preserved. 
The aim of this chapter is to present a novel technique that allows, in theory at 
i 
least, a compact low frequency EBG surface that could be applied to the body of a 
, 
conical antenna, or any other curved surface antenna: It is outside the scope of the 
current thesis to apply this surface to the conical antenna dJe to the complexity of the 
, , 
geometrical mapping, though it is possible. Thus the chapter presents the novel EBG, 
along with full characterisation in theory and measurements. 
As' previ~usly discussed in Chapter 3, the properties of EBG structures only exist 
within a I. specific band and thus careful design is necessary in order to' select· the 
172 
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resonant frequency (fc) and the bandwidth (BW) of a particular array geometry. For a 
given array the centre frequency can be determined using equation (3.6) and the 
bandwidth using equation (3.7), repeated here for clarity. 
1 
COo = .J LC (3.6) 
BW =_1 (L 
110 Vc (3.7) 
In low frequency applications, it is often the case that the array becomes 
physically very large for a given number of cell periods and thus it is necessary to 
apply special methods and geometries in order to increase the inductance L and 
capacitance C. The most desirable approach would be to increase the inductance as it 
can be seen in equation (3.6) that this leads to a bandwidth improvement (e.g. by 
introducing meandering vias [?.l, 6.2], slanting vias [6.3], or high permeability 
materials [6.4]). However, there are disadvantages to this approach such. as 
introducing more difficult manufacturing processes or increasing losses. Another 
approach which can be taken in addition is increasing the capacitance between 
adjacent elements and that is the focus of the current study. 
Capacitance increase can be achieved by using high permittivity substrates 
[6.2], interleaving and convoluting elements [6.5], introducing inter-digitated edges 
between adjacent patches [6.6, 6.7] and by reducing the gap width between adjacent 
elements. It is also possible to produce thick conducting elements at the surface which 
exhibit both fringing and parallel-plate type capacitance. Frequency-reducing 
geometries which have been proposed often make use ~f fractal space filling methods 
such as Hilbert and Peano curves. As the iteration order of the curve increases, the 
footprint is preserved while the length of the curve increases. The Hilbert curve 
geometry has been applied successfully to produce AMC structures with low resonant 
frequencies [6.8, 6.9]. : 
One issue with these:, element types is the necessity to select an integer order 
number which means that fine tuning of the resonant frequency has to be achieved by 
adjusting other parameters such as the array periodicity, substrate thickness and gap 
widths. It is an objective of this chapter to demonstrate an array element geometry 
which can be tuned without changing the substrate thickness or gap width, which are 
often inconvenient to change. In contrast the slot geometry is typically simple to 
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modifY on substrate via photolithographic-etching or routing methods. If the array 
periodicity can be fixed between elements it also allows the frequency of different 
regions to be adjusted independently, potentially allowing geometrical perturbations· 
in the surface to be corrected for. 
The first section of the chapter introduces the concept of using polar cuives 
and mapping functions in the design ofEBG structures. Polar equations are developed 
which define the locus of the gaps in the unit cell. A single factor, termed the 
convolution factor (k) is defined which varies the spiral-gap length within the unit 
cell. The equations also incorporate a mapping function which increases the spiral-gap 
length further by warping the path to make better use of the unit cell surface area. 
Computed dispersion diagrams demonstrate the presence of a bandgap in these 
structures. This is verified experimentally by use of an air-spaced microstrip line and 
coaxial probes. For normally incident plane waves the structure behaves as an 
artificial magnetic conductor. In addition; simulated results for oblique incidence of 
]M and TB waves demonstrate good stability of the angular response in the spiral 
geometries. 
The second section of the chapter describes a study on bandgap tuning by 
varying the convolution factor and the gap width. This section describes the effects of 
the convolution factor on the resonant frequency and fractional bandwidth using both 
I 
dispersion curve diagrams and measurement results. The results presented show good 
agreement and demonstrate the ability of these Polar-EBG as low-frequency 
structures with multiband properties. Section three discusses the angular stability of 
Polar-EBG structures where it is shown that as the convolution factor reduces, the 
, 
resonant frequency absolute deviation and relative deviation improve significantly. 
Additionally comparisons are made t~ well-known low frequency EBG structures in 
section four. 
6.2 Geometry and performance of Polar EBGs 
6.2.1 Topology 
The schematic of the proposed Spiral-like Polar-EBG structures is shown in Figure 
6.1. The area in the centre has been darkened in order to indicate the unit cell with the 
i 
darkest areas representing the metallic areas in the \u"ray and the lighter parts 
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representing the slots cut into the upper conductor. Below the upper surface is a layer 
of dielectric and finally a layer of conducting material below this to form a continuous 
ground plane. The ground plane is connected to the centre of the metal patches in the 
array by a set of thin via pins which are labelled in Figure 6.1. If it is desired to 
increase the surface capacitance per unit area, then it is possible to decrease the width 
of the slot, but arguably abetter way and an approach more conducive to easy 
manufacture is to increase the slot length. A straightforward method of defining the 
slot geometry is to make use of a polar equation which defines the locus of the slot 
(shown dotted in Figure 6.1). 
Un/tcell 
Figure 6.1: Top view of the polar EBG structure (da.rk grey - copper). The locus of the slot 
(shown dotted in the unit cell) is defined by a polar equation. 
In the polar-EBG, the spiral-slot embedded in each element for convolution factor k is 
.' defined by the simple polar equation shown in equation (6.1). 
F (0 ) '" ~[w (0 )sin -I (cos (kO ))] 
7r (6.1) 
Whereby F(B) describes the path (spiral-slot length) shown dotted in Figure 6.1. 
Equation 6.1 is derived frolll universal spiral geometry formulation whereby the slots 
, 
in the unit cell are rotated I around their centre while compressing them at the same 
I 
/ 
", 
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time, so that their ends stay at the sides of their preceding unit cell square. The other 
spiral-slots in the unit cell being detennined by rotational symmetry. weB) is a 
mapping function which warps the polar function in order to better utilize the space 
(surface area) available in the unit cell by extending the spiral-slot length. 
For weB) = 1, F(B) generates plain circular spiral-slots (as shown in Figure 6.4). For a 
square unit cell, weB) can be chosen as the periodic function: 
w(o) = CO',o 
(
+)fOr mr sO S (n+0.25p... (n+0.5}r SO S (n+0.75}r (6.2) 
+)for (n + imp.. <0 < (n + O.sp...(n + O.7S}r <0 <: (n+1}r 
SID\8 
This' function, shown plotted in Figure 6.2, produces warped spiral-slot 
patterns with longer spiral-slot lengths (demonstrated in Figure 6.3) and hence lowers 
operating frequencies through increased surface capacitance. Typical geometries for 
these warped spiral-slots for different values of k are shown in Figure 6.4. The spirals 
shown in Figure 6.4 represent the embedded spiral-slots in the Polar-EBG. Note that 
for larger values of k the spiral-slots result in square patches and for smaller values of 
k the unit cell becomes increasingly more convoluted and spiral-like. The effect of 
this convolution on the spiral-slot length is shown in Figure 6.3. The slot lengths 
shown are nonnalized to the square unit cell length, (Le. k ..... 00), case. 
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6.2.2 Simulation and discussion of results 
177 
Periodic structures of the type described can be thought of as having two distinct 
properties - the AMC properties where the refle~ted wave at the surface is considered 
I 
to be more in phase with the incident wave than out of phase and the EBG property in 
. I. 
which surface waves are suppressed. In this section the two properties are 
, 
chaJ.acterized forthe spiral-slot based polar-EBG structure. 
, I 
i 
A. ~eflection phase analysis 
I 
To: verify the AMC property a polar-EBG and a conventional square patch EBG 
sWcture having equal periodicity, substrate material, and slot width were compared. 
, . 
Th~ EBG structures were analyzed using the TLM method and a periodic boundary 
condition [6.10]. The cells were modelled on a dielectric slab 3.18 mm thick ~th 
relative permittivity of 2.95. The length of the conventional square patch (W) ~sed 
, 
was 7 mm. i 
I 
I . 
, 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
i 
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k=O.2S. 
k=O.5 
k=l 
k-+ 00 
. , i 
I I . 
Figure 6.4 Schematic of2 x 2 Polar-EBG array showing the effects of changing the curve order 
I i '. . 
on the lengtb of the spiral-slot. Adding tbe warping function to the polar equation increases the 
I . 
length of the spiraL: 
. ! 
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In both cases the array periodicity was T = 7.5 mm and the slot width, g= 0.5 mm. 
The polar-EBG structure was designed using a convolution factor k = 0.5 which gave 
the shape seen already in Figure 6.2. 
The simulated reflection phase results are shown in Figure 6.5. The frequency 
band where the EBG surface had a reflection phase in the range ± 90° was taken to be 
. the useable bandwidth. The reflection phase variation with frequency indicates a 
similar behaviour in both cases, however the EBG has a 30% frequency reduction 
compared to the conventional EBG. An expected reduction is also seen in the 
bandwidth in case of the polar-EBG. The lower resonant frequency is primarily due to 
fIrst resonance of the structure and can be related directly to the spiral-slot length. 
Additionally, Figure 6.5 demonstrates the viability of the politr-EBG as an artificial 
magnetic conductor. 
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. i 
TABLE 6.1: Bandgap characteristics analysis through reflection phase analysis 
Structure I Bandgap centre Reduction in/. Bandgap Bandgapas % 
'; I 
:frequency/. [GHz) width [GHz) of/. 
Conventional EBG : 5.167 
-
1.72 33.3% 
Polar-EBG, k = 0.5 3.62 30% 0.64 17.1% 
--' 
: 
[ 
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B. Dispersion curve diagrams 
180 
The stop-band and pass-band frequencies of an EBG structure can be more fully 
expressed by using dispersion diagrams. Dispersion diagram analysis has the main 
advantage of estimating the stop-bands of EBG structures without considering the 
, 
entire structure. An infinite structure is simulated by imposing periodic boundary 
conditions with appropriate phase shifts onto the unit cell in a suitable eigenmode 
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solver. The wave propagation in the structure can be represented by certain vectors in 
the unit cell that constitute a boundary region of propagation often referred to as the 
irreducible Brillouin zone. Deriving the propagating modes in this zone suffices to 
cover all the possible directions of propagation within the unit cell. 
The Polar-EBG structure has its irreducible Brillouin zone as the entire unit 
cell given that it has rotational symmetry and not reflective symmetry. Figure 6.6 
s~ows the full r - X - M - Y - r dispersion diagram of the Polar-EBG structure and 
conventional EBG structure. The dispersion diagrams have been calculated using an 
eigenmode solver based on the Fiuite Integration Method [6.11]. The Polar-EBG 
exhibits a bandgap from 2.8 - 3.9 GHz while the conventional EBG shows a bandgap 
from 4 - 6.2 GHz. The stop-bands predicted by the dispersion diagrams show very 
good agree.ment with those predicted through reflection phase analysis. 
TE surface wave TM surface wave 
~ r--t--==~==--r--""t 
~ .. ....,.[OHz] 
(a) Conventional EBG 
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Figure 6.7 Surface wave transmission on an EBG surface 
.. 
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C. Surface wave measurements and results 
The suppression of surface waves plays a useful role in improving the radiation 
efficiency of antennas and also allows the control of unwanted side and back lobes in 
the pattern. This capability of EBG structures can be evaluated experimentally using . 
surface wave measurements. 
To perform these surface wave measurements a 12 x 12 array with periodicity T=7.5 
mm was etched on a Taconic substrate (TLE-95) of thickness 3.18 mm and relative 
permittivity er = 2.95. The EBG property of the fabricated prototype was measured 
using the coaxial monopole probe methodology proposed by Sievenpiper in [6.12]. 
The measured responses for the polar-EBG and conventional EBG are shown 
in Figure 6.7. The area shaded grey shows the predicted stop-band edges as calculated 
using equation (3.6) and (3.7). The measured reflection coefficient obtained by means 
• 
of the coaxial probes shows good agreement with the theoretical stop-band values. 
Additionally, these results clearly show the presence. of a bandgap for the fabricated 
prototypes. The conventional EBG shows a band gap between 4.13 and 6.0 GHz while 
the polar-EBG with k = 0.5 demonstrates a bandgap with band edges at 3.06 GHz and 
3.8 GHz (Figure 6.7). The stop-bands derived from the measurement results agree 
well with those in the dispersion diagram determined via simulations. The minor 
discrepancies found can be partly attributed to fabrication tolerances, the fInite array 
i 
used in measurements and an infInite array for the simulations. 
6.3 Bandgap tuning by varying the gap-width 
The simplest technique for controlling the resonant frequency and bandgap of Polar-
EBG structures is by varying the gap-width of the embedded spiral-slots in the unit 
cell. To demonstrate this, a Polar-EBGon identical substrate to that described in the 
previous section and with periodicity 7.5 mm has its gap width varied from 0.25 mm 
to 0.75 mm. The convolution factor and via radius remained unchanged at k = 0.5 and 
r = 0.375 mm, respectively. The effect 9fthe' gap width on the resonant frequency and 
bandwidth was investigated via simulations,using the TLM technique with periodic 
boundaries at the edges of the cell and. meaSurements using an air-spaced microstrip 
technique proposed in [6.13]. 
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Figure 6.8 shows the reflection phase results when the gap width is varied from 0.25 
to 0.75 mm. It is evident from these results that the resonant frequency moves towards 
lower frequencies as the gap width is reduced in size. It is also noted that as the 
resonant frequency shifts to lower frequencies, the bandwidth also dramatically 
reduces in size as illustrated in Table 6.2. The bandgap and resonant frequency results 
obtained through measurements show similar trends to those obtained via simulation. 
The discrepancies between the simulation and measurements are in part due to 
fabrication errors and substrate losses. 
TABLE 6.2: Bandgap characteristics from gap-width tuning (simulation results) 
. Simulation Results k-+oo k=0.5 k=0.5 k=0.5 
g=0.5mm g=0.75 mm g=0.5mm g= 0.25 
Bandgap centre frequency Ic [GHzj 5.167 3.615 3.33 2.74 
, 
Reduction inj; 
' . 
. 30.0% 35.6 47.0% 
. 
Bandgap width [GHz j 1.72 - 0.64 0.57 0.39 
\ , . 
, Bandgap as % ofj; 33.3% 17.7% 17.1% 14.2% 
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TABLE 6.3: Bandgap characteristics from gap-width tuning (measurement results) 
Measurement Results k_oo k-O.5 k-O.S k-O.5 
g=O.Smm g=O.7Smm g=O.5mm g=O.25 
Bandgap centre frequency j; [GHz] 5.10 3.64 3.428 2.925 
Reduction inj; 
-
28.6% 32.8% 42.6% 
Bandgap width [GHz] 1.95 0.70 0.65 0.35 
Bandgap as % ofj; 38.1% 19.2% 18.9% 12% 
6.4 Bandgap tuning by varying the convolution factor 
A convenient means of controlling the resonant frequency and bandgap of polar-EBG 
structures is through the use of the convolution factor k. This convolution factor offers 
an additional degree of freedom over the conventional EBG and can be used to design 
structures for arbitrary frequencies. As discussed in Section 6.2.1, the convolution 
factor controls the length of the embedded spiral-slot which contributes proportionally 
to the capacitance. In this case we consider a polar-EBG on identical substrate to that 
described in the previous section and again with periodicity 7.5 mm. The spiral-slot 
. , 
width selected was 0.5 mm and the convolution factor (k) was varied from 0.25 to 4. 
The effect of the convolution factor on the resonant frequency and bandwidth . 
was investigated via simulation using the TLM technique with periodic boundaries at 
the edges of the unit cell. Note that for k> 4 the simulation results are almost 
indistinguishable from the results for the standard square patch element. This can be 
confirmed by noting the slot length in Figure 6.4 is approximately equal to 1. Values 
of k < 0.25 were not simulated as this would have removed an excessive amount of 
metal from the array. By considering the reflection phase and measuring the centre 
frequency and bandwidth the bandgaps for different convolution factors were 
obtained. The results of these simulations are shown plotted in Figure 6.9. 
It is clearly shown that as k is reduced the resonant frequency decreases in a \ ' 
nonlinear fashion. The greatest rate of change occurs for k < 2 so this could be 
considered a lower bound for useful modification. At the lowest values of k the 
resonant frequency is still reducing, however this corresponds to increasingly spiralled 
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structures which become difficult to manufacture and the slot width becomes 
physically unobtainable. 
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Another important consideration at the left hand side of the plot is the decrease in 
fractional bandwidth which falls off even more rapidly than the frequency. This 
, 
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reduction in fractional bandwidth is particularly pronounced for k $ 1. Figure 6.9 
illustrates this effect, demonstrating in addition that when k = 0.25, a second stop-
band appears. This is an indication that the next stop band is also reduced in 
frequency. 
TABLE 6.4: Bandgap cbaracteristics from changing the convolution factor (simulation results)' 
PolarEBG 
Designs 
(Simulation 
Results) 
k-+oO k=1 k=O.5 k= 0.25 
Bandgap centre 
frequency Ic 5.167 4.291 3.3~ 2.57 
[GHz] 
Reduction inlc 17.0% 35.6% 50.3% 
Bandgap widtb 1.72 1.12 0.57 0.26 
[GHz] 
Bandgap as % of 33.3% 26.1% 17.1% 10.1% 
Ic 
6.S Angular stability 
EBG surfaces do, not exhibit uniform surface impedance with respect to different 
spatial harmonics radiated by antennas [6.14]. The resonant frequency at which the 
, 
PMC effects are observed depends on the incidence angle; and therefore the resultant 
interaction of the EBG surface tkd antenna 'will be a summation of in-phase and out-
I 
of-phase effects [6.15].' Angwar dependence is consequently an important 
characteristic to be determined for an EBG structure. The angular dependence of the 
I 
surface impedance can be considered separately for both E-plane (transverse electric, 
TE) and H-plane (transverse magnetic, TM) polarized waves. For the polar EBG the 
angular dependence has been determined by applying the methodology in [6.16]. 
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A frequency domain solver is used to apply incident waves at seve~al incident 
angles in the range 0-60° for both TB and TM and the resonant frequency of the EBG 
is determined with the objective of determining the change in frequency and the total 
amount of deviation observed for a range of incident angles. The absolute deviation 
and relative deviation are calculated from equations 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. 
Absolute deviation = ;; Ijfc -il (6.3) 
R I t· d . ti' Absolute deviation 1000' e a lve eVla on = _ x '0 (6.4) 
fc 
where n is the sample size,/c is the resonant frequency for a given incidence angle and 
fc is the mean of the resonant frequencies for the incidence angles 0-60°. 
Table 6.5 presents the absolute deviation and relative deviation of the resonant 
frequency for the polar EBG for various k values for incidence. angles 0-60°. The 
reference case is the k-+ 00 case which corresponds to the standard mushroom EBG. 
These reference results are in good agreement with those presented by Simovski et al. 
[6.16]. In the case of the polar EBG, it is notable that in the case of both TE and TM, 
the polar spiral pattern has the desirable effect of reducing the angular dependence. 
The effect is a general trend to reduce the deviation for decreasing k. Also, for the 
, 
case k = 0.25 the percentage deviation in the resonant frequency for TM and TE is 
very similar and hence this is a useful design. 
In comparison to the spiral designs in [6.15], the polar-EBGs demonstrated 
greater angular stability for both k = 0.25, and k= 0.5 in both TB and TM incident 
. fields (Figure 6.11). In addition, the polar designs have better angular stability for the 
case for k= 1.0. The angular stabilization effect .observed in both the TE and TM 
instances in the polar surface is consistent with the observations in [6.17]where the 
excitation of the vias causing, electric currents (TM) and magnetic currents (TE) was 
I 
produced. Within the stop-band region, an EBG structure shows a high surface 
impedance. The surface impedance depends strongly on the angle of incidence of the 
plane wave illuminating the structure [6.14]. The angular dependence of the surface 
inipedance differs for both E-plane (transverse electric, TE) and H-plane (transverse 
magnetic, TM) polarized waves. For that reason angular dependence becomes an 
important factor in the design ofEBG structures. 
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Figure 6.11: Reflection phase variation for TE and TM-polarized excitation against frequency for 
different angles ofinCidence (a) k~ (b) k = 1.0 (c) k = 0.5 (d) k = 0.25 
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TABLE 6.5: Relative and absolute deviation of resonant frequency for different values oftbe 
convolution factor, k 
Convolution TE-Polarized TM-Polarized 
factor, [k] 
Absolute Relative Absolute Relative 
deviation [GHz] deviation [%] deviation [GHz] deviation [%] 
k .... oo 0.217 4.00 0.073 1.44 
k-l.O 0.066 1.22 0.043 1.07 
k=0.5 0.023. 0.43 0.024 0.74 
I 
k = 0.25 0.004 0.07 0.002 0.08 . 
6.6 Comparison to known low-frequency EBG structures 
6.6.1 Five types of AMC structures 
Figure 6.12 shows schematic diagrams of five different types of EBG, which were 
, 
designed on substrates with thickness t = 2.0 mm and relative permittivity Er of 2.65. 
The radius of the via pins, where present, was kept constant at 0.4 mm. The lattice in 
Figure 6.12 (a) is the conventional mushroom structure (as in [6.18]) which consists 
of square metal patches connected to the ground plane by metal via pins in the centre 
of the patch. The lattice in Figure 6.12 (b) is the spiral-like EBG structure proposed by 
Zheng et al. [6.19], while the lattice in Figure 6.12 (c) consists of metal patches with 
offset metallic vias [6.20]. Additionally, Figure 6.12 (d) is the Hilbert curve based 
! . 
high impedance metamaterial surface of iteration order 2 as in [6.8]. These were 
compared to the polar-EBG with warped spirals having k = 0.5. The EBG structures 
were all designed to operate at 3.25 GHz arid were modelled and optimized using a 
I 
full-field TLM technique. The fmal design parameters for each of these surfaces are 
.summarized in Table 6.7. 
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Figure 6.12: Schematics of artificial magnetic conductors (AMC) surfaces: (a) conventional 
mushroom structure (b) spiral-like ERG (c) edge-located vias (d) second order Hitbert curve (e) 
Polar-ERG 
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TABLE 6.7: Design specifications for each EBG unit cell structure 
EBG Type Design parameters 
Conventional mushroom a = 18.07 mm, g = 0.2 mm 
Spiral-like a = 4.95 mm, g = 0.18 mm 
Edge-located vias a = 10.6 mm, g = 0.2 mm 
Polar-EBG a = 8 mm, g = 0.2 mm, k = 0.5 
Second order Hilbert curve a = 13.65 mm, Lh = 12.65 mm, Sh = 0.5 mm, 
TABLE 6.8: Simulated bandwidths and cell size reduction ofEBG structures 
Structure Start frequency End Frequency Fractional Size 
(j"GHz) (j"GHz) Bandwidth reduction 
Conventional EBG 2.87 . 3.61 22.7% -
Spiral-like EBG 3.11 3.38 8.3% 72.8% 
Edge located vias 3.08 3.39 9.3% 41.3% 
Polar-EBG (k = 0.5) 3.11 3.40 9% 55.7% 
Hilbert Curve order 2 3.2 3.319 3.6% 24.4% 
The different geometries were evaluated for plane wave incidence by determining the 
, 
reflection phase. The bandwidth was calculated from the simulation results by 
observing the convention of the phase being ±90° from the phase at the centre 
frequency. Th~ results are summarized in Table 6.8. The size reduction figures quoted 
are the percentage of the square unit cell for the geometry measured relative to the 
conventional mushroom EBG. It is worth noting that the Hilbert curve and edge-
located via structures are asymmetrical and therefore necessitate two different 
orthogonal polarizations making the resonant frequency polarization dependent. .In 
this study, for both the Hilbert curve and edge~located via structures, only the 
. polarization that yields a resonant frequency of 3.25 GHz was considered. The results 
of the parametric study show that each of the four modified EBG structures has a 
much lower fractional bandwidth than the conventional mushroom type. 
The second-order Hilbert curve demonstrates the least fractional bandwidth at 
3.6%. The edge-located via and Polar-EBG at k = 0.5 show remarkably similar 
! ' 
fractional bandwidths but with the Polar-EBG having a higher cell size reduction at 
--------------------------............. .. 
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nearly 56 %. The spiral-like EBG exhibits the greatest cell size reduction '" 73% 
while the Hilbert-curve shows the least cell size reduction at 24%. Although the edge-
located via EBG marginally performs better than the polar-EBG structure in terms of 
bandwidth, the performance of the Polar-EBG is still better than that of the spiral-like 
EBG and Hilbert curve in terms of the fractional bandwidth. 
In the case of the Hilbert-curve, the polar-EBG performs better, because of the 
greater utilization of the patch area to increase surface capacitance while the Hilbert-
curve relies more on its inductive nature. The polar-EBG also has the benefit of being 
symmetrical and is therefore not polarization dependent while the Hilbert-curve and 
edge-located via EBGs are polarization dependent. This characteristic may be 
important to some applications. 
6.7 Conclusion 
An EBG structure designed using polar curves and mapping functions has been 
proposed and analyzed. Mathematical expressions for the design of such structures 
have been presented along with simulations and the results from fabricated 
prototypes. The results presented in the chapter show that a low frequency EBG 
structure designed using polar curves and mapping functions shows both AMC and ' 
EBG properties. The properties of the designed Polar-EBG surfaces have been 
demonstrated using simulations and measurements. The Polar-EBG was found to be 
more angularly stable for both TE- and TM-incident fields. The studies showed that 
unlike the conventional mushroom that is more angularly stable when illuminated 
with TM-polarised fields, the Polar-EBGs showed greater stability for both TE and 
TM fields. Additionally the Polar-EBG was compared to other well know angularly . 
stable EBG structures obtained from literature and it was proven that the Polar-EBG 
performs better. 
The fractional bandwidth and cell size reductions achieved by designing EBG 
structures using polar and mapping function techniques were comphred to three low 
frequency AMC structures i.e. Hilbert-curve, edge-located vias and spiral-like EBG. 
• I 
The results presented in that study showed that the Polar-EBG performed better than 
the second order HlIbert-curve in both the fractional' bandwidth and cell size 
reductions. In rehltion to the edge-located via surlaces, the Polar-EBG demonstrated 
better results for cell size reductions but had similar fractional bandwidths. However, 
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it is worth noting that the edge-located via structure is inherently polarization 
dependent while the Polar-EBG being symmetrical is polarization independent. 
Additionally, the Polar-EBG had a higher fractional bandwidth in comparison 
to the spiral-like EBG structure. This demonStrates that the inclusion of the warping 
transformation optimizes the spiral-slot by regulating the length of the slot without 
extreme degradation of the bandwidth. This formalizism for designing EBG structures 
using polar curves and mapping functions is indeed capable of creating low-frequency 
EBG structures for operation at arbitrary frequencies and gives multiband EBG 
structures as well. In conclusion, the main benefits to this approach are that lower 
frequencies can be achieved for a given unit cell and substrate material and in addition 
the elements tessellate, even when k is varied from cell-to-cell, making it possible to , 
map onto curved and irregular 3D shapes. 
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CHAPTER 7: 
CONCLUSION 
7.1 Summary 
A new type of conical antenna has been presented that is characterised by having far 
field radiation patterns with low eccentricity, lobing and broad impedance bandwidth .. 
It is composed of a cone section termiriated with a corrugation loaded spherical cap. 
This new antenna has. a modified surface current distribution along its length when 
compared to a conventional capped conical antenna. It is this reduction in surface 
'currents that is i responsible for the reduced amount of edge diffractions and the 
elimination of partial standing waves. These standing . waves contribute to the 
indentations in the radiation pattern and the degree of variation in pattern with 
frequency. This new spherical cap design behaves as a kind of magnetic conductor 
and can be described using a transmission line circuit simulation model, which 
accurately predicts its electromagnetic band gap properties. 
Although a conductive ground plane is useful as a reflector, it also has several 
drawbacks such as permitting the propagation of surface waves. It has been shown in 
this thesis and elsewhere that the performance' of conical antennas is greatly 
influenced by the geometry and size of the ground plane in use. While the effects of 
, 
the ground plane are more distinctly observed in the radiation patterns, its contribution 
in the antennas input characteristics are less ob~ous: Using Res analysis, it was 
established that the resonances and anti-resonances observed in the return 
characteristics of the conical antenna' were directly linked to the ground plane and not 
, . 
the antenna. 
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7. Conclusion 197 
The radiation characteristics of the conical antenna have also been improved 
by introducing coaxial corrugations into the ground plane. It was shown that surface 
wave propagation is suppressed over the bandgap frequency range on the textured 
ground plane. As the surtace waves are attenuated prior to reaching the ground plane 
e~tremities it reduces the diffraction from its sharp edges. The back radiation and side 
lobes are lessened as a consequence. The surface wave suppression effect was also 
confirmed by analysing the electric field at the interface between air and the ground 
plane. The electric field at the air-ground interface for the corrugated ground plane 
was found to decay at a rate similar to the lateral fields, illustrating that the textured 
ground plane effectively suppresses the propagation of surface waves. The concept of 
textured ground planes was also extended to arbitrary-shaped ground planes. 
This thesis has explored two methods for improving the radiation performance 
. of conical antennas. Firstly, the spherical end cap was modified by cutthi.g out radial 
slots a quarter wavelength deep at the design frequency. Secondly, coaxial 
corrugations were introduced in the ground plane. The results from the first approach 
showed slight but potentially useful improvements in the antenna's radiation 
performance. If this were to be exploited commercially consideration may have to be 
given to the added 'complexity introduced by these corrugations. 
The second approach demonstrated much more noticeable changes in the 
radiation performance compared to the first approach. The back radiation was greatly 
reduced and the broadside gain improved by approximately 5 dB. While the 
corrugated ground plane approach increases the radiated power in the up-tilt direction, 
I . 
the corrugated spherical cap approach increases the power. radiated in the broadside 
, 
direction. Therefore, depending on the type of application either approach can be 
quite useful for improving the radiation performance of conical antennas. 
Finally, a novel electromagnetic bandgap structure designed using polar 
curves and mapping functions is presented. The performance of the EBG structures 
has been validated' via simulations and measurements. It has been found that the 
Polar-EBG has better angular stability than the equivalent square patch design and is 
comparable in terms of. performance to other low frequency EBG structures from 
published literature. 
; Curved surfaces like spheres present a considerable challenge if square EBG 
.' . I 
patterns are to be mapped onto them. Inevitably the complex geometrical mapping 
required for such surfaces introduces unwanted distortions. In addition, the distortion 
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introduced when a plane is mapped onto a sphere changes from place to place on the 
sphere. Also, the length between points on the sphere will not equal the distance 
between points on the plane EBG surface. Therefore, to accurately map EBG patterns 
onto an EBG surface necessitates a mapping technique that takes the geometry of the 
surface into consideration. The polar curves and mapping technique developed in this 
thesis is one such technique. The geometric mapping of the curved surface can be 
taken into account in the polar function. It also would be useful for allowing point-to-
point control of the surface impedance. 
7.2 Future research 
7.2.1 Further validation 
. Experimental validation of modelling results strengthens the validity of research 
ideas. So far in this work,computer simulations and measurements have demonstrated 
the feasibility and advantage of applying periodic structures in the design of conical 
antennas. The improvements in the far field radiation patterns have been verified 
using simulations for both the corrugation loaded spherical1y capped conical antenna 
and the coaxially corrugated ground plane. 
Conical antennas are commonly used in military and naval applications. The 
antennas are usually mounted onvehic1es or naval vessels and use the entire metallic 
structure as the ground plane. Conical antennas in these environments can also be 
model1ed as further validation of the potential of periodic structures. The evidence 
from such studies would encourage the acceptance of the novel antenna and provide a 
realistic view of the antennas potential. 
7.2.2 Enhancement of the simulation accuracy 
The electromagnetic behaviour of conica! antennas has been examined using TLM 
numerical modelling techniques. In common with other numerical methods like 
FDTD, TLM generally utilizes Cartesian meshes and this gives rise to a number of 
problems. As the level of complexity of problems increases, e.g. bodies with irregular 
; , 
or rotationally symmetric boundaries, staircased descriptions of smoothly curved 
boundaries are unavoidable and typically require loc~ refmement of the mesh. In the 
, 
. '., 
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current TLM electromagnetic solvers, the refinement can be achieved through the use 
of excessively fine or variabl~ meshes, which increase the demand on computing 
resources and increases simulation times. 
Additionally, periodic boundary conditions defmed in the solvers cannot be 
used to reduce simulation times for rotationally symmetric antennas like the conical . 
antenna because the Cartesian meshes may not be able to describe the symmetry 
boundaries correctly. 
The use of nonorthogonal curvilinear TLM meshes and locally conformal 
meshes offer valuable alternative approaches, although currently there are no 
commercial solvers using these meshes. The curvilinear TLM offers the possibility of 
applying periodic boundaries which would reduce the simulation volume of the 
conical antenna. This implies that finer corrugations can be defined on the spherical 
cap which would improve the accuracy of the simulation results greatly. 
7.2.3 EBG structures for conformal surfaces 
In this thesis, a technique for designing EBG structures using polar curves and 
mapping functions has been developed. It has been demonstrated by numerical 
simulation and measurements that.Polar-EBGs have the same properties as previously 
published EBG structures. This new geometry has the potential to influence the design 
of EBG structures for curved or conform.al surfaces e.g. aircraft wings or fuselage. 
Consequently, the feasibility of employing these techniques to conforrnal surfaces 
needs to be ascertained. 

